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NEW BEAR AT 

IT'S HERE AT LAST! 
Bearcat's latest high technology 
scanner is now available in this 
country. It covers * 10mtrs, *6mtrs, 
Airband, High Band, UHF and 
950MHz. 
The UBC 200XLT is the handheld 
scanner with the latest facilities - 
850-950MHz in 12.5KHz steps, 200 
memories in 10 Banks. 
Super LCD Backlight for discreet 
listening in the dark, detachable 
Nicad pack, CW charger «I £249.00 
(£5.00 P&P). 

ONLY LIMITED STOCKS AVAILABLE 
*MAY VARY 

RAYCOM 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTC 

TEL: 021-544 6767 

SUMMER SPECIAL OFFERS 
WHILE STOCKS LAST 

icorn ICR7000 - Royal 1300 £931.00 
Icorn IC3200E 25W Dual Band Mobile £399.00 
BJ200 Mk2 Handheld AM/FM Scanner £199.50 
Sony ICF2001D SW Receiver plus Alrband £289.00 
Sony ICF7600DS Super SW Receiver £159.95 

SCANNERS 
YAESU FRG9600 from We company who specialises in fitting extra options. 
as supplied to Government departments and professional bodies We also 
upgradeeaisting models, please call for more details, prices, delivery and 
information 
Yaesu FRG9600 Basic Model Improved '5 Meter • Sens £465 00 
Yaesu FRG9600 RWC Mk2 60-950MHz ' N' Connector Fitted £495 00 
Yaesu FRG9600 RWC MK3 HF 100KHz.950MHz plus Mk2 Spec £595 00 
Yaesu FRG9600 RWC Mk5 HF 501(Hz.950MHz Active Muter £625 00 
Yoesu PAL Video Und for above ....£  
loom ICR 7000 25M-2G142 superb quality professional Ra 
loom ICR7000/AH7000 Receiver plus Matching Discone fie 5297 . 0000 £937 5 
Kenwood RI 1 New 500kHz-950MHz Wide and Narrow AM ,FM POU 
For VHF- UHF Multi Function Mobile Scanner FM only f 139 00 
Uniden Bearcat UBC 50XL VHF-UHF lOch H/held Scanner £95 00 
Uniden-Bearcat UBC 70XL VHF-UHF 20ch Miniature H / held f179 00 
Uniden • Bearcat UBC 100XL VHF-UHF-Airtiand Hi held Scanner f189 00 
Uniden-Bearcat UBC 175XL VHF-UHF.Atrband Desk-Too (175 00 
B1200 Alk2 V HF -UHF-Aittand-lArrAkrf Aii‘ond Whekl El 99.50 
AOR 2002 25550. 800-1300MHz Desk-Top/Mobile AM/FM (469 00 
Sony Air 7 Top Quality VHF.Airband Handheld Scanner 2 
Package deal on above Mk3/5 FRG9600 c.'w AH7000 discone, G5ERV4.5 00 PA4 
AC PSU, (ample* reaning ration HF-UHF including delivery UK mainland 
lidd 1100 00 to otrzne pnie 

PACKAGE DEAL AVAILABLE ON ALL MAKES. 

IF IT'S GOOD, WE STOCK IT! 

END OF SEASON SALE WHILE STOCKS LAST 
TRANCEIVERS 

YAESU FT757GX HF 100W £599.00 

YAESU FT270RH VHF 45W £195.00 

YAESU FT727R V/UHF HANDHELD £395.00 

"KENPRO* KT200EE VHF HANDHELD £159.00 

'KENPRO* KT400EE UHF HANDHELD £169.00 

C.T.E. 1600 VHF HANDHELD  169.00 

SCANNERS 
BJ200 Mk II CIVIL 8( MILITARY AiBAND £195.00 

BEARCAT 70XL C/W NICAD & CHGR £175.00 

BEARCAT 100XL C/W NICAD Er. CHGR £179.00 

BEARCAT 175XL DESK TOP £159.00 

MARK II 150kHz TO lgHz £37.5.00 

FOX BHP 10/60 MOBILE/HOME  £89.00 

REVCO RS3000 MOBILE/HOME  195.00 

ALL UNITS SOLD ON FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS WHILE STOCKS LAST. 
EQUIPMENT IS NEW OR WHERE STATED • EX-DEMO ALL. UNITS HAVE FULL WARRAN 

HANDHELDS 

'=Extended Receiver coverage available. call for detains 
YAESU FT727R/FNB4A 2.5W (5W) DUAL BANDER CM CHRGR £395.00 
"YAESU FT23R/FBA1 0 2.5W (5W) 2MTRS. £229.00 
'YAESU FT73R/FNB10 2.5W (5W) 70CMSC/WCHARGER........ £259.00 
'ICOM MICRO 2E 25W 2MTR HANDHELD WITH CHARGER__ £229.00 
CTE 1600 (SAMBAS ICOM IC2E) C W NICADCHARGER........ £ 179.00 
Many other friper of handheld stocked, please enquire 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS 
Yaesu FRG8800 Short Wave 100KHz-30MHz all Mode - Mem.. £589.00 
Yesu FRG8800/FRV8800 as above with VHF Cony f £679.00 
Icon, ICR-71 Top Grade Communicahons 
Sony PRO80 WNW Handheld Scanner c/w 

Many more makes and models in stock. PLEASE CALL FOR 
DELIVERY COSTS and any advise or information, or sen rge SA 
(Insured post and packing £ 10.00, Carrier £ 12. 

We im the pro mixing perfor-
mp to B which gives you 

mance of higher priced 
ailable from Raycom, buy it 

re if you want SECOND BEST! 
SU IS STILL BEST VALUE FOR 

MONEY' 

ALL CURRENT YAESU AND ICOM HF 

RIGS STOCKED, CALL FOR A DEAL' 

MOBILES 

YAESU FT211RH 45W 2MTR MOBILE WITH FREE 
'/4 WAVE ANT . 
YAESUFT212RH NEW 45W 2MTR MOBILE DVS FEATURE OPT 
'ICOM IC28E 2MTR 25W MOBILE WITH FREE 5/8 ANTEN 
ICOMIC48E 70CM 25W 
ICOM IC3200 DUAL BAND 25W.. 

Compare 
Many offier types and mak 

E STANDARD ACCESSORIES 
TT M., M AS ABOVE C W NICADS CHRGR 

025ISTD) WITH 25W LINEAR AMPLIFIER 
2 6MTR 25W MULTIMODE STANDARD ACCES 

MK2 6MTR 25W ACM AS ABOVE CitiN NICADS CH 
F779ORMK2 NEW 70CM 2 5W MULTIMODE DUE OUT SOON 

£39900 
£42500 
£48900 
£39900 
£42500 
£499 00 

AVA AT RAYCOM. CUSHCRAFT, BUTTERNUT, HY.GRAIN 
ANTERWAS. JAVBEAM, TONNA, MET. HAM-M ROTATORS Cali for full 

09.00 00.4415detalls. picas. available,/ and delivery costs. 
9.00 ICOM AH7000 SUPER 250 1300MHz DISCONE................. £79.00 
9.00 HINER° ROYAL 1300 WIDESAND DISCONE £65.00 

BUTTERNUT HF6V HE VERT. £159.00 
00 BUTTERNUT HF5B BUTTERFLY £235.00 

G8ICY-TYPE 7.1MHz TRAP DIPOLE KIT S0238.  £24.50 
G8KW-TYPE as above for use wen 75 OHM  £23.50 
G8KW-TYPE 2X 7.1 TRAPS ONLY LESS CABLE. £9.95 
RAYCOMAIRBAND/VHF SIX ELEMENT DISCONE £12 50 
RAYCOM DISCONE VHF 60-600MHz 8E50239..£ 29.50 
MFJ HF ATU's£ 42-£242 

GAMMA TWIN 2 METRE SUM JIM KIT Inc Instr 
RAYCOM CAST GUTTERMOUNT CM S0239/COAX 

££1 48.'5500 
MIRAGE LINEARS VHF 

This above popular products POST FREE 
(UK mainland only) 

7 

ROYAL 1300 WIDEBAND DISCONE 
Following the huge success and popularity of 
the 25-1300MHz, wideband discone antenna 
- 'corn AH 7000 & Welz - Diamond D109 with 
transmit facilities on VHF-UHF amateur 
bands. Raycom decided to persuade a UK 
manufacturer to make a "BRITISH COPY!" at 

a very competitive price' 

COMPLETE WITH PROFESSIONAL CABLE & 
CONNECTORS AT ONLY £65.00 

P&P 5 

MAC;E• Beim, IN 
/ 

UK 4 A4‘ 

Sor.sit. 

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD. CALL IN 

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD EASY TO GET TO 
I+ 

OLDBURY WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RJ EASY PARKING 

Telephone 021 544 6767. Fax 544 7124. Telex 336483 ldenti-G 

é 

RAYCOM gives you MORE 
PURCHASING POWER! 

FOR FAST SERVICE PHONE IN YOUR ORDER 
WITH ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD OR IN MOST 
CASES WE CAN OFFER YOU INSTANT CREDIT 
OF UP TO £1,000.00 (SUBJECT TO STATUS 
RAYCOM ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS. APR 
29.8%, SUBJECT TO VARIATION. FREE CREDIT 
ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS AT M.R.P. PRICES. 50% 
DEPOSIT AND SIX MONTHLY PAYMENTS. 
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR MORE DETAILS AND 

 APPLICATION FORMS 

crediRae"d !NEW INFOLINE 0836 282228 t car  

available 5-9pm (weekdays only) 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

o 

/ UÇ \ 

M 5 
Junction 2 

1 
Opening hours 9am-5.30pm 6 days, late nights 
Thursday & Friday till 7pm. We stay open laterl 

MITED 

FOR THE BEST IN AMATEUR RADIO 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

ALL PRODUCTS WE ADVERTISE ARE NORMAL 
STOCK ITEMS. OUR NEW MAIL ORDER DE-
PARTMENT CAN NOW DESPATCH MANY ITEMS 
SAME DAY. BUT PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 
14 DAYS. DELIVERY TIME IS SUBJECT TO 
CARRIAGE METHOD. IF ORDERING BY MAIL 
PLEASE INCLUDE CARRIAGE AND STATE YOUR 
DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER. ALL PRO-
DUCTS OVER £750.00 CARRIAGE FREE. PLEASE 
ALLOW TIME FOR PERSONAL CHEQUES TO 
CLEAR. PLEASE CALL BEFORE ORDERING AND 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

PLEASE TEL: 021 544 6767 
THROUGH YOUR CONTINUOUS AND VALUED CUSTOM, RAY WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD. HAS MOVED AND EXPANDED TO ENABLE US TO 
OFFER YOU EVEN BETTER SERVICE AND PRICES - STILL WITH THE RAYCOM GUARANTEE, BEST EQUIPMENT, BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES, BEST 
BACK-UP, AND PLENTY OF PARKING FACILITIES AND EASIER TO GET TO! WE NOW BOAST THE BEST CENTRAL FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY, WHY NOT 
POP ALONG AND SEE THE LATEST TRANSCEIVERS, SHORTWAVE/SCANNING RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES? MOST OTHER PRODUCTS 
ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE ARE AVAILABLE AT RAYCOM AND DON'T FORGET OUR EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS' 

15151 
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SONY ARE JUST 1 OUT OF 

131 COMPANIES WHO CLAIM 

TO HAVE THE WIDEST RANGE 

OF SHORTWAVE RADIOS. 

Don't worry, Sony haven't stooped to making bogus claims. 

The companies opposite are all those who stock our shortwave radios. 

As you can see, the widest range of shortwaves is only available in a 

narrow range of shops. 

This might give you the impression that they're fairly exclusive. 

Far from it. 

With prices between £69.95 and £299.95, Sony shortwaves cater for 

everyone, from the everyday business traveller to the most demanding 

enthusiast. 

At one extreme you'll find the ICF 5100. 

It may look like the standard tranny found in most people's kitchen. 

It's as easy to use as your average tranny. But don't let that fool you. 

A flick of a dial and Radio 1 is replaced by stations from every corner of 

the World (and the top, bottom and sides as well). To reduce interference it 

has a dual conversion circuit, a feature usually reserved for the most 

expensive models. 

Speaking of which, at the other extreme is the ICF 2001D. 

It does everything an enthusiast could want. And quite a few things he 

didn't know he wanted but will soon swear he couldn't do without. Like a 

synchronised detection system for instance, something you'd only expect in 

professional equipment. 

You'll even find the World's smallest shortwave radio, the ICF SW1. 

Slightly larger than a cassette box, it's just what you need when you 

wake up in a strange hotel room in Papua New Guinea, and feel a hankering 

for the news back home. 

Whether it's a simple case of homesickness you want to cure, or an 

advanced case of ' enthusiast's fever', Sony shortwaves are the answer. 

For a free trip around the World (well, its radio stations anyway), 

ask your nearest Sony Shortwave Centre for 

a free demonstration. 

London: SKB Limited, Video & Audio, 100 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London 

N3 2DN. 

Edgware Electronics Centre, 194 Edgware Road, London W2. 

Harrods Ltd., Radio & TV Dept., Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, London 

SW1X 7XL. 

Knightsbridge Electronics, 155 Knightsbridge, London SWI 7PA. 

LeSet Ltd., 115 Fulham Road, London SW3. 

PNR Audio Vision, 28 Tottenham Court Road, London WIP 9RB. 

Welbeck Video Ltd., 26 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl. 

Selfridges Ltd., Radio & TV Dept., 400 Oxford Street, London WIA 1AB. 

Wallace Heaton Ltd., New Bond Street, London W1. 

Berrys of Holborn, 37-39 High Holborn, London WC1. 

Westminster Audio, 169 Piccadilly, London W1. 

Galaxy, 230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. 

Spatial Audio & Video, 29 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9RE. 

Massey Radio Ltd., 117 Chiswick High Road, Chiswick, London W4. 

David Ingram (Hi-Fi Centre), 42-43 Lower Marsh, Waterloo, London SEI. 

Alvabond, 70 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N3. 

Goodwins, 7 The Broadway, High Road, Wood Green, London N22. 

Southern England: Suttons Limited, Bournemouth Sony Centre, The Quadrant, 

Bournemouth BAI 2AB. 

Milton's Audio Visual Ltd., Southampton Sony Centre, 29 London Road, 

Southampton, Hants. SO1 2AD. 

Brassky Limited, Colchester Sony Centre, 14-16 Culver Street West, Colchester, 

Essex COI IJG. 

J. O. R. Gilbert, 35a High Street, Baldock, Herts. 

Nicholls Bros., 82 High Street, Braintree, Essex. 

Videovision, Camberley Sony Centre, 42 High Street, Cambeçley, Surrey 

GUIS 3RS. 

Videovision, Kingston Sony Centre, 40 Fife Road, Kingston upon Thames, 

Surrey. 

Whomes Centre Limited, 28 The Mall, Broadway Shopping Centre, Bexleyheath, 

Kent DA6 7JJ. 

Whomes Centre Limited, 32 The Mall, High Street, Bromley, Kent BRI ITR. 

Whomes Centre Limited, 84 Eastgate International Shopping Centre, Basildon, 

Essex SSI4 1EX. 

Hamilton Electronics Ltd., 35 London Road, Southampton, Hants. 

Dawson Radio Ltd., 23 Seamoor Road, Westbourne, Bournemouth, Dorset 

BH4 9AA. 

Tony Reynolds Radio, 12 Lichfield Terrace, Richmond, Surrey. 

R. Jones Ltd., 60 High Street, Whitton, Middlesex. 

Whitstable Teleradio, 75 Biggin Street, Dover, Kent. 

Gerald Giles Sony Centre, 37 St. Stephens Street, Norwich, Norfolk NRI 30N. 

R. N. French, 16 Queens Parade, Hastings, East Sussex. 

Manos Radio, 52 St. James St. Brighton, East Sussex. 

Malcolm Audio & TV Ltd., 12 South Street, Chichester, Sussex P019 1EH. 

South Midlands Communications, SM House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. 

Estate, Eastleigh, Hants. 505 3BY. 

Barretts of Canterbury, 1 Rose Lane, Canterbury, Kent. 

Paul Dogra & Sons, 6 High Street, Slough, Berks. 

Allders Dept. Store, Radio & TV Dept., North End, Croydon, Surrey. 

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 2 Central Parade, London Road, Redhill, Surrey. 

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 10-12 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants. 

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 10 Church Street, Leatherhead, Surrey. 

Lyles (Worthing) Ltd., 224 Findon Road, Findon, Worthing, Sussex. 

Weybridge Audio, 5/6 Waterloo Terrace, Baker Street, Weybridge, Surrey. 

UMW 
ici SW1 'CF 5100 
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Loughton Photographic Limited, Southend Sony Centre, 11 South Church Road, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS1 2NJ. 

Loughton Photographic Limited, Chelmsfor& Sony Centre, 1-4 West Square, High 

Chelmer, Chelmsford, Essex CMI IXS. 

Waters á Stanton Electronics, 18/20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex. 

Waters á Stanton Electronics, 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. 

Merrow Sound, 34 West Street, Horsham Sussex. 

Merrow Sound, 45 Commercial Way, Woking, Surrey. 

Merrow Sound, 22 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey. 

Merrow Sound, 5 High Street, Epsom, Surrey. 

South West England: Ron Millard, 31 Southgate Street, Bath, Avon BA1 1TP. 

Tape Recorder & Hi-Fi Limited, Bristol Sony Centre, 8-10 Bond Street, 

Broadmead, Bristol BSI 3LU. 

Tape Recorder & Hi-Fi Limited, Weston Sony Centre, 4 Waterloo Street, Weston-

Super-Mare, Avon. 

C. F. Loader, Plymouth Sony Centre, 20 Armada Centre, Armada Way, Plymouth, 

Devon PLI ILE. 

Hickmans Limited, Swindon Sony Centre, 39b Havelock Street, Swindon, 

Wiltshire SNI 1SD. 

J. P. Williams Limited, Exeter Sony Centre, 15 Paris Street, Exeter EX1 2JB. 

J. P. Williams Limited, Barnstaple Sony Centre, Holland Walk, Barnstaple, 

N. Devon EX3I 1DW. 

Battarbee's Limited, Taunton Sony Centre, County Walk, Taunton, Somerset 

TAI 3TZ. 

Bee-Jay Television Ltd., 22 Clifton Down Shopping Centre, Whiteladies Road, 

Clifton, Bristol BS8 2NN. 

Tom Molland Ltd., 110 Cornwall Street, Plymouth, Devon PLI INF. 

Visibly Sounder, 100 Union Street, Torquay, Devon. 

Moss of Bath, 45 St. James Parade, Bath BAI 1U0. 

Upton Electronics, 31 Torquay Road, Paignton, Devon TO3 3DT. 

Midlands: B.A.T.S. Sony Centre, 160-162 Corporation Street, Birmingham, 

W. Midlands B4 6TEI. 

CTS., 3 Regent Grove, Leamington spa, Warwickshire CV32 4NN. 

CTS., 58 Evesham Walk, Kingfisher Centre, Redditch, Worcester 897 4HA. 

R. Tilney Limited, Bamford Sony Centre, 77a Abington Street, Northampton 

NN1 2BH. 

Stuart Westmoreland Limited, Derby Sony Centre, 2c Albert Street, Derby 

DEI 2DS. 

Kings Radio (Hereford) Ltd., 35 Widemarsh Street, Hereford HR4 9EA. 

Robbs of Gloucester, 15 Worcester Street, Gloucester, Glos. GL1 3AJ. 

Witney Audio Centre, 29 High Street, Witney, Oxon. 

David Buswell, 5 Talisman Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire. 

Russell Acott, 124 High Street, Oxford, Oxon. 

S. May (Leicester) Ltd., 27 Churchgate, Leicester. 

Seymour Chemist Limited, 5 High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP11 2AZ, 

Fenway TV, 8 Victoria Way, Newmarket, Suffolk. 

University Audio, Peas Hill, Cambridge. 

Ringjay Electronics Limited, Coventry Sony Centre, 73 Lower Precinct, Coventry, 

West Midlands CVI IDS. 

R. C. Snelling, Blofield, Nr. Norwich. 

Horntons, 8-9 Lower Temple Street, Birmingham 82. 

Johnsons Shortwave Centre, 43 Friar Street, Worcester, Worcs. 

Ray Withers Communications, International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road, 

Oldbury, W. Midlands. 

Millers Music Centre, Sussex Street, Cambridge, Cambs. 

Northern England: E. W. Hewitt Limited, Stockport Sony Centre, 104 Princes 

Street, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 1RJ. 

E. W. Hewitt Limited, Altrincham Sony Centre, 91a George Street, Altrincham, 

Cheshire, WAIH 1RW. 

E. W. Hewitt Limited, Warrington Sony Centre, 48 The Mall, Golden Square, 

Warrington, Lancashire, WA1 10E. 

Peter Bamford Limited, Hull Sony Centre, 42 Paragon Street, Hull, North 

Humberside HUI 3ND. 

Jones of Oakwood Limited, Leeds Sony Centre, 103 Vicar Lane, Leeds LS1 6PJ. 

Jones of Oakwood Limited, Wakefield Sony Centre, 35 Cross Square, Wakefield, 

W. Yorks. 

Cleartone Ltd., Manchester Sony Centre, 66/68 Bridge St., Manchester, M3 2RG. 

W. M. Hewitt, 549 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield. 

Lester and Nix Ltd., 11 King Street, Belper. 

Williams Electrical Shops, Sheffield Sony Centre, 955 Ecclesall Road, Banner 

Cross, Sheffield Sil 8TY. 

CBS Audio Vision Ltd., St. John's Precinct, Liverpool. 

Fairbothams, 58 Lower Hillgate, Stockport. 

Williams Electrical Shops, Rotherham Sony Centre, 7 Riverside Precinct, 

Corporation Street, Rotherham S60 1ND 

Whiteleys, Deansgate, Blackpool. 

Ball Bros.. Bacup Road, Rossendale, Lancs. 

J. G. Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Goodrights Limited, Preston Sony Centre, 98/100 Fishergate Walk, St. Georges 

Centre, Preston, Lancs. PRI 2NR. 

Fenhams, 119 Grainger Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Lawsons, 7 St. Anns Staith, Whitby. 

Erricks of Bradford Limited, Bradford Sony Centre, 18 Rawson Square, Bradford, 

W. Yorks, BD1 3JP. 

Hadwins, 29-33 Finkle Street, Kendle, Cumbria. 

Misons, 11 Warwick Road, Carlisle, Cumbria. 

Searle Audio, 229 Rawlington Street, Barron, Cumbria. 

Scotland: Edinburgh Sony Centre, 386 Morningside Road, Edinburgh, Scotland 

EHIO 5HX. 

McMichael Bros., 9 Mill Street, Alba, Clackmannanshire, Scotland SK10 IDT. 

Graham Robertson, 5 Fountain Road, Bridge of Allan, Stirlingshire, 

Scotland SK9 4ET. 

Video One, Glasgow Sony Centre, 31 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, Scotland G2 5HS. 

Connolly Bros., Hi-Fi Limited, 31 Almondvale Centre, Livingston, Midlothian, 

Scotland EH54 6NB. 

Connolly Bros., Hi-Fi Limited, 7 King Street, Kilmarnock, Scotland KAI 1PT. 

David Steven, 1-3 Main Street, East Kilbride, Scotland. 

Murray Mackie, 30 High Street, Fraserburgh, Scotland. 

Martin E. Payne Limited, 38 South Methven Street, Perth, Scotland PHI 5NU. 

Martin E. Payne Limited, 18 Union Street, Dundee, Scotland DD1 4131-1. 

C. Bruce Miller, 363 Union Street, Aberdeen, Scotland. 

J. D. Brown, 28-36 Castle Street, Dundee, Scotland. 

McMichael Bros. 23/27 Upper Craigs, Stirling, Scotland. FK8 2DG. 

In Hi-Fi Ltd., 63 George Street, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Wales: Radiocraft Sonus Ltd.. 251 Cowbridge Rd. Estate, Canton, Cardiff CFI 9TO. 

Radiocraft Sonus Ltd., 231 High Street, Swansea SA1 1NY. 

Tele-Electrical Services, 9 The Brackla Street Centre, Bridgend, Mid. Glamorgan 

CF31 IDD. 

Northern Ireland: F. Rea & Co., 24-30 Chichester Street, Belfast, Northern Ireland. 

Laser Electrical Ltd., Unit 3, Abbey Trading Estate, Newton Abbey, Northern Ireland. 

Audio Times, 85 Royal Avenue, Belfast, Northern Ireland. 

Channel Islands: Reg Mauger (Sales) Ltd., 20 Halkett Place, St. Helier, Jersey, C.I. 

Soundtrack, 1 Church Square, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I. 

C. R. Regent, 49 Halkett Road, St. Helier, Jersey, C.I. 

MICA ICF 75011 15f 15000S ICF 20810 
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LEVEL 
NEW OWNER 

Because of the growth of 
his cleaning business ( Moor-
top Cleaning Co) Martyn Bolt 
G4SUI has decided to stop 
trading in amateur radio. The 
business Geefor Enterprises 
has been taken over by Ian 
Duff in of Stalham, Norfolk. All 
enquiries should now be dire-
cted to him on (0692) 82075. 
Martyn Bolt would like to 

thank his customers for four 
enjoyable years in the 
amateur radio trade and 
hopes that they will continue 
to patronise Geefor under its 
new ownership. 

GODIVA AWARD 
Coventry Amateur Radio 

Society has recently 
introduced a new award — the 
Godiva award. Details are as 
follows. 
1 The award is available to all 
licensed "operators and short 
wave listeners. 
2 Contacts/stations heard 
must include: 
G2ASF or G7ASF or any 
special event callsign oper-
ated by Coventry Amateur 
Radio Society or at least two 
club members. Also a suffi-
cient number of Coventry 
stations ( ie located within 
the city boundary) to achieve 
the requisite number of 
points: 
20 points for any station 
located within the British 
Isles. 
15 points for other stations 
within Europe. 
10 points for stations outside 
Europe. 
Each CARS callsign work-
ed/heard = 5 points. 
Each CARS member work-
ed/heard = 2 points. 
Each Coventry station work-
ed/heard = 1 point. 
3 All contacts must be made 
after 1 January 1988. 
4 Contacts via repeaters are 
not acceptable. 
5 OSL cards are not required, 
but a data list, signed and 
verified by two other 
amateurs is required. 
6 There is no time limit for the 
achievement of the award. 
7 Endorsements are available 
for: (a) achievement on a 
single band; ( b) achievement 
using a single mode; (c) 

achievement using DRP 
(<5W). 
8 All certificates will be 
numbered. 
9 Cost of the award is £1.50. 
10 To obtain the award send 
your data list and full payment 
to: J Ward G4HHT, 3 Shirley 
Road, Coventry CV2 2EL. Che-
ques etc should be made 
payable to Coventry Amateur 
Radio Society. 

LOUGHTON AND DISTRICT 
ARS 

On 4 November Loughton 
and District Amateur Radio 
Society has a junk sale, and 
on 18 November a film show. 
Meetings are held at 

Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane, 
Loughton, Essex IG10 3RU, in 
Room 20. They start at 7.45pm. 
All visitors are welcome. 

BARTG's AGM 
The AGM is on 5 November 

at the Churchill Room, Lon-
don House, Mecklenburgh 
Square, London WC1. It starts 
at 2pm. 
One of the issues which is 

to be discussed is a proposed 
change of name from the 
British Amateur Radio 
Teleprinter Group to the Brit-
ish Amateur Radio Teledata 
Group. As the Group is now 
not only concerned with 
mechanical RTTY but also 
with computer RTTY, Packet 
radio, AMTOR and fax, it is felt 
that the possible change of 
name will be more indicative 
of the BARTG's current inter-
ests. 
Because of this possible 

name change, the BARTG 
would like as many members 
as able to attend the AGM. 
Further details are avail-

able from: Ian Brothwell 
G4EAN, 56 Arnot Hill Road, 
Arnold, Nottingham NG5 6LQ. 
Tel: (0602) 262360. 

Finally, BARTG subscrip-
tions for 1988 are £8.00. 
Details from: Mrs Pat Beedie 
GW6M0J, Ffynnonlas, Salem, 
Llandeilo, Dyfed SA19 7NP. 

RALLY 
The Verulam Amateur 

Radio Club's annual rally is on 
Sunday, 27 November at St 

Albans City Hall. Doors open 
at 11am and close at 5.30pm. 
Entry costs just £1.00. Attrac-
tions include club and trade 
stands, bring and buy, talk in 
on 2m, prize draw, refresh-
ments and bar. 
For further information 

contact Hilary G4JKS. Tel: St 
Albans 59318. 

DTI NEWS 
On 30 September 1988 the 

Department of Trade and 
Industry announced changes 
to the amateur radio licences 
which will increase the use of 
digital technology. Digital 
communications include 
Packet Radio, Radio Teletype 
(RTTY) and Amateur Tele-
printing over Radio (AMTOR). 
The changes will enable 

radio amateurs to: 
— use their stations for auto-
matic digital communica-
tions; 
— receive and transmit digital 
communications along a 
chain of amateur stations; 
— allow such operation to be 
conducted unattended; 
— keep a modified log to 
accommodate the speed of 
operation and complexity of 
chains involved in this form of 
communication. 
Most amateurs will not be 

allowed to operate a mailbox 
or bulletin board (a facility 
which receives and stores 
messages for or on behalf of 
other licensed amateurs for 
retransmission at a later 
time). The use of an indivi-
dual's amateur radio station 
to receive his or her own 
personal messages is per-
mitted. 
The amended licences 

explicitly permit licensees to 
record and retransmit mes-
sages from other licensed 
amateur stations including 
the relaying of messages 
along a chain of such stations. 
The licences also provide 

for the unattended operation 
of digital communications 
although this is limited to: 
— the frequency band 50-
51MHz, with a maximum 
power of 10dBW erp carrier or 
pep and the frequency bands 
144-146MHz, the sub-band 
436.6-436.8MHz, the bands 
2310-2450M Hz, 3400-3475MHz, 
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5650-5680M Hz, 5755-5765M Hz, 
5820-5850MHz, the sub- bands 
10,000-10,250MHz, 10,270-
10,300MHz and 10,400-
10,450MHz, the bands 10,450-
10,500MHz, 24,000-24,050MHz 
and all bands above 
47,000MHz listed in the Sche-
dule to the Amateur Licence, 
with a maximum power of 
14dBW erp carrier or pep. 
There are special provi-

sions for logging the automa-
tic operation of digital com-
munications. Automatic 
operation is taken as includ-
ing both unattended opera-
tion and the use of the station 
as an intermediate link in a 
chain of stations. The require-
ment to record callsigns is 
waived for automatic opera-
tions involving digital com-
munications. It is not neces-
sry to record each and every 
contact or message passed, 
although the licensee must 
still record the time of com-
mencement and shutdown of 
operation of the station. 
A more general change in 

the way logs may be kept has 
also been announced. From 
now on a log need only be in 
'permanent' form rather than 
in a book ( ' indelible...not 
loose leaf'). This means that 
logs may now be kept on 
magnetic disc or tape. 
Some changes have been 

made to the requirement for 
identification to facilitate 
digital communications. 
Identification, which is 
required at least every 15 
minutes, must be made in the 
type of transmission being 
used for the message. 
However, identification in 
Morse or telephony is 
required for periods during 
which transmissions are 
made lasting 30 minutes or 
more; Class B licensees may 
now use Morse in addition to 
telephony for identification 
purposes. 

Mailboxes/bulletin boards 
The DTI has agreed with the 

RSGB a procedure for the 
licensing of mailboxes/bulle-
tin boards. Under an agency 
agreement made with the 
Secretary of State for Trade 
and Industry, the RSGB will 
distribute notices varying the 

licence conditions of indivi-
dual amateurs so as to autho-
rise them to establish such a 
facility. (There will also be 
provision for microwave link-
ing of mailboxes/bulletin 
boards). 
Applications for this notice 

of variation should be sent to 
the RSGB, which will remain 
responsible for the co-
ordination of such facilities. 
Amateurs authorised by a 

notice of variation to operate 
their stations as a mailbox/ 
bulletin board will identify 
their stations using a special 
GB7 prefix, allocated by the 
RSGB, ie GB7 + 3 letters. 
(GB7 + 2 letters will denote 
digital communication repea-
ters). 
Operation of an amateur 

radio station as a mailbox/ 
bulletin board without a 
notice of variation will be 
unlicensed use. 
The DTI has also 

announced clarification of 
regulations for handling third 
party traffic by radio amateurs 
operating in the UK. This 
follows discussions with the 
RSGB. 
The Amateur Service exists 

on the understanding that it is 
used ' for the purpose of self-
training, intercommunication 
and technical investigations 
carried out by amateurs'. 
Third Party Traffic should 

be regarded under two sepa-
rate headings: the passing of 
messages on behalf of other 
licensed radio amateurs and 
the passing of messages on 
behalf of non-licensed peo-
ple or organisations. 
The DTI accepts that the 

passing of messages on 
behalf of other licensed radio 
amateurs ( at home and 
abroad) does not contravene 
the prohibition against third 
party traffic to be found in the 
International Radio Regula-
tions. Regulation 2733 pre-
vents the Amateur Service 
being used for commercial 
(unlicensed) traffic. If UK 
radio amateurs were to pass 
messages on behalf of 
unlicensed people or 
organisations thereby provid-
ing a service, then a breach of 
the Telecommunications Act 
1984 would take place. 

Passing third party mes-
sages initiated by or intended 
for unlicensed persons is 
permitted under the terms of 
the amateur radio licence 
under three very limited 
circumstances: 
During Special Events: a 
special event station is estab-
lished by a licensee with the 
authority of a letter of varia-
tion administered by the 
RSGB on behalf of the DTI. 
The variation permits the 
licensed amateur's station to 
be used by unlicensed third 
parties for two minute per-
iods only, and then only to 
discuss trivial matters of per-
sonal interest; 
At the request of a 'User 
Service' for the purpose of 
self-training for natural disas-
ter planning and other exer-
cises promoted by the User 
Services. ( User Services are 
defined in the licence); 
In the event of natural disas-
ters where the established 
lines of communications have 
failed. Under these circumst-
ances the amateur may, with-
out reference to User Ser-
vices, pass messages on 
behalf of third parties until 
the normal communications 
systems have been restored. 
Such messages should only 
relate to matters directly con-
cerned with relief of distress 
and should be kept as short as 
possible. 
The bands identified for 

this purpose are: 3.5MHz, 
7.0MHz, 10.1MHz, 14.0MHz, 
18.068MHz, 21MHz, 24.89MHz 
and 144MHz. 

Now available from Global 
Specialties is the Model 6010 
fully programmable, low-cost 
counter/timer. 
The new product is based 

on Global's 6020 IEEE-based 
instrument, but without some 
of the 6020's features and 
options, so that they have 
been able to achieve a low 
price of £795.00. 
The 6010 gives optimum 

resolution throughout a fre-
quency range of between 
0.1Hz to 125MHz, and utilises 
both conventional and 
reciprocal techniques. 

Using three independent 
channels and nine full size 
LEDs, thirteen different 
measuring functions can be 
provided including time inter-
val averaging, rise/fall time, 
and peak voltage. 
Featured in the 

counter/timer are internally 
pre-selected intervals or 
external intervals ranging 
from 100s to 1000s. 
A trigger level function is 

included for eliminating false 
triggering on unknown sig-
nals, and a non-volatile mem-
ory is capable of storing up to 
ten complete front panel set-
ups, guaranteeing duplica-
tion of multiple test routines. 
For further information, 

contact: Global Specialties, 
2nd Floor, 2-10 St John's 
Street, Bedford MK42 ODH. 

CAPACITOR RANGE 
The Kemet 'Golden Max' 

ceramic dipped/radial capa-
citor range which offers over 
300CV values has been 
introduced by STC Electronic 
Services. 
Encapsulated in a moisture 

and shock resistant gold-
colour epoxy coating which 
permits laser marking with 
exceptional clarity, the 
devices meet the flame 
requirements of UL 94V-0. 
Highly reliable performance 
is achieved by good electrode 
integrity, electrode-to-
termination continuity and 
uniform dielectric thickness. 
The devices are stocked in 

capacitance values ranging 
from 10pF to 1µF, at 200V, 100V 
and 50V. COG Ultra-Stable, 
X7R Stable and Z5U General 
Purpose dielectric types are 
available with an option of 5 
case sizes. 
Also offered are the 

C052/62 Series moulded 
radial capacitors to IECQ 
PQC-43/45. These multilayer 
ceramic capacitors are 
designed for professional use 
in a wide range of application 
areas and are available in 
COG and X7R dielectric to 
IECO specifications plus Z5U 
dielectric for commercial 
purposes. 
Featuring a capacitance 

range of 10pF to 1µF, the 
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devices are offered in 200V, 
100V and 50V versions. 
For further details, contact: 

The Capacitor Group, STC 
Electronic Services, Edin-
burgh Way, Harlow, Essex 
CM20 2DF. Tel: (0279) 626777. 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
The Pan 35-C, a compact 

digital multimeter with 4 digit 
LCD clock is now available 
from Electronic & Computer 
Workshop Ltd, for £37.40 
(including VAT and P&P). 
The multimeter, with a bat-

tery warning indication, has a 
31/2 digit LCD multimeter dis-
play to a maximum reading of 
1999 and automatic range 
selection. Accuracy is rated 
at ±0.7% rdg ± 4 digit dc. 
Range selection is automa-

tic and readings can be taken 
in the following ranges: volt 
dc 200mV - 2V - 20V - 200V - 
500V. Volt ac 2V - 20V - 200V - 
500V. Resistance 200 ohms - 
2k ohms - 20k ohms - 200k 
ohms - 2M ohms - 20M ohms. 
Other features include a 

diode test, a continuity test, 
autopolarity indication and 

100 hour battery life. 
The meter measures 54 x 

108 x 12mm, weighs 80g and 
comes complete with hard 
cover case, two batteries and 
instruction manual. 
For further information 

contact: Electronic & Compu-
ter Workshop Ltd, Unit 1, 
Cromwell Centre, Step field, 
Witham, Essex CM8 3TH. Tel: 
(0376) 517413. 

FUSE MONITORING SYSTEM 
Klippon Micro-Systems has 

developed a new combined 
fuse and fuse monitoring rail-
mounted module - FM5/48D - 
which incorporates 5 fused 
channels, each capable of 
supplying 5A. 
Each output channel of the 

device is monitored and, 
should fuse failure occur, a 
red LED comes on to alert the 
user. In addition, an alarm 
output is triggered for any 
channel fuse failure and this 
is offered as an open collec-
tor transistor output from the 
nominal 48V dc supply line 
which is capable of sourcing 
100mA. The maximum 

operational current for the 
complete unit is 10A. 
Other features include: 

green LED input voltage 
indication; humidity toler-
ance from 0 to 80% ( non-
condensing); 0.5-4.0mm2 
(solid) and 0.5-2.5mm' con-
ductor acceptance and 
Polyamide 6.6 housing. 
For further details, contact: 

Klippon Micro-Systems, 
OPTS House, Cramptons 
Road, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 
5DZ. Tel: (0732) 460066. 

FAST COMLINEAR OP-AMPS 
Bandwidths of up to 180MHz 

are featured in Comlinear's 
new CLC205 and CLC206 
wideband operational ampli-
fiers, now available from 
Anglia Microwaves Ltd. 
The two devices offer a 

choice of low power con-
sumption (CLC205) or high 
drive capability ( CLC206) and 
have features which have not 
been available before in this 
price bracket. 
The CLC205 has a power 

consumption of 570mW at 
±15V and just 56mW at ± 5V - 

far lower than that of most 
high speed hybrid amplifiers. 
At the same time it is fast, with 
a settling time to 0.05% of 24ns 
and a 170MHz bandwidth 
(-3dB). Output drive capabil-
ity is ± 12V, 50mA; making it a 
good choice for flash A/D 
drive, D/A buffering and line 
driving in PC-based 
instrumentation as well as 
aerospace applications. 
Designed for maximum 

speed and drive level, the 
CLC206 has a 19ns settling 
time and 180MHz bandwidth. 
Its output level is up to 100mA 
(150mA max) and slew rate is 
3400V/us. This gives a full 
power - 3dB bandwidth of 
70MHz at 20V p-p with a gain 
of 20. Typical applications are 
signal distribution (50 or 75 
ohms) and fast pulse 
response system operation 
over the full military tempera-
ture range from - 55 to 
+125°C. 
For further information, 

contact: Anglia Microwaves 
Ltd, Radford Business Cen-
tre, Radford Way, Billericay, 
Essex CM12 OBZ. Tél: (0277) 
630000. 

I/BCD 

BCD ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
SOMERSET HOUSE, SOMERSET STREET, 

HULL HU3 3QH 
TEL: 0482 225437 

TELEX: 592592 KHMAIL G (ATTN BCD146) 
BF256 0.40 BFS23A 1.50 MC1496 1.20 SL6270 2.25 2029056 0.45 
BF480 0.85 BFW92K 1.35 MC3340P 1.85 SL6440 3.65 2023696 0.45 
13E981 0.85 BFX89 1.15 MC3357 3.05 SL6601 2.95 203866 1.35 
BF023 2.25 BFY90 1.20 MPF102 0.40 SL6700 4.45 204427 1.75 
BF051 2.10 BLX65 2.50 MPS918 0.30 TDA7CO3 2.35 204921 0.70 

BFR34A 1.85 BLY33 0.85 0E564 3.10 UA733 1.00 2SC194 7 6.75 
BFR90 1.30 J304 0.60 08565., 1.25 VN66AF 1.60 2SC2053 1.50 

BFR91 1.50 J309 0.60 NE592..... 1.20 ZTX327 1.50 30201 1.25 
BFR9l 8.75 J310 0.60 SL560.. .... 2.25 10414Z 1.10 35651 2.60 
BERN 1.75 LM3089 3.50 SL1612 ...... . 4.85 234416E 1.55 3SK87 0.40 

808 SERIES FILM TRIMMERS 1 4-5.5PF, 2-10PF, 2-22PF 25p: 5.5-65PF 40p. 

UNITED KINGDOM TABLE OF RADIO FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 

The comprehensive guide to frequency allocations 9K1-12-400GHz 
An invaluable publication for all radio users 308 pages £12.00 (E060 VAT) 

PLEASE ADD 60P POSTAGE & PACKING . VAT ro 15% TO TOTAL 

Start training now for the following 
courses. Send for our brochure - 

without obligation or Telephone us on 

REF: AR11 06267 79398 Ell 

NAME  
Telecoms Tech 

271 C & G 

Radio Amateur 
Licence C & G 

Micro- processor 

Introduction to 
Television 

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School 
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon T014 9UN 

Workshop 
Service Technician 
Technical role with a market leader 

We are a market leader in the highly 
competitive field of Mobile Communications/ 
Business Telephone Systems. We maintain a 
strong position through the excellence of our 
products, service and support. We are now 
looking for a Technician to work in a modern 
computerised workshop in Vauxhall SW8. 
You will be working on VHF/UHF radio 

equipment to component level, Cellular 
telephones and general state-of-the-art 
telecommunications equipment. 
This is a fast growing market and you will 

find ample scope for career development 
within a very progressive organisation and we 
offer a realistic salary and a generous leading 
company benefits package. 

If you're interested in a career with a 
market leader, please telephone David 
Mosson on 01-627 2052. 

SECURICOR 
COMMUNICATIONS 
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DXPEDITION TO HOWLAND ISLAND 
by J B Smith VK9NS 

Baker and Howland Islands lie approx-
imately 1 north of the equator and about 
179' west. Both are uninhabited by 
humans. However, Howland Island does 
have a history of colonisation in the 
1930s. This colonisation by a handful of 
people was used by the USA to substanti-
ate their claim to the islands. Howland 
became associated with the famous 
aviatrix Amelia Earhart and her last fatal 
flight. The Lockheed Electra went mis-
sing on route from Lae in New Guinea. Of 
course, WWII saw both islands in use as 
wartime airfields for US forces in the 
Pacific. 

In the beginning... 
This story starts several months ago 

when I became interested in a possible 
DXpedition to Canton Island (T31). It had 
not been active for some time and it 
appeared to be quite easy to get to. 
Licensing would be no problem since I 
already held a T30 callsign. 
However, as things progressed I real-

ised that it would need a four day sea 
voyage to get to Canton Island, almost 
1,000 miles east from Tarawa. I then 
thought that Baker and Howland ( KH1) 
would be much more in demand. Six 
years had elapsed since SMOAGD had 
signed portable KH1 during a stay on 
Canton Island. On alternate days Erik 
also used a T31 callsign. 
To understand the situation better, it 

has to be remembered that until the 
independence of Kiribati, Canton Island 
had been jointly administered by both 
the British and US governments. As a 
result, UK personnel interested in 
amateur radio were issued VR1 (T31) call-
signs and US personnel were issued the 
KB6 or later the /KH1 callsigns. This 
convenient arrangement of two DXCC 
countries for the price of one came to an 
end about six years ago. Now the only 
way to work the KH1 is activity from 
Baker or Howland Islands. 
Since both islands were US territories I 

approached the US Department of the 
Interior in Hawaii. After several false 
starts I finally talked with the people who 
dealt with Baker and Howland Islands. I 
was informed they were part of the US 
National Wildlife Refuge. Talking to 
Doug Forsell of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service I discovered several interesting 
things. Firstly, he had been to both Baker 
and Howland Islands and secondly he 
was extremely interested in my idea of 
visiting either island for amateur radio 
purposes. 
There were, of course, a couple of valid 

points. Firstly, the department was 
interested in US representation and was 
not too keen on a completely 'foreign' 
invasion of the islands. It was also 
worried about the impact on the bird 
population of generators, antennas and a 
bunch of crazy radio amateurs working 

on a 24 hour basis screaming into 
microphones and so on. 
After about six weeks, several letters 

and telephone calls, HIDXA and the US 
Fish and Wildlife Service came to a 
working agreement. We, the radio 
amateurs had agreement in principle for 
landing permission and they in turn had a 
method of getting to both islands at a 
considerably reduced cost to their 
department. HIDXA was to charter the 
vessel for the then planned 15 day 
charter. 
Originally HIDXA planned for a 10 

member team. Seven would be radio 
amateurs with at least a couple of US 
participants. The other three would be 
US Fish and Wildlife staff and one 
weather man. The agreement was that 
each member would share the charter 
costs equally and this would be about 
US$2600 on a pro-rata basis. 

Logistics 
So, the ground work continued with 

more and more to do in the logistics of 
the operation. All major DX outlets were 
informed of our intentions. There is 
nothing on either island and so every-
thing needed had to be taken. Much of 
the planning was done by fax, telex and 
telephone and of course dozens of 
letters. I noted in my mind how much 
easier this DXpedition was than our 
previous DXpedition to Heard Island. 
With the computer I wrote one letter and 
ran off copies— all addressed to different 
people. I could recall the letter and write 
a few updates and with fax facilities a 
great deal was achieved very quickly. 
Such is progress. 
However, there was also one very 

prominent similarity to Heard Island. We 
had dozens of operators who wanted to 
go to KH1. A great and marvellous 

opportunity, wouldn't miss it for the 
world! But, as things moved along we 
remained stuck with only five operators. 
Also, for some reason or another, the US 
weather man was withdrawn at the last 
moment. The major effect was that 
HIDXA had a larger and larger commit-
ment to the overall costs. At the last 
moment we had one more operator join 
us, Mac KV4AM decided to come along. 
Unfortunately, after travelling to Tarawa 
Mac pulled out and remained in Tarawa 
signing T3OMA. He would have been our 
oldest member and on reflection he 
decided that the whole trip might be too 
much. In hindsight he was probably right 
as our stay on Howland was pretty basic 
and usually uncomfortable. 
As a financial move the charter was cut 

to 13 days thus reducing costs by some 
US$3,500 and this allowed for seven days 
on the island. As events proved, we had 
just over six days ashore owing to rough 
weather on the way out. We would have 
liked to have extended the charter by a 
couple of days but financially it would 
have been crazy to do this. 
The Shipping Corporation of Kiribati 

has a huge responsibility serving all the 
island groups. The company has an 
excellent reputation and although char-
ter costs were US$1760 per day, the 
group was looked after very well. It was 
arranged that the vessel would remain in 
the vicinity of the island and also that the 
company would be responsible for 
getting the party and equipment ashore. 
This in itself is a major problem when 
landing through heavy surf on remote 
islands. The arrangement also relieved 
the party of a great deal of sheer physical 
effort. ( I thought of this as we were finally 
getting ready to leave Howland Island. 
We were all very tired and even lugging 
everything down to the beach would 
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have been a problem. With the help of the 
crew, however, it was a different story. 
We did what we could and they did the 
heavy stuff). 
The choice of Howland Island was 

taken quite early, largely as a result of 
Doug's advice and his flat statement that 
it was very hard to get ashore on Baker 
Island. That was good enough for me. 
However, we did play with the idea of 
putting Baker Island on the air for IOTA 
and carried a spare generator and so on. 
However, in reality it became apparent 
that much more could be achieved if we 
stuck together. 

Operators 
In addition to charter costs each 

member had to find his way to Tarawa as 
this was our starting point and some 700 
miles from our destination. Gradually the 
operator list filled up — the list started 
with Kirsti and myself and very quickly 
Jean-Louis TR8JLD decided to come. He 
travelled all the way from Gabon in West 
Africa — such is dedication. Almost 
immediately he was followed by Chris 
KA100Z from Connecticut, who had just 
upgraded and was awaiting his new call. 
Most will now recognise this new call as 
NO1Z. This was the one finally used for 
the operation. Ron 7J3AAB was then in 
the running. Finally, Jackie 7J1ADX, who 
was also an early starter. Unfortunately, 
he had to withdraw due to work problems 
during our time frame. So once again we 
were back to five radio operators, until 
the very late appearance of Mac KV4AM 
mentioned earlier. 

It is my opinion that we really needed at 
least one more operator and I still feel 
that the original idea of seven operators 
was about right. We had an enormous 
commitment in the shape of 6m, RTTY 
and a brand new YL country. Not to 
mention a genuine attempt to operate 
160m. So in some respects it was a great 
pity that we could not have got just one or 
two more operators. 
On arrival in Tarawa just a couple of 

weeks before departure, there was much 

The opera fina tent which we hired 

From left. Ron. Jean-Louis, Chris. Jim and Kirs fi 

to do. A great deal of equipment had 
been freighted from Japan and Norfolk 
Island. The US Fish and Wildlife staff had 
also freighted many of their basic needs. 
They had to be self sufficient and they 
came well prepared. Customs, shipping, 
freight, generators, antenna supports, 
operating areas, shelter and so on were 
among the things that I needed to 
finalise. 
With the help of Ali T30AY I knew my 

way around Tarawa within a couple of 
days and all the contact points. I had met 
the chief customs officer and so on. 

Major hiccup 
However, almost immediately there 

was a major hiccup: one of the three 
reserved Yamaha 2.8 KVA petrol gener-
ators had been sold. There had been a 
power failure on one of the nearby 
islands and a generator was needed 

urgently. As a result there were only two 
generators left and these were not 
enough. I had always planned for three 
stations plus RTTY and 6m. There was no 
chance of getting a generator to Tarawa 
on time unless more expense. in air 
freight was incurred. 
Our salvation came in the form of a 

large diesel generator which was being 
held for a local Catholic Mission. They 
had not enough money to pay for it, so it 
was being held for them. I then sug-
gested a deal; if they would let us have 
the generator for 15 days ( to cover the 
DXpedition time) HIDXA would sell it to 
them, with a $1000 discount, as a slightly 
used item. This is the stuff of the bargain 
basement but it was a reasonable 
approach for HIDXA as we got all our 
power for $1000. The generator was paid 
for on the spot after one quick visit and 
discussion at the shipping company as to 
whether they could get it ashore. This 
was to prove no problem. 
The generator was started soon after 

arrival, fuelled on the run ( very carefully) 
and was shut down just after our last OSO 
some six days later. 
With the problem of shelter we had a 

stroke of luck. In a telex to Tarawa, I had 
asked if there was a local Boy Scout 
group which might have tents that we 
could hire, to save the expense of buying 
them. A few days later I had a reply that a 
large tent 15ft square was available for 
hire at a very reasonable daily rate. 
When we went to check the tent we 

found that there were no ropes or 
pickets. I had to order 20 strong wooden 
tent pegs to be made. Plastic covered 
rope was also obtained and we were in 
business. The tent was repacked and it 
was hoped that the next time it was 
unpacked we would all be on Howland 
Island. It easily accommodated all our 
stations and the mountain of junk which 
we carried. In addition we had a bit of 
room for a cot to grab a nap. 
Two other areas of shelter had been 

planned and the wooden frames had 
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Nei Momi tackles the surf 

been made and labelled for easy assem-
bly at our destination. A further area of 
shelter was also envisaged using fram-
ing and tarpaulins with the Amelia 
Earhart beacon as a tie point. This 
worked out very well. Kirsti and I brought 
along a tent but this proved to be 
inadequate for the very windy local 
conditions. 

Antennas 
As part of the antenna farm we had two 

Cushcraft 3e1 beams. Two seven metre 
masts were to be organised locally using 
2in water pipe. I had checked that this 
was available but it turned out to be quite 
difficult to obtain. There was a large 
bundle of it in the shipping yard but this 
was a lost consignment with no paper 
work. Customs clearance was impossi-
ble and it became a dead end. I offered to 
quietly remove three lengths and return 
them in due course, however, it was not 
to be. Very frustrating. Finally, a source 
was found and they were welded to my 
specifications and a suitable base made 
from old car wheels and a simple bearing 
system also arranged. The masts worked 
very well in practice but finally con-
firmed a principle I have always believed 
in. It is based on Murphy's Law; the one 
which says that your beam is never in the 
right direction. Armstrong methods are 
fine but I will always make one antenna 
rotate electrically in future. It is well 
worth adding a rotator and cable to the 
heap of equipment usually carried. 
Guy rope was purchased and the mast 

problems finally fixed. All welding was 
done locally but I thought it was 
expensive. However, the people 
involved were not Kiribati people and 
that may explain the situation. 

Final arrangements 
Gradually Jean Louis and I got more 

and more of the essentials organised. We 
had an arrangement with the shipping 
company where they lent us one of their 
ship containers to store our bits and 
pieces. This also pleased customs who 

were quite happy to release our freight 
into this other bond area. It worked very 
well in practice and provided good 
shelter and security for all our material. 
Water and fuel containers, fuel pumps, 

tables, chairs and so on gradually built up 
and our store started to look fairly full. 
Fuel for the generators was now 
arranged with the purchase of 400 litres 
of diesel and 400 litres of petrol for the 
one back-up generator we decided to 
carry, just in case. Lubricating oil was 
purchased, in smaller quantities of 
course and also Kerosene for our stoves. 
A promise was made that the fuel would 
be delivered on the day of our departure. 
Things were really moving along now 

with the arrival of Mac then Chris and 
finally Kirsti and Ron, along with Doug 
and Dick of the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Departure had been set for 6pm 
on Thursday 24th March. This allowed all 
the latest arrivals one full day of 

The first 3e1 Cushcraft is ready to go up 

shopping for anything needed at the last 
moment. 
Doug and Dick purchased fresh fruit; 

bananas, limes, coconuts, papaya ( paw-
paw), imported apples and oranges and 
so on. It was time to buy the soft drinks 
and a few cartons of beer, all based on a 
ration of so many cans a day. The 
arrangement worked out fine. Even after 
our return to Tarawa we still had a stock 
of beer, although this had been 
increased by a donation of two cartons of 
beer from the Captain of the Nei MoMi. 
The vessel has the unlikely name of 

Miss Marble. It was built in Japan, and 
the passenger area which we occupied 
was really nice. Clean and had every-
thing one could hope for without the 
expense of an ocean liner. The crew 
cared and made us feel at home. The 
food was simple but well-cooked and 
served with the smile that was important 
to them. I must comment on these 
wonderful people of Kiribati and their 
continuing ability to smile and be 
friendly. It became a feature of all our 
dealings with them. 

On our way 
By 6pm we were all aboard, the fuel had 

been delivered as promised and loaded. 
Our generator was safely aboard and 
stowed and finally the large aluminium 
dinghies were loaded. Each of us were 
getting settled in our small but comfort-
able cabins and there was a call for a 
meal. We thought that we were on our 
way. 
We finally cleared the quay for How-

land Island early next morning and some 
hours later were clear of the reef 
surrounding Tarawa. The sea was pretty 
rough and a strong 25 knot headwind very 
apparent. In fact this weather pattern 
followed us all the way to Howland Island 
and it took over four days to finally arrive 
off the island about 9 o'clock in the 
evening. In the bright moonlight we 
could see the old Amelia Earhart Beacon 
and the long edge of beach dead ahead. 
It was an exciting moment. 
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Some of the equipment we used 

We drifted off the island all night until 
dawn next day, then we attempted to get 
ashore. Our excitement had been dam-
pened slightly as the breaking water on 
the reef looked very formidable. 
However, the first boat was soon loaded 
and on its way. It had to land well down 
from the target point of opposite the 
beacon due to rough water. This resulted 
in a long slog bringing gear up to our 
intended operating area. 
The next boat was better and made it 

through the surf almost on target. So with 
one boatload after another, all the group 
and our gear gradually made it ashore 
without mishap. Fuel drums were floated 
ashore and were soon in position near 
the generator. 

In business 
A start was made to pitch the tent and 

the generator was already in place. The 
tent was pitched in quite windy condit-
ions but it went up all right with many 
willing helpers. With the wooden pickets 
and rope in place the tent started to look 
quite a substantial shelter. That evening 
we were hit by a wild squall and heavy 
rain, and I think we were very lucky that 
the tent stayed up. Next morning we had 
a hurried re-assessment of the tent 
guying. It was then made very secure in a 
couple of hours. We had no more trouble. 
With the tent up, a station was quickly 

organised. One of the power cords was 
run and connected to the generator. In 
the meantime Jean-Louis and Ron were 
assembling one of the Butternut verti-
cals. They quickly had this HF antenna 
ready and the coax was plugged into the 
rig. All switches off', I cried and started 
the diesel. It was a comforting sound as 
we finally had power available. 
The rig was switched on and NO1Z/KH1 

was finally on the air. We said hello on 
14220kHz, with Bob KH9AC being first in 
the log. A quick résumé and ack-
nowledgement that all were ashore 
safely and we moved to 14195kHz, split to 
14200-14210kHz. The DXpedition was in 
business! It was a great moment for us 

all. The planning, hard work and rough 
sea voyage suddenly seemed worth-
while. 
As the hours progressed. another 

antenna was raised and then both beams 
were in the air and so on. Very quickly 
another station was connected up and 
brought into action. The DXpedition was 
very lucky with propagation and the 
bands remained open hour after hour. 
Always a huge pile-up and always more 
and more to be done. 
Conditions on the island were very 

basic, it carried much more grass cover 
than had been expected. Most photo-
graphs show the island as a white sandy, 
coral area. All around were the birds and 
they quickly adjusted to our presence. 
There was not much time for sight seeing 
but gradually we got around. 
The focal point of the island is of 

course the Amelia Earhart beacon. Built 

in 1937 as a memorial to this famous 
aviatrix who disappeared over the Paci-
fic on route to Howland Island. This is an 
aviation mystery which has never been 
solved. In addition the settlers of the 
1930s built their town Itascatown and 
signs of their work are quite prominent. 
Long stone walls mark the boundary of 
their small community buildings, repre-
senting many hours of hard labour. It 
must have been a lonely sort of life, 
perhaps compensated by the beautiful 
beach on the lee side of the island with 
its fringing reef and pure white sand. 
There are many mementos to their 

occupation of the island and it was a 
surprise to talk to one station in Hawaii 
who had been one of those early settlers. 
He had many questions. Were we really 
on Howland Island? Was the beacon still 
there? Had we seen an old bulldozer 
which was left behind? Had we had any 
luck on the North Reef with the lobsters, 
there for the catching at night with a 
suitable light? I promised him a few 
photographs on my return to Norfolk 
Island. 
Howland Island has never been active 

in a radio amateur sense since 1948 but 
there are records of pre-war QS0s and I 
have a couple of letters from people who 
were on this island during the war and 
also pre-war. In due course I hope to be 
able to get a better picture of this era. 

Excitement 
We certainly had our moments of great 

excitement during our stay on the island: 
someone, as 6m opened up, hearing our 
beacon VK9NL/KH1 running on 
50110kHz; Kirsti working several stations 
during the opening: one memorable 
sunset opening on 160m when the 
strength of the incoming signals was 
unbelievable; still being called and 
working stations after many OSOs and 
long after sunset proper; the early 
moments of RTTY and giving Howland 
Island for the very first time in this mode; 
another major pile-up. It was the same 

Jean-Louis TRE3JLO writes with his left hand and sends with his right 
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story for most of our 166 hours of 
continuous operation. There seemed to 
be no end to the clamour for QS0s. 

New YI country 
It was exciting to see Kirsti giving all 

and sundry a new YL country. She was 
the only one to use this call as all other 
operators used NO1Z/KH1. So it was with 
just around 27,500 QS0s in the log that it 
was time to leave. A final QS0 with a JA 
station and we all used him to say our 
farewells to these memorable six days. 
There is excitement, challenge and 
personal reward with these DXpeditions 
which is hard to describe. All DXpe-
ditioners seem to feel the same way. 
Certainly all of us felt that we had done a 
good job. 

Lady Luck 
On the credit side we had no major 

equipment failures. Usually this is the 
curse of DXpeditions — as the linear 
blows a string of diodes after a power 
surge or a front end receiver MOSFET 
gives up the ghost in response to an 
overdose of RF as another operator 
opens up on the same band. The dozens 
of things that can and do go wrong didn't 
this time. In short Lady Luck smiled. 
The loading and return to the Nei Momi 

is a bit blurred; we were all very tired as 
there was so much to do. However, 
beams, verticals, tents and so on all came 
down much quicker than they went up. 
We cleared our site efficiently and slowly 

but surely we were all back on board 
safely. It had been a long wet morning 
and many of our cardboard containers 
looked very soggy. The weather proved 
Doug wrong when he told us that it rarely 
rained on Howland Island. We now know 
that this may have been true once but 
with overcast skies and showers most 
days the weather pattern has clearly 
changed. 

Thanks 
To all who helped make this DXpedi-

tion possible many thanks, in particular 
the members of HIDXA. Thanks also to all 
the operators who worked so hard, to 
Kirsti, Chris, Ron and Jean-Louis. 

All major contributors are acknow-
ledged on the QSL card. These cards are 
now being mailed and we hope you like 
them. 

Log Totals 

160m CW 
160m SSB 

80m CW 

80m SSB 

40m CW 

40m SSB 

20m CW 

20m SSB 
15m CW 
15m SSB 

10m CW 

10m SSB 

6m CW 

6m SSB 

Log Breakdown of the DXpedition 
NO1Z/KH1 

190 
1 

136 

407 

1741 

741 

3365 

5681 
3168 
3689 
1428 

3145 

VK9NL/KH1M 

193 

436 

175 

370 
427 
1353 

155 
219 

366 

30 

23692 3724 

Totals are around 27,416 QS0s. There are some OSOs on 6m CW and also a 
couple of hundred RTTY QS0s which should be added. 

Prices below normal trade. Some 1/10 quantity rate. Send 
18p SAE or label for free catalogue. (OVERSEAS 2 MINA' COUPONS) 

Millions of components: thousands of different lines 

Rechargeable Nickel Cadmium batteries (ex unused 
equipment) AA(HP7) 1.25 volt 500 mA Set of four £2 
ITT Mercury Wetted relay 20-60 VDC Coil. SPCo, 2A 79p. 10-£5 
LED illuminates Red, Green or Yellow depending upon 
polarity/current. 5 x 21/2 mm Face 
 25p or 100 for £23 or 1000 for £200 
10,000 Resistors. 1/3 to 2 watt. 10 to 22meg. 1/2% to 10% NOT a 
jumbled mass, but ready sorted into values 
 £25 collected £29 Mail Order 
5mm Red Flashing LED 25p or 10 for £2.25 
Watch/Calculator/Lighter etc Mercury Batteries Made by 
Ray-O-VAC 10 mixed popular sizes £1.50, 50 for £5.00 
I N4004 or IN4006 Diodes 300 for £6.50 
KBS005/01/02 3 amp 50 V/100 V/200 V/bridge rectifiers, 
35p/36p/40p. 10 off £3.20/£3.40/£3.70. 100 off £30/£31/£34 
Plessey SL403 3 Watt amp, From Bankrupt source, hence sold 
as untested 4 for 60p or 10 for £1.20p 
5mm LED, clear, lighting hyperbright (600mcd), red up to 200 
times brighter (gives beam of light)   25p, 100/£20, 1000/£150 
Mul lard 5mm LED, 40 red, 30 green, 30 yellow = 100 mixed  £7 
'HARVI' Hardware packs ( nuts-bolts-screws-self tappers, etc) 
marked 35p retail, 100 mixed packs for £11. 
Modern silver/black/aluminium, etc knobs 50 mixed, £6 (sent as 
10 sets of 4 + 5 sets of 2 — 15 different type/sizes). 

SEND PAYMENT PLUS 19p SAE 
Postal orders/cash — prompt dispatch. 
Cheques require 9 days from banking to clear. 

Cheques drawn on Barclay's Bank not accepted. 
Prices you would not believe before inflation! 

BRIAN J REED 
TRADE COMPONENTS, ESTABLISHED 31 YEARS 

161 ST JOHNS HILL, CLAPHAM JUNCTION 
LONDON SW11 1TC1. 

Open 11am till 6.30pm Tues to Sat. Telephone 01-223 5016 

TX-3 RTTY/CW/ASCII TRANSCEIVE 
The high performance, low cost system 

Split-screen, type-ahead operation, 24 memories, clock, review 
store, callsign capture, RTTY auto CR/LF, CW software filtering and 
much more. Needs interface or TU. BBC-B and Master, CBM64 tape 
£20, disc £22. Spectrum tape £35, +3 disc £37 inc adapter board 
(needs interface/TU also). For VIC20 we have our RTTY/CW 
transceive program. Tape £20. 

RX-4 RTTY/CW/SSTV/AMTOR RECEIVE 
This is still a best-selling program and it's easy to see why. Superb 
performance on all 4 modes, switch modes at a keypress to catch all 
the action. Text and picture store with dump to screen, printer or 
tape/disc. An essential piece of software for the SWL. Needs 
interface. BBC43 and Master, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape 
£25. Spectrum tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc adapter board (needs 
interface also). The SPECTRUM software-only version ( input to 
EAR socket) is still available, tape £25, +3 disc £27. 

TIF1 INTERFACE 
Perfect for TX-3 and RX-4, RITTYand CW Fitters, computer noise 
isolation for excellent reception. Transmit outputs for MIC, PTT and 
KEY. Kit £20 (assembled PCB + cables, connectors) or ready-made 
£40, boxed. State rig. Available only with TX-3 or RX-4 software. 

ALSO MORSE TUTOR £6, LOGBOOK £8, RAE MATHS £9 for BBC 
and CBM64 (disc £2 extra), SPECTRUM, ELECTRON, VIC20 

Prices include VAT and p&p, 1st Class inland, airmail overseas, 
normally by return. Eire, Cl, BFPO deduct 13%. 

Technical Software (AR) 
Fron, Upper Llanchvrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF 

Tel 0286 881886 VISA 
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PHONE 
0474 560521 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD 
SELECTRON HOUSE, 

SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK, SPRINGHEAD ROAD, 
GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD 

TELEX 
966371 
TOS PM 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
AN 03 
AN124 
AN214 
AN2140 
AN236 
AN239 
AN 240F 
AN247 
AN 290 
AN 262 
AN 264 
A5271 
AN301 
AN 303 
95313 
AN315 
AN316 
AN331 
95342 
AN362L 
AN612 2.15 
956362 3.95 
AN7140 3.50 
AN7145 3.50 
AN7145M 3.95 
957150 2.95 
AN715I 2.50 
BA52I 3.35 
091352E 1.75 
C93086 0.46 
CA3123E 1.95 
CA313IEM 

2.50 
CA3140s 2.50 
C931407 1.15 
ETT6016 2.50 
1-191137W 1.95 
HA1156W 1.50 
1-1.91306 1.50 
1491322 1.95 
HA1339A 2.95 
I-191366W 2.75 
I-191406 1.95 
HAI551 2.93 
L91201 0.95 
L91230 1.95 
L93201 0.93 
LA4101 0.95 
LA4102 2.95 
L94140 2.95 
L9403111 1.95 
L94400 3.50 
L94420 3.50 
LA4422 2.50 

2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
1.95 
2.50 
2.80 
2.50 
2.95 
1.95 
2,50 
3.50 
2.95 
3.50 
2.95 
2.25 
3.95 
3.95 
2.95 
2.50 

LA4431) 2.50 
LA4461 3.96 
LC7120 3.25 
LC7130 3.50 
LC7131 5.50 
LC7137 8.50 
LM3236 4.96 
LM3245 0.46 
LM3805 1.50 
LM38058 2.96 
LM3837 2.90 
LM3905 3.50 
LM1011 3.15 
645155L 2.96 
M51513L 2.90 
M51521L 1.60 
M03705 1.50 
MI33712 2.00 
MB3758 2.50 
MC1307P 1.00 
MC1310P 1.96 
MC1327 1.70 
M013270 0.96 

MC1351P 1.75 
MC1357 2.35 
MC1358 1.58 
MC1495 3.00 
MC1496 1.78 
MC1723 0.60 
MC3357 2.75 
MC340IL 2.80 
MC14106P 2.95 
MC1451/3CP 

7.80 
ML2318 1.75 
ML2326 2.50 
ML239 2.96 
MSM5807 8.75 
SA A500A 3.50 
SAA1025 7.25 
SAAI251 4.96 
SA95010 5.33 
SAA5020 5.75 
0983210 3.50 
SABB56081.76 
SAS5708 1.75 
S9580 2.85 
S98590 2.78 
SL9018 7.86 
SL917B 6.96 
SL 1310 1.80 
SL1327 1.10 

Al 13270 4,10 
0617474 1.60 
S57421 0.85 
SN/6023N a.es 
5576110N 0.80 
05761155 1.26 
S5761315 1.30 
S576226014 

2.95 
SN76227N 1.06 
SN76228N 2.96 
SN755335 1.06 
S5766505 1.15 
S5766605 0.90 
STI101I 7.90 
019014 7.95 
STK015 5.95 
514018 7.95 
ST6025 11.95 
STK032 7.95 
STK078 11.95 
STK085 8.95 
STK415 7.95 
019433 5.95 
019435 7.95 
019437 7.95 
019439 7.95 
STK461 1 1.50 
STK463 11.50 
0140015 7.95 
5160829 7.95 
SI 60039 7.95 
TA7061AP 1.50 
197072 2.65 
TA7073 3.50 
TA7108P 1.50 
797120P 1.65 
TA7120P 2.50 
197130P 1.50 
TA7137P 1.00 
TA7146P 1.50 
TA7176AP 2.96 
TA7193P 3.96 
TA7203 2.95 
197204P 2.15 
197205AP 1.15 
197208 1.05 
TA7222AP 1.80 
197227P 4.25 
197228P 1.95 
197310P 1.80 
TA7313AP 2.95 

197314P 2.95 
TA7321P 2.25 

TA713099 3.96 
TA7611AP 2.95 
197629 2.50 
TAA3I0A 3.50 
TAA320A 3.50 
TAA350A 1.95 
1995509 1.95 
TAA570 1.95 
TAA621 3.95 
19A63205 2.95 
TAA6616 1.95 
TAA700 1.70 
TAA930 3.96 
IBA 1209579,C 

1.00 
SA/SEifT/U 
TBA395 1.60 
TBA396 0.75 
TBA4405 2.80 
1E194800 1.25 
189510 2.80 
TBA5100 2.60 
TBA520 1.10 
TBA5200 1.10 
TBA530 1.10 
TBA5300 1.10 
1E19540 1.25 
TBA5400 1.36 
1E1A5500 1.06 
TBA560C 1.40 
TBA5600 1.45 
TBA570 1.00 
1896519 2.50 
TBA673 1.95 
TBA720A 2.43 
TBA750 1.96 
TBA7500 2.66 
TBA800 0.89 
TBA810AS 

1.65 
TBA810P 1.65 
TBA820M 0.75 
TBA8200 1.45 
169890 2.50 
189920 1.65 
189950/20 

2.35 
TBA990 1.49 
1999900 1.49 
109270 1.50 
10927050 

1.50 
TCA650 2.50 

109790 3.30 I DA4050 2.96 
TCA800 2.50 TDA4600 2.50 
TCA800 6.93 1099903 3.18 
TCA8305 1.95 1.891009 1.35 
T0A900 2.30 UPC41C 3.50 
TCA940 1.65 uPC566H » 5 
109440 2.20 
TDAI001 2.95 UPC57502 
109100035 2.75 

3.95 UPC10001H 
11)A100069 1.95 

2.50 U9010209 
11391010 2.15 2.95 
TDA1C005 2.25 UPC1024F1 
11391035 2.50 1.60 
1DAI037 1.95 UPC1025H 
TDA1044 2.15 1.96 
1091170 1.95 UPC1028H 
1091180 2.15 1.96 
10912700 UPCI032H 

3.95 1.50 
1091327 1.70 UPC115811 
TDA20002 1.95 0.75 
10920003 2.95 UPC1167C2 
TDA2010 1.93 1.95 
1092020 2.95 UPC1181H 
1092030 2.80 1.25 
7092140 3.95 UPC1182H 
TDA2150 2.50 2.06 
TDA2151 1.95 UPC1165H 
1092160 2.50 3.05 
1092524 1.95 UPC11916 1.50 
1092530 1.95 UPC1350C 
1092532 1.95 2.95 
TDA2540 1.95 UPC1353C 
1092541 2.15 2.46 
1092560 2.13 UPC1360 2.95 
1092571 2.95 UPC1365C 
1092581 2.95 3.96 
1092582 2.95 UPC20002H 
TDA2593 2.95 1.95 
TDA2600 6.50 UPD2114LC 
1092610 2.50 2.50 
TDA2611A 1.05 555 0.35 
TDA2540 3.50 556 0.60 
1092655 4.50 723 0.50 
TOA26130A 2.75 741 0.35 
1092690 2.45 747 0.50 
1093310 2.95 748 0.35 
TDA3510 3.50 7808 0.60 
1093560 3.95 7805 0.65 

7812 0.63 
7815 0.65 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

DIODES  
AA119 0.06 
BA115 0.13 
BA145 0.10 
BA148 0.17 
89154 0.06 
89156 0.15 
BAIS] 0.30 
BA244 0.75 
89301 0.75 
BA302 0.85 
BA313 0.75 
89318 2.06 
89328 2.96 
99521 1.75 
BAV21 0.30 
BAW62 0.19 
BAX13 0.04 
89016 0.12 
8812050 0.30 
81151 0.79 
130126 0.10 
81127 0.1 1 
80133 0.16 
BY164 0.45 
131176 1.20 
BY179 0.63 
80182 0.65 
90184 0.36 
80187 0.44 
80199 0.40 
130206 0.14 
BY208-800 0.33 
90210-800 0.33 
90223 0.90 
B0298-400 0.22 
130299-600 0.22 
80010 0.20 
BYX25-600 

1.25 

80%36-150R 
0.20   

B0%38-6009 
0.00 IT HAD TO HAPPEN - P M COMPONENTS 

5" 55-6°° HAVE NOW EXPANDED THEIR INTERESTS IN 
.30 

BYX71-600 THE AUDIO MARKET WITH THE FORMATION 
.7 OF A NEW ASSOCIATE COMPANY SELEC-BZ071 01.155 

EQ061 0.15 
EQ088 0.10 
BZ095C30 0.38 
CS48 8.00 
0510813 
MR5I0 
1.4171512 
0847 
0990 
OA91 
0A95 
09202 
1521019 
15238 
1523C 
1523ER 
1523WE 
154001 
154003 
154004 
154007 
154148 
154448 
155401 
155402 
155403 
155406 
155407 
11144 
111923 
I112002 

16.50 
0.65 
0.66 
0.18 
0.10 
0.16 
0.10 
0.40 
5.00 
2.95 
2.95 
4.95 
4.95 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.00 
0.02 
0.10 
0.12 
0.14 
0.12 
0.13 
0.16 
0.10 
0.16 
0.10 

ZENER DIODES 
50X6 St es 0.15 
BP/88 Se , es 0.20 

I ir MULTIPLIERS 

AC 277 
90127 
ACI28 
AC1286 
AC141 
AC1416 
AC1426 
AC176 
AC176K 
AC187 
AC1876 
AC188 
AC1886 
90142 
AD149 
90161 
90162 
AF106 
AF114 
9E121 
AF124 
AF125 
AF126 
AF127 
AE139 
AF150 
AF178 
AF239 
AU106 
AYI02 
BC1079 
BC107B 
FIC108 
BC108B 
BC109 
BC10913 
BC109C 
BC1149 
BC115 
BC1169 
BC116A 
60117 
BC119 
BC125 
BC139BC 
80140 
60141 
BC142 
80143 
901476 
BC1489 
BC149 
60153 
BC15/ 
BCI59 
60161 
BC 1706 
60171 
601719 
1301719 
60172 
6017213 
BC172C 
BC1736 
60174A 
80177 
BC178 
BC182 

0.45 
0.20 
0.28 
0.32 
0.28 
0.34 
0.45 
0.22 
0.31 
0.25 
0.28 
0.25 
0.37 
2.50 
0.70 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
1.95 
0.60 
0.65 
0.33 
0.65 
0.65 
0.40 
0.60 
1.95 
0.42 
6.95 
2.95 
0.1 1 
0.11 
0.10 
0.12 
0.10 
0.12 
0.12 
0.09 
0.35 
0.55 
0.50 
0.19 
0.20 
0.25 
0.20 
0.31 
0.25 
0.21 
0.24 
0.12 
0.09 
0.09 
0.30 
0.12 
0.09 
0.55 
0.15 
0.09 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.09 
0.15 
0.15 
0.10 

BC182lF1 0.10 
BC183 0.10 
BC183L 0.09 
BC184LB 0.09 
130204 0.25 
602079 0.25 
802086 0.20 
60212 0.09 
BC212L 0.09 
130213 0.09 
BC213L 0.09 
BC214 0.09 
BC214C 0.09 
BC214L 0.09 
8C23713 0.13 
60238 0.15 
BC239 0.15 
BC2519 0.15 
602529 0.15 
50258 0.25 
BC258A 0.39 
BC284 0.30 
60300 0.30 
60301 0.30 
60303 0.20 
BC3076 0.09 
BC327 0.10 
BC328 0.10 
60337 0.10 
130338 0.09 
60347A 0.13 
BC461 0.35 
60478 0.20 
60527 0.20 
BC547 0.10 
BC548 0.10 
605499 0.10 
BC550 0.14 
BC557 0.08 
BC558 0.10 
BC639,10 0.30 
600339 19.50 
BD115 0.30 
BDI24P 0.39 
60131 0.42 
60132 0.42 
60133 0.40 
60135 0.30 
I30136 0.30 
60137 0.32 
BDI38 0.30 
60139 0.32 
90140 0.30 
90144 1.10 
801500 0.29 
50159 0.65 
60160 1.50 
BD166 0.95 
60179 0.72 
1313182 0.70 
E10201 0.83 
60202 0.65 
60203 0.78 
B D204 0.70 
60222 0.46 
60223 0.59 
60225 0.48 
60232 0.35 
80233 0.35 
90236 0.49 

90237 0.40 
1313242 0.65 
90246 0.75 
60376 0.32 
80379 0.45 
80410 0.63 
BD434 0.65 
80436 0.45 
80437 0.75 
[30438 0.75 
50510 0.95 
30516 0.75 
80520 0.65 
80534 0.45 
(30535 0.45 
80575 0.95 
60587 0.95 
8 D588 0.95 
130698 1.50 
60701 1.25 
BD702 1.25 
BD707 0.90 
BDX32 1.50 
800 536 1.65 
13E115 0.35 
6E119 0.65 
6E127 0.39 
6E154 0.20 
13E177 0.38 
13E160 0.27 
6E173 0.22 
6E158 0.22 
6E178 0.26 
6E179 0.34 
BFI80 0.29 
BF181 0.29 
BF182 0.29 
811183 0.29 
BF184 0.35 
13E185 0.28 
6E194 0.11 
6E195 0.11 

0..1 
8E198 0.16 
BF199 0.14 
BF200 0.40 
80240 0.20 
BF241 0.15 
8E245 0.30 
BF256LC 0.35 
BF257 0.28 
6E259 0.28 
6E271 0.28 
BE271 0.26 
6E273 0.18 
6E335 
6E336 
6E337 
F3F338 
6E355 
6E362 
6E363 
BE371 
6E394 
13E422 
13E423 
6E457 
6E458 
BE467 

0.35 
0.34 
0.29 
0.32 
0.37 
0.38 
0.65 
0.25 
0.19 
0.32 
0.23 
0.32 
0.36 
0.68 

6E493 
6E595 
BF597 
BER39 
BFROO 
BER81 
9E1988 
BER90 
BFR91 
0E1'42 
6E143 
BEW10 
BEWII 
BEW169 
BEW61 
BFW92 
13E7(29 
B FX84 
BF X85 
BFX136 
BFX88 
BF018 
BFY50 
13E051 
EIFY90 
BLY48 
139100 
69101 
BR103 
69303 
61104443 
66039 
BSW64 
BSX60 
511009102 

0.86 
EITIO6 1.49 
131116 1.20 
61119 3.15 
611120 1.65 
EIUI05 1.95 
BU108 1.69 
BU124 1.25 
BUI25 1.25 
BU126 1.60 
BU204 1.85 
BU205 1.30 
60208 1.39 
BU208A 1.52 
El U2080 1.88 
BU326 1.20 
BU3265 1.50 
BU407 1.24 
601408 1.50 
130500 2.25 
BU508A 1.95 
BU526 1.90 
BU807 2.25 
BU020 2.15 
13U0696 1.70 
130071 2.50 
BUV41 2.50 
MJ3000 1.98 
MJE340 0.40 
MJE350 0.75 
MJE520 0.48 
MJE2955 0.06 
MPSA13 0.29 
MPSA92 0.30 
MRE237 4.95 
MR F4559 

13.90 

0.35 
0.23 
0.25 
0.23 
0.23 
0.25 
0.30 
1.60 
1.75 
0.35 
0.35 
0.55 
0.75 
1.15 
0.00 
0.86 
0.30 
0.26 
0.32 
0.30 
0.25 
1.35 
0.32 
0.32 
0.77 
1.75 
0.45 
0.40 
0.55 
0.115 
1.15 
0.45 
0.95 
1.25 

MRF453 17.50 
MRF454 26.50 
MRF455 17.50 
MRF475 2.95 
MRF477 14.95 
0016W 2.50 
0023 9.50 
0025 1.50 
0026 1.50 
0028 5.50 
0029 4.50 
0032 5.50 
0C42 1.50 
0044 1.25 
0045 1.00 
0070 1.00 
0071 0.75 
0072 2.50 
0075 1.50 
0081 1.00 
0084 1.50 
00139 12.50 
00171 4.50 
0C200 4.50 
00201 5.50 
0C205 10.00 
13200088 1.45 
92009 2.50 
920108 1.45 
92322 0.58 
92323 0.60 
112540 2.418 
RCA16029 0.85 
11C916039 0.85 
RCA16I81 0.85 
R0916334 0.90 
RCA 16335 0.135 
909165720.85 
020600 0.95 
SKE5F 1.45 
16021V 
76027V 
16029V 
16036V 
090026 
T90116 
79015V 2.15 
19034V 2.15 
190386 3.95 
TH015/80 2.25 
THY15/85 2.25 
11P25 0.40 
TIP29C 0.42 
TIP300 0.43 
TIP310 0.55 
TIP32C 0.42 
TIP33C 0.95 
1111348 0.95 
1111419 0.45 
TIP410 0.45 
Tl P420 0.47 
Tl P47 0.65 
TIP48 0.03 
111150 0.63 
TIP120 0.60 
1111125 0.65 
1111142 1.75 
1111146 2.75 
1111161 2.95 
TIP,955 0.80 
71113055 0.55 
-T,K91 0.90 

0.45 
0.45 
0.45 
0.55 
0.55 
0.75 

16106 1.50 
TV106/2 1.50 
ZRF0112 16.50 
2191100 9.50 
251308 1.35 
251711 0.30 
252219 0.28 
252626 0.55 
252905 0.40 
253053 0.40 
253054 0.59 
253055 0.52 
252702 
253703 
253704 
253705 
253706 
253708 
253733 
253773 
253792 
254427 
254444 

255294 0.42 
255296 0.48 
2195298 0.60 
255485 0.45 
255496 0.95 
259329 0.95 
209715 0.55 
250495 0.80 
250496 0.80 
250784 0.75 
2507E15 0.75 
250789 0.55 
250931D 0.95 
200537 1.95 
2001034 4.50 
2501096 0.80 
2501106 2.50 
2501124 0.95 
2501162 0.93 
20C11720 2.20 
2SC1173 1.15 
2501364 0.50 
2501413A 2.50 
25C1449 0.50 
2501628 0.75 
2501678 1.50 
2501945 375 
2001953 0.95 
2501957 0.80 
2501969 2.95 
2501985 1.50 
2502028 1.15 
2502029 1.93 
2SC2091 0.85 
2502098 2.95 
2502314 0.80 
2502371 0.36 
2509310 0.95 
250325E 1.65 
25619 0.55 
25633 0.55 
256105H 1.50 
3S613.9 0.95 

0.12 
0.12 
0.12 
0.20 
0.12 
0.12 
9.50 
2.78 
1.35 
1.96 
1,15 

Un:versal Trlp,er 
Decca 30 
Decca 80 
Decca 100 
Decca 120 
Decca 1730 
GEC 2040 
6E02110 
1110601.9 
11106020/25/36 
17706045 
Ph ilips 08 ( 5501 
P1,119369 
Pye 697 
Pye 713 4 lead 
Pye 713 5 lead 
Pye 731/25 
Rank 8774 
Rank 9823 
Rank 1209 
Siemens TV676 1 
Siemens Europa 
Thorn 1500 
Thorn 1600 
Thorn 3500 
Thorn 8000 
Thorn 8500 
Thorn 9000 
Thorn 9600 
1611 Stock 
TV13 St ick 
TV18 Stick 
TV20 Stick 

5.05 
6.35 
6.95 
6.95 
6.95 
6.35 
3.45 
6.95 
6.35 
6.35 
6.95 
6.95 
6.00 
6.50 
8.50 
8.50 
8.50 
6.35 
6.95 
6.93 
6.95 
7.50 
5.45 
5.45 
7.95 
6.95 
7.15 
8.30 
8.50 
0.90 
1.25 
1.10 
1.40 

WHIRLWIND BLOWS IN 

TRON ( UK) LTD WHO ARE THE SOLE UK 
DISTRIBUTORS OF THE ACKNOWLEDGED 
USA MARKET LEADERS IN INTERFACE 
TECHNOLOGY CAN NOW OFFER IN THE UK. 
THEIR VAST RANGE OF CONNECTORS, 
ADAPTORS, CABLES, MULTICORES, IN FACT 
JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING FROM A JACK 
PLUG TO A KILOMETRE 0F52 PAIR CABLE EX 
STOCK, WITH THE EMPHASIS ON QUALITY, 
PRICE AND GOOD SERVICE. 

IF YOU'D LIKE MORE INFORMATION AND 
HAVE BONA FIDE TRADE STATUS, LET US 
KNOW AND WE'LL MAIL YOU FULL DETAILS. 

ESP GUITAR SPARES 

ALSO AVAILABLE IS A FULL RANGE OF ESP 
GUITAR SPARES INCLUDING NECKS, 
BODIES, PICKUPS, BRIDGES, KNOBS, 
SCREWS, SCRATCH PLATES, TREMS, HUTS, 
AND RETAIL PRICE LITS BONA FIDE TRADE 
•ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE MADE DIRECT TO 
SELECTRON ( UK) LTD  

LUNE OUTPUT TRANSFORMEZ 
Decca 80 7.95 
Decca 100 7.95 
Decca 1700 Mono 9.95 
Decca 1730 8.25 
Decca 2230 8.25 
6E02040 7.50 
0E02110 14.50 
Grundig 1500 15.45 
Gruneg 5010-6010 
222 5011-6011 13.45 
17706020 8.20 
17706025 ,30/32 8.20 
P/11119368 8.50 
P111119569 8.05 
P11,41611 13.95 
Pye 691/697 11.50 
Pye 713/715 11.50 
Pye 725 10.95 
Pye 731 0.95 
RMB1209 12.40 
Rank Murphy 718A 10.00 
Rank Murphy 720A 12.50 
Rank Murphy A640 8.50 
Rank Murphy 9823 11.50 
Tandberge90 11.15 
Telefunken 711A 11.15 
Thorn 1500(156V) 13.45 
Thorn 1590 9.50 
Thorn 35001EHT1 9.50 
Thorn 8000 23.50 
Thorn 8500 17.50 
Thorn 9000 19.50 
Thorn 9800 22.40 
Thorn Mains 
Transformer 3000/3500 9.70 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 

A small selection from 
our stock of 10,000. 
Please add £3 additional 

carriage per tube 
09E1406 £35.00 
0104100N 45.00 
D10-230GH 35.00 
013-6106H 59.00 
013-6116H 59.00 
D134306/0 59.00 
014-1500H 75.00 
014-1730M 53.00 
014-1816M 53.00 
014-2006M 75.00 
016-1000H/97 65.00 
007 32 45.00 
093-91 55.00 
F16-101GM 75.00 
F21-130GR 75.00 
F31-12L0 75.00 
M14-100GM 45.00 
M17-151668 175.00 
M23-11266 55.00 
M31-18266 53.00 
M31-184W 65.00 
M31-190GR 55.00 
M31-325GH 35.00 
M36-141W 75.00 
M40120W 59.00 
SE5FP31 55.00 
35111 19.50 
3WP1 18.50 
95447GM 75.00 

VIDEO HEADS 
NEW RANGE - LOWER PRICES 

If in doubt please phone quoting your model 
number and we will confirm the head you require 
39056 For Ferguson/JVC 
3FISSUIN For National Panasonic/Philips 
3H55314 For National Panasonic/N6777/330 
3H5519 ,4HSS For National Panasonic 
3HSSH For Hitachi 
3HSSU3N For National Panasonic 
3HSSP For Sharp 
314556NA For National Panasonic Industrial 
31-1SSU21.1 For National Panasonic 
39550F For Fisher/Fidelity 
39009 For Arnstrad/SalshofTrlurnph 
P5385 For Sony SLC5 6 7 etc 
PS3BT For Toshiba 
PS4825 For Sony SLC20/30 etc 
P558.35 For Sony SLC8/C9 etc 
Pri ,!:33 17:ec 

27.50 
29.50 
39.50 
29.50 
33.00 
35.00 
35.00 
75.00 
39.50 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 
39.50 
39.50 
49.50 
63.00 

VIDEO BELT KITS 
Aka, VS930099500. 9800 2.75 
Amstrad 7000/Saisho 
Triumph 000000000 49851121 50 
Ferguson 3616 2.75 
Ferguson 3622/JVC 
693360/3660 2.95 
Ferguson3V23/JVC HI37700 

1.50 
Ferguson 3V29/JVC 9197200 

2.75 
Ferguson 3631/JVC H197650 

2.75 
JVCHR3330/3600 2.75 
Hitachl VT11/33 2.75 
Hitachi VT5000 2.95 
HitachIVT8000 1.25 
National Panasonic 
NV300/333/340 2.95 
National Panasonic NV2000B 

3.75 
National Panasonic 56777 

2.75 

NabudIal 7. .3.:61..30 
3.75 

National Panasonic NV7000 
2.75 

National Panasonic 
NV8600/8610/8620 3.75 
Sanyo VT05000 1.50 
Sa nyo VT05300 1.75 
Sa nyo VT05500 2.75 
SanyoVTC9300 3.75 
Sa nyo VTC9300P 3.90 
Sharp 6300 3.50 
Sharp 7300 3.50 
Sharp 8300 3.50 
Sharp 9300 3.50 
Sony 06 2.15 
SonyC7 3.50 
Sony 19 2.95 
Sony SL30008 3.75 
Sony SL8000713080 4.50 
Toshiba 7540 3.50 
Toshlba 9600 1.50 

A SELECTION FROM 
OUR STOCK OF 

BRANDED VALVES 
91714 24.50 C1134 32.00 
51834 7.50 C1149/1 
51998 11.50 195.00 
92067 11.50 C1150 
92134 14.95 135.00 
92293 6.50 01534 32.00 
92426 33.50 OCA 3.55 
92599 37.50 0024 6.50 

92792 27.50 CK1006 3.50 
92900 1 1.5p 061007 3.50 
93283 35.95 065676 s.so 
9051139 4.95 065678 7.50 
AC/S2PEN CV Nos onces 

8.50 on request 
AC5 PEN 4.50 034 27.50 
90/191 4.00 041 4.50 
90122 59.75 063 1.20 
914221 39.00 DA41 22.50 
914238 39.00 0942 17.50 
9060 0.00 D490 4.50 
ANI 14.00 DA100 175.00 

ARP12 2.50 DAF91 0.70 
ARP34 1.25 DAE96 0.65 
ARP35 2.00 0070 1.75 
AZ11 4.50 0090 3.50 
81153 225.00 DCX-4-5000 
5063 2.00 25.00 
E1174191B DET16 28.50 

395,00 DET18 28.50 
60450 67.00 DET20 2.50 
65452 es.00 DET22 35.00 
8S810 55.00 0E123 35.00 
65814 55.00 0E124 39.00 
85894 250.00 DET25 22.00 
13117 25.00 DET29 32.00 
6158 55.00 DF91 1.00 
BT59 55.00 0'52 0.50 
C1K 27.50 0,96 1.25 
C3E 22.00 DF97 1.25 
C3J 20.00 DG10A 8.50 
C3M 17.95 DH63 1.50 

D677 0.90 
13691 1.20 
0192 1.50 

14 please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement NOVEMBER 1988 



SELECTRON HOUSE 
0474 560521 SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK, SPRINGHEAD ROAD 

FAX 110O474 333 762 GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD 
- JPHONE 

A SELECTION FROM OUR 
STOCK OF BRANDED VALVES 1Contd) 

0135 2.50 
01.63 1.00 
DL70 2.50 
01.73 2.50 
D191 3.95 
0192 1.25 
D193 1.10 
0196 2.50 
DLSIO 13.50 
DLSI6 10.00 
DM70 3.95 
DM160 6.50 
DOD-00679.50 
0751 1.50 
DY86/87 0.75 
D78132 0.85 
6551 49.50 
EllOCC 19.50 
EllOCF 12.50 
EIKIF 18.50 
6801 29.50 
681CC 5.50 
6811 12.00 
682CC 4.50 
663CC 4.50 
683F 5.50 
698C 9.50 
688C 7.95 
688CC 3.50 
MCC Mol-
lard 4.68 
688CC-01 6.95 
E9OCC 7.95 
690F 7.95 
691H 4.50 
E92CC 3.95 
E99F 6.99 
61301 18.50 
6180CC 0.50 
6180F 6.50 
Et eec 9.00 
6186F 8.50 
6188CC 7.50 
62351 12.50 
E280F 19.50 
E283CC 12.00 

-2296CC 17.50 
6810F 25.00 
61148 1.00 
EAU) 1.00 
EA52 55.00 
EA76 1.95 
EA79 1.95 
EABC80 1.50 
EAC91 2.50 
EAF42 1.20 
6834 1.50 
6841 3.95 
6891 0.85 
EBC33 2.50 
613C41 1.95 
EBC81 1.50 
EBC90 1.95 
EBC91 1.95 
68E50 0.95 
68E83 0.95 
68E89 0.70 
EC95 7.00 
6811 4.50 
68121 4.50 
EC52 0.75 
EC70 1.75 
EC81 7.95 
EC116 1.95 
EC88 1.95 
EC90 1.50 
EC91 5.50 
EC93 1.50 
EC95 7.00 
6C97 1.10 
601010 12.00 
ECC32 3.50 
ECC33 3.60 
ECC35 3.50 
ECC81 1.50 
ECC81 Spec.' 
quality 2.25 
ECC82 0.85 
ECC82 
Philips 1.95 
ECC83 0.95 

ECC83 
Brimar 2.15 
ECC.83 
%hp' 1.95 
ECC83 
Slemens 2.50 
ECM* 3.50 
ECC85 1.00 
ECG* 2.73 
ECM 1.00 
ECC89 1.50 
ECC91 2.00 
ECC189 2.50 
ECC801S 6.95 
ECC803S 6.95 
ECC804 0.60 
ECC2000 7.95 
ECE80 1.15 
EC E82 1.15 
ECE86 1.70 
ECF203 1.85 
ECF202 1.85 
ECF801 0.85 
ECE804 6.50 
ECF805 2.50 
ECE806 10.25 
EC113 4.50 
ECH4 4.50 
ECH35 3.50 
ECH42 1.30 
ECH81 1.75 
ECH83 1.00 
ECH84 1.00 
ECH200 1.50 
ECL80 0.60 
ECL82 1.00 
ECL83 2.50 
ECL84 0.74 

ECL85 0.95 
ECL86 0.95 
EC1805 0.95 
EF37A 2.50 
6E39 1.50 
6E40 4.50 
EF42 3.50 
EF50 2.50 
EF54 4.50 
EFS5 4.95 
EF70 1.20 
EF73 3.50 
EF80 0.53 
EF113 3.95 
EF85 0.50 
EF86 2.25 
ERA Mallard 

4.50 
EF68/CV4085 

5.00 
EF89 1.50 
EF91 1.95 
6E92 2.15 
EF93 1.50 
EF94 1.50 
EF95 1.95 
EF86/CV4085 

5.00 
EF97 0.90 
EF98 0.90 
6E183 0.75 
EF184 0.115 
6E731 4.50 
6E930 11.00 
EF804S 19.50 
EF605S 25.00 
EE11121.4 28.00 
6E812 0.65 
6E1200 1.50 
ERN» 3.50 
61190 0.72 
91190 1.50 
6132 0.96 
61.33 5.00 
6134 2.86 
6134 S,.-
mm, 4.00 
6136 2.80 
61-36 Mallard 

3.96 
EL37 6.00 
6136 0.00 
6141 3.00 
6112 2.00 
61506 M ul. 
lard 7.50 
6171 4.80 
6181 6.65 
6183 7.60 
6184 Mallard 

3.50 
6184 Sie-
mans 2.50 
6185 4.60 
EL« 1.75 
6190 1.76 
6191 6.00 
EL95 1.75 
EL152 15.00 
EL360 6.75 
E L500 1.93 
E L504 1.95 
EL506 5.95 
EL509 5.25 
EL519 6.95 
EL8Cr2 3.65 
E L821 8.95 
EL822 12.95 
ELLOS 22.50 
EM34 12.50 
[M03 1.65 
EMU 1.65 
EM85 3.95 
EM87 2.50 
EN32 15.00 
6991 1.95 
6992 4.50 
EY51 0.80 
6770 7.50 
EY81 2.35 
EY82 1.15 
EY83 1.50 
EY84 5.95 
EY86/87 0.50 
EY88 0.85 
EY91 5.50 
67500A 1.50 
EY802 0.70 
6231 1.00 
6240 2.75 
EZ41 2.75 
EZIKI 0.75 
6281 0.75 
6290 1.50 
F744-800 2.96 
055/16 0.00 
0180/2M 6.95 
0240/20 9.00 
GC1OB 17.50 
GC1OD 17.50 
GC10/ 4B 17.50 
GC10/46 17.50 
GC12/413 17.50 
GD86W 6.00 
GDT120M 5.00 
GN4 6.00 
GN10 15.00 
GR1OG 4.00 
GS1OC 16.50 
GSIOH 12.00 
05120 12.00 
GT1C 14.00 
GU20 35.00 
GUIS 17.50 
GXUI 13.50 
GXU3 24.00 
GXU5OSS 

14.50 

07501 
07602 
GZ32 
(32233 
02234 
07.237 
HBC90 
HF93 
11141 
19.90 
,14113130 
KT8C 
KT33C 
11136 

1.50 
1.50 
2.50 
4.50 
2.50 
4.50 
1.95 
2.30 
3.50 
3.50 
3.50 
7.00 
3.50 
2.00 

KT45 4.00 
6168 5.00 
6163 2.00 
KT66 USA 

9.95 
6186 GEC 

25.00 
1(117 9.00 
8171 Gold ton 

11.« 
ICT81 7.00 
6188 USA 

10.95 
KT8O 
5416otron 

15.00 
KT« GEC 

22.50 
KTW61 2.5o 
KT111152 2.50 
KTW63 2.00 
KTZ63 2.50 
167-20 95.00 
LS9B 6.95 
M503 195.00 
M5143 155.00 
M5199 205.00 
618079 6.00 
M8082 7.50 
618063 3.25 
610091 7.50 
M8096 3.00 
619098 5.50 
M8099 5.00 
M8100 5.50 
1.18136 7.00 
618137 7.95 
618161 6.50 
1.48162 3.50 
M6163 5.50 
M8I90 4.50 
M8195 6.50 
1.18196 5.50 
M8204 5.50 
M8223 4.50 
M8224 2.00 
M8225 3.95 
ME1400 3.50 
ME1 401 29.50 
ME1402 29.50 
6111106 4.00 
MS4B 5.50 
MU14 3.50 
N37 12.50 
N78 9.85 
00,2 1.50 
04-2744, 2.50 
0A3 2.50 
OB2 1.50 
OB2WA 2.50 
0C3 2.50 
003 2.50 
0M4 2.50 

10.90 
KT88 Selectron 

17.80 
6188 Gold Eon 

18.96 
1.15661 2.50 
KTW62 2.50 
KTW63 2.00 
KTZ63 2.50 
LB7-20 95.00 
LS98 6.95 
M506 195.00 
M5143 155.00 
M1599 295.00 
619079 6.00 
M8082 7.50 
M8083 3.25 
M8091 7.50 
MeD96 3.00 
M8096 5.50 
M8099 3.00 
618100 5.50 
M8136 7.00 
618137 7.05 
M8I61 6.50 
1.18162 5.50 
619163 5.50 
1.18190 4.50 
148195 8.50 
M8196 5.60 
618204 5.80 
M8223 4.80 
M8224 2.00 
6161470 -Ï.911 
ME1401 29.50 
ME1402 29.50 
MHLD6 4.00 
MS4B 5.50 
MU14 3.50 
1137 12.50 
1178 9.85 
08.2 1.50 
0A2WA 2.50 
0A3 2.50 
0132 1.50 
0132WA 2.50 
0C3 2.50 
003 2.50 
0144 2.50 

01459 3.00 
0M6 1.75 
00043 2.50 
OAPS° 3.95 
P61 2.50 
P41 2.50 
PABC80 0.75 
PC86 0.75 
PC88 0.75 
PC97 1.10 
PC930 1.25 
PCC84 0.40 
PCC85 0.55 
PCC88 0.70 
PCC89 0.70 
PCC189 0.70 
PCCE105 0.70 
PCCI306 0.80 
PCE82 0.80 
PCF80 0.65 
PCF82 0.60 
PCF84 0.55 
PCF86 1.20 
PCF87 1.25 
PCF200 1.80 
PCF201 1.80 
PCF801 1.35 
PCF802 0.85 
PCF135 1.25 
PCF806 1.00 
PCF808 1.25 
PCH200 1.50 
PCL82 0.85 
PCL83 2.50 
PC184 0.75 
PC185 0.80 
PC186 0.85 
PCL605 0.90 
P0500 5.95 
P61-100 69.00 
PEN25 2.00 
PENIODD 3.00 
PENIS 3.00 
PEN45DD 3.00 
PEN46 2.00 
PFL200 0.05 
PL36 1.75 
0138 1.30 
P181 1.25 
PL82 0.00 
0183 0.52 
PL84 0.78 
PL500 1.10 
PL504 1.15 
PL508 1.75 
PL5139 4.88 
PL519 4.90 
P1802 6.00 
P18021 3.50 
01820 2.95 
PY32 0.80 
PY33 0.50 
0781 0.70 
0182 0.70 
0783 0.70 
0788 0.65 
P7500A 1.05 
07800 0.79 
PY801 0.79 
OB3-300 72.00 
093-1750 

139.50 
OB5-3500 

598.00 
0E03-10 4.06 
00E02-5 10.50 
00E03-12 7.96 
00E03-20 

35.00 
00E06-40 

45.00 
00V02-6 19.50 
00V03-10 5.50 
00703-10 
Mollard 15.00 
00V03-20 

25.00 
00V06-40A 

27.50 
00V06-40A 
Mallard 39.50 
00V07-50 

MOO 
00203-20 

42.80 
00206 40 

45.00 
0S75/20 1.50 
OS75/40 3.00 
0S92/10 5.00 
0S95/10 4.55 
OS108/45 4.00 
osison 5 6.95 
03150/30 1.15 
OSI50/40 7.00 
0S1200 3.95 
031202 3.« 
051203 4.15 
OS1205 3.96 
0S1209 3.15 
OS1212 3.20 
0S1213 5.00 
051218 5.00 
01.137 9.50 
0703-12 6.50 
0706-20 21.50 
0708-100B 

145.00 
073-125 72.00 
074-250 72.00 
074-400 es.00 
RIO 4.00 
Rit 4.50 
016 12.00 
017 1.50 
016 2.50 

019 2.50 
020 1.20 
1111169 55.00 
135559 9.50 
RG1-125 4.95 
RG1-240A 

14.50 
RG3-250A 5.50 
13034250A 

35.00 
01(21(25 82.50 
RP718 2.50 
11111743 2.50 
RP782 2.50 
003-250 15.00 
0133-1250 

36.00 
S6F17 5.95 
S6F33 25.95 
S11612 38.00 
S30/21( &SO 
S104/1K 10.00 
S109/1K 15.00 
$130P 5.05 
SCl/800 5.00 
SC1/1100 8.00 
SC1/1200 5.00 
SC1/1300 6.00 
SC1/1400 8.00 
SP41 5.00 
SP61 3.50 
ST11 5.00 
STV280/ 40 

11.96 
SU42 4.95 
1132-5/300 

05.00 
T132-380 

195.00 
TB3-750 

115.00 
TB3-2000 

450.00 
11312-300 

395.00 
16112-500 

495.00 
TC04/10-02 

45.00 
T003-106 

$5.00 
1D02-10F 

36.00 
TOD2A 4.011 
111328550.00 
TH2321 4.96 
102620 8.80 
TT11 1.00 
1115 46.00 
1121 48.00 
1122 30.00 
11100 68.00 
TTR-31MR 

T72-125A 

174 400 05.00 
-177-6000A 

000.00 
TY6-600W 

365.00 
T7S2/250 

375.00 
U18-20 2.70 
U19 11.96 
U24 2.00 
U25 0.90 
U26 0.90 
1135 3.50 
1137 9.00 
U41 6.95 
U50 2.00 
1182 3.00 
U191 0.70 
U192 1.00 
U193 1.00 
U251 2.50 
11801 3.50 
UABC80 1.00 
UAF42 1.95 
UBF80 0.60 
UBC41 3.95 
UBC81 1.50 
UBE89 1.00 
UBL21 1.75 
UC92 1.20 
UCC84 0.70 
UCC8.5 0.60 
UCE80 leo 
UCH2I 2.50 
UCH411 2.50 
UC1142 1.95 
UCH81 1.00 
UCL82 1.75 
UCL83 2.50 
UF41 2.25 
UF42 2.25 
UF80 1.75 
11F85 1.20 
UF89 2.00 
U141 10.00 
UL44 3.50 
U184 1.50 
U1115 0.85 
UU5 3.50 
UU6 6.00 
UU7 8.00 
UU8 9.00 
UY41 3.50 
U7115 0.70 
V2354/1K 

550.00 
V2364/1K 

505.00 
72455/28 

316.00 
72406/16 

125.00 
7241C/1K 

1115.00 
7453 12.00 
' VLS531 10.95 
VINIEI 9.50 
7041 4.95 
707-30 3.00 
7141t01 2.50 

70105/30 2.50 
«150/30 2.50 

4.50 
%fuss zeo 
5721 4.30 
9661 4.50 
W77 5.00 
1/831M 4.50 
W729 1.00 
W739 1.50 
024 4.50 
041 4.50 
066/065 4.95 
X76M 1.95 
0C24 1.50 
0C25 0.50 
XFW47 1.50 
xFW50 1.50 
X01-2500 

75.00 
XL621361 7.50 
XNP12 2.50 
X01- 1600A 

sego 
801-3200A 

71.50 
XR1-6400A 

149.50 
705 0.95 
701100 75.00 
7,11020 42.50 
7,11080 2155.00 
711060 105.00 
711070 195.00 
711071 105.00 
711290 85.00 
71.1440 450.00 
7.77 1.20 
2300T 6.00 
2302C 12.00 
2359 9.00 
2520M 4.00 
2700U 9.50 
Z759 19.115 
2803U 18.95 
ZA1003 12.50 
ZA1001 1.50 
21,11001 12.00 
ZM1005 5.00 
ZM1020 6.00 
2M1021 8.00 
211.11023 715 
ZM1041 14.00 
2111062 0.00 
ZM1C84 10.00 
2111175 0.50 
ZM1177 9.00 
IM1202 55.00 
7.611283 4.00 
18.3 4.50 
1AEI 3.50 
1AX2 3.50 
1622 10.00 
1627 55.00 
1835A 43.00 
1B63A 75.00 
11(3 2.50 
111501 2.50 
1028 25.00 
105 0.90 
165 1.50 
114 1.00 
1114 1.75 
1U5 1.00 
1X2B 2.50 
28.3 18.50 
28.5158. 11.50 
2137 2.50 
2822 99.50 
2C36 70.00 
2C39A 32.50 
2C391116 39.50 
2C40 37.00 
2C42 29.50 
2C43 00.00 
2C51 2.50 
2C75 1.50 
2021 1.05 
2D21W 3.15 
2E22 48.00 
2E26 7.95 
2.155 205.00 
2625 35.00 
2K25 Raytheon 

75.00 
21(26 95.00 
21(29 250.00 
21(48 140.00 
21(56 250.00 
2X2A 5.00 
3A/1078 12.00 
344/106A 9.00 
3A/10913 11.00 
38/110K 12.00 
11/141K 11.50 
3A/146J 7.50 
381147.1 7.50 
3A11117M 10.00 
3A3A 3.95 
384 1.10 
38.5 4.50 
5512 3.35 
3822 25.00 
3824 12.00 
3B26 24.00 
3928 15.00 
3626 1.50 
3C45 39.50 
3CX3000A 7 

1150.00 
3C75 1.30 
3021A 29.50 
3E22 49.50 
3E29 30.50 
36.17 1.95 
3H 0.40 
1.1 170E 

1460.00 
31 0.40 
304 2.50 
4-65A 70.00 

4-250A 96.00 
I-403A 87.50 
1000A 425.00 
4832 35.00 
413/55113 

125.00 
46078. 1.75 
4826 1.95 
4C28 25.00 
4C35 145.00 
4CXI25C 
Eirnac 150.00 
4CO2506 45.00 
4CO2501314 

85.00 
4CX250K 

115.00 
4C2500 125.00 
ICX350A 

100.00 
4CX350F 95.00 
ICX1000A 

425.00 
ICX150013 

475.00 
4CX5000A 

1000.00 
4021/4-125A 

115.00 
4032 125.00 
4037 2.25 

4G77 2.25 
4JC6A 2.95 
4616 1.50 
4X150A 35.00 
4X500A 350.00 
5471020 9.50 
5A152M 0.00 
5A163K 10.00 
5A170K 6.25 
5A-180M 9.00 
5A-206K 10.00 
5A M8 2.15 
SAAB 1.20 
513-110M 10.00 
513-254M 14.50 
58-255M 19.50 
513-256M 15.00 
5B-257M 15.00 
50-258M 14.50 
5C22 125.00 
5CL8A 2.50 
5.11806 

1950.00 
SUB 2.95 
5R4GB 5.50 
50407 4.95 
5TA 5.95 
5188. 1.95 
5U4G 4.50 
5U4GB 4.50 
574G 2.50 
5X4 4.95 
57301 1.95 
523 4.50 
524GT 2.50 
6/30L2 0.70 
6A203K 9.00 
68.7 • 95 
6A8 1.50 
68.97 4.50 
6AC7WA 2.00 
68.05 2.50 
6AG7 1.95 
6AH6 3.50 
6AJ4 3.50 
6AJ 7 2.00 
68.1.5 1.95 
6AK6 2.50 
68.15 0.85 
6AM4 3.25 
6AM5 6.00 
6AM6 1.95 
6AN5 4.50 
6AN8A 4.50 
68.05 1.75 
68.00 1.00 
64395 5.95 
6AS5 1.50 
68.56 2.50 
68.870 4.50 
6AT6 1.95 
68.18 1.75 
6AUIGT 2.00 
6AU5GT 4.50 
6AU6 015 
6A76 1.95 
6AWBA 3.50 
6AX4GT 1.95 
6AY3B 1.95 
6AZ8 4.50 
6080 1.50 
6910 1.95 
6BA6 1.50 
6BA7 4.50 
688.88. 3.50 
6BC8 0.85 
60E6 1.50 
69066 3.00 
6131.16 1.95 
6BH8 1.50 
6BJ6 1.50 
6BK4 6.50 
6BL6 85.00 
6818 1.16 
601,46 115.00 
6BN6 1.63 
60118 3.95 
61305 0.95 
60078. 1.50 
6BR7 4.95 
6BS7 5.50 
6BW6 5.35 
6BW7 1.50 
6E126 2.50 
6827 2.95 
6C4 1.50 
6C5 1.95 
6C6 3.50 
6C8G 1.50 
609 4.95 
6CA4 4.95 

608.7 
6095 
6C136 
6CD6GA 
6CF6 
6CG 7 
60116 
6016 
6CL8A 
6C M7 
6CS6 
6CS7 
6CW4 
6CX8 
6DC6 
60.18 
60K6 
6005 
60069 
60168. 
60W413 
6E5 
6EA7 
6EA8 
6E98 
66.17 
66615 
66617 
66V8 
8Fv7 
6E986 1.50 
661 2.00 
6F5 5.50 
6F6G 2.50 
6F7 5.50 
6F13 3.00 
6F14 1.00 
6F17 2.75 
6F23 0.60 
6F24 1.25 
6625 1.25 
6628 1.25 
6F32 1.25 
6F33 12.50 
6FH5 8.50 
6FH8 5.95 
6F12 4.50 
6F07 4.50 
60E5 3.95 
601.18A 2.50 
601(6 3.95 
6017 0.85 
60616 2.65 
6GS7 2.15 
6078 0.95 
60988 2.50 
6075 4.95 
6GY6 2.50 
6H1 0.50 
6H6 2.50 
6H6G1 1.95 
6HB7 1.95 
6HF8 2.50 
61-1M5 2.50 
6H05 3.50 
6HS6 4.95 
6HS8 2.95 
61126 3.50 
6.14 2.15 
6JAWA 3.15 
6.1501 2.50 
616 2.00 
6.17 4.15 
6170 4.15 
6JB6A 7.95 
6JE6C 7.50 
6.1M6 7.50 
6JU8A 2.50 
6JS6C 8.50 
6670 2.00 
6K8G 3.00 
61(06 8.05 
6KG6A 6.95 
61<618 2.50 
611 2.50 
616GC 2.95 
GL6GC USA 

5.50 
616GT 2.95 
616WGC 5.50 
617 3.50 
6115 3.15 
6119 3.95 

2.50 
61020 1.15 
6156 7.50 
6106 7.50 
6028 2.00 
607GT 1.50 
607 3.15 
6011118 10.00 
6S4A 1.50 
6SA7 1.35 
6SC7 1.50 
68117 1.35 
6SJ7GT 1.20 
6SK7 1.35 
6817GT 1.95 
6811701 1.95 
6S07GT 1.50 
6SS7 1.95 
619 1.50 
&MGT 3.50 
6117G 3.50 
61188. 1.50 
676G 1.25 
61.16GT 1.95 
698407 1.95 
676G 3.95 
6X2N 1.00 
6X4 1.50 
6X501 1.00 
6X5GT7 1.00 
6X8A 2.25 

11.50 
3.95 
1.95 
4.50 
1.95 
4.50 
8.95 
3.25 
1.50 
2.95 
0.75 
0.95 
8.00 
2.50 
2.35 
1.00 
1.50 
8.50 
2.50 
1.50 
3.50 
3.95 
2.50 
2.50 
1.75 
0.85 
2.50 
2.50 
1.75 
e Cat 

774 2.50 
8138 2.50 
8010 2.50 
81305 1.95 
8CW5 1.50 
8E88 1.50 
8F07 1.97 
1002 1.25 
100E7 2.50 
10DX8 2.50 
10E138 1.95 
10EW7 2.95 
1061 0.75 
1001(6 1.95 
10614 2.50 
11E3 55.00 
1103 5.50 
128.6 3.95 
12A06 1.50 
12.4E6 5.50 

1?Ars" I %I 
112AT6 1.25 
112A17 1.15 
112ATFVVA 2.50 
112AU6 1.50 
12AU7 0.85 
12AV6 1.95 
12AV7 2.50 
12A X4G TO 

1.50 
128.07 0.95 
12AX7V9A 2.50 
12AX7S 7.95 
12,477 3.95 
12134A 4.50 
12E34,6 2.50 
128E6 1.95 
128078 3.50 
12016 1.75 
12003 1.95 
12677A 3.50 
12C8 2.50 
12CA5 1.95 
12C06 1.20 
1200613 3.50 
12DW4A 3.50 
12026 3.95 
12E1 19.50 
12E14 38.00 
12E7(5 1.95 
12097 3.95 
12807 3.95 
12J5GT 3.05 
12J 7GT 3.50 
12JZ8 2.95 
12K7GT 1.50 
12887 1.95 
12867 1.95 
1266138. 53.00 
12S7GT 1.50 
12SA 7G T 1.96 
12SG 7 4.75 
12587 1.95 
12SJ 7 1.50 
1209707 1.85 
12SW7 3.50 
12077 4.50 
12X4 1.95 
1307 3.20 
1309 3.20 
1306 7 2.50 
130197 2.95 
13E1 145.00 
OEM? 3.50 
14136 4.50 
1407 3.50 
15E 5.50 
16A03 1.95 
16375 2.95 
1614 0.40 
161 0.40 
17A8 3.50 
17AX4GTA 

1.95 
178E3 2.50 
170w4A 2.95 
766/8 0.95 
17J28 4.50 
1803 6.00 
18605 3.50 
198.05 3.50 
19Au4GT 2.50 
191306 3.50 
1903 19.50 
1906 9.00 
19194 35.00 
1905 33.50 
20CV 9.50 
200/ 0.70 
20LF6 7.05 
201 , 0.95 
2061 0.55 
20P4 1.95 
2065 1.15 
27126 4.95 
21806 4.95 
21168 3.75 
2461 39.50 
2409 39.50 
25E106 1.75 
250068 2.95 
2016GT 1.75 
29C1 19.50 
29806 6.50 
30C15 0.50 
30C17 0.40 
30C18 1.48 
30F1.2 1.35 
30F112 0.95 
30F113 1.10 
30E1.14 1.25 
3011 0.45 
30115 O.» 
33117 0.60 

7A6 4.50 30P4AIR 1.00 
78.117 1.50 301'12 1.00 
766 3-50 30018 o.eo 
797 2-50 30019 1.00 
708 4.80 301711 2.50 
7J7 5.50 300113 0.86 

7K7 7L 7.56 I 300114 1.75 
1.50 31JS6C 5.50 

707 4.50 33A/158M 
19.50 

TELEX 
966371 
TOS PM 

358.3 3.95 
358.5 4.50 
35C5 4.50 
351601 2.00 
3523 1.95 
352501 3.50 
3811E7 5.95 
40806 5.50 
42 8.95 
47 6.00 
50A5 1.50 
50135 1.95 
5005 0.95 
50C1160 1.05 
506H5 1.30 
50.176 2.95 
53KU 4.30 
7591 3.50 
75C1 4.50 
so •.S0 
83 8.50 
83A1 7.50 
858.1 6.50 
8582 2.95 
90AV 17.50 
90C1 3.50 
90CG 17.50 
90CV 17.50 
91AG 9.00 
92AG 19.50 
92AV 19.50 
958.1 8.50 
100E1 10.00 
108CI 2.50 
150132 6.50 
150CI K 9.00 
150C2 2.50 
150C4 2.50 
18591 1.50 
211 33.50 
2300 15.00 
2310 15.00 
250111 150.00 
307 5.00 
328A 15.00 
4048-10 0.95 
425A5 8.00 
4368. 35.00 
5728 55.00 
705A 12.50 
708A 8.00 
713A 23.00 
7238/9 75.00 
7248. 275.00 
7258 275.00 
728A 75.00 
70278. 7.50 
8018. 15.00 
802 25.00 
803 14.95 
805 50.00 
807 5.50 
806 5.95 
810 85.00. 
811 15.00 
812A 35.00 
813 27.50 
813 PhIllps 

35.00 
8299 14.50 
8338. 95.00 
843 7.50 
866A 8.50 
872A 20.00 
873 60.00 
954 1.00 
955 1.00 
958A 1.00 
I299A 0.60 
1626 3.00 
1768 95.00 
1849 315.00 
1927 25.00 
2040 25.00 
2050 5.95 
2050W 8.95 
40048. 11.50 
42126 250.00 
I212H 250.00 
43I3C 4.00 
43280 9.00 
4471 35.00 
4687A 9.50 
5544 79.50 
5636 5.50 
5642 9.50 
5651 2.50 
5654 1.95 
5620 3.25 
5672 4.50 
5675 28.00 
5678 7.50 
5687 4.50 
5696 4.50 
5702 3.50  

5704 3.30 
5718 8.15 
5725 2.50 
5726 2.1110 
5727 2.50 
5749 2.50 
5750 1.85 
5751 2.95 
5763 8.50 
5814A 3.25 
5823 9.50 
5829WA 6.50 
o 3.50 

5842 11.00 
5863 95.00 
5886 13.95 
5894 39.50 
5899 4.30 
5963 1.75 
5965 2.15 
6005 1.85 
6021 3.65 
6057 3.75 
6058 3.95 
6059 3.75 
6060 2.25 
6062 4.50 
6063 2.00 
6064 3.25 
6067 7.00 
6072 8.95 
6080 8.50 
6080WA 9.50 
6132 10.50 
6136 2.50 
6146B 9.50 
6146w 12.50 
6155 72.00 
6156 72.00 
6157 2.50 
6158 3.20 
6189 4.50 
6201 6.45 
6205 6.95 
6211 2.50 
6267 4.50 
6299 250.00 
6350 3.50 
6360 4.50 
6386 14.50 
6442 75.00 
6443 7.00 
6463 7.50 
6550 RCA 

15.00 
6550 GE 10.95 
6688 650 
6761 12.50 
6870 11.50 
68839 9.95 
6973 7.95 
7025 2.50 
70255 6.93 
7027A 8.50 
7032 2.00 
7036 4.95 
7044 8.95 
7054 3.95 
7059 2.50 
7119 9.00 
7167 3.93 
7189 5.50 
7193 7.50 
7199 7.50 
7247 4.95 
7475 5.00 
7486 155.00 
7527 55.00 
7551 8.50 
7558 9.45 
75818. 9.95 
7586 15.00 
7587 19.50 
75918. 0.95 
7609 47.00 
7698 75.00 
7699 25.00 
7788 25.00 
7815 59.50 
7868 7.50 
7895 17.50 
7963 7.95 
8005 95.00 
8020 45.00 
8136 2.15 
8156 7.95 
8417 6.95 
8844 25.00 
8874 215.00 
8950 10.50 
9001 1.50 
18042 10.50 
18045 10.00 
18046 11.50 

OV1M 4 111111.11011 VALVIII 88 91'0011 
4,000 .• Mtn« Types 

Please enquire tor types not listed 
Specially selected and matched valves 

available on request 

CALLERS WELCOME 
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5.30PM 

FRI 9AM-5.00PM 
'24-HOUR ANSWERPHONE 

SERVICE' 
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD 
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 

UK ORDERS P&P £1 
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT 

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME 
CARRIAGE AT COST 
PLEASE SEND YOUR 

ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL 
QUOTATIONS FOR LARGE 

REQUIREMENTS 
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* 2m/70cm 
* 25 Watts output 
* Full duplex operation 
* 21 Memories 
* 2 Call channels 
* Priority channel 
* Dual VFO's 
* 12.5 & 25kHz steps 
* Memory Scan 
* Programme Scan 
* Memory Skip 

ALINCO DUAL BANDER 

£449 inc vat 

ALD-24E 
This transceiver could transform your 
operating habits! It contains completely 
separate 2m and 70cms transceivers, 
permitting full duplex operation. To the 
un-initiated, this means you can transmit 
on 2m whilst receiving on 70cms, or vice 
versa. The built-in duplexer means a single 
antenna socket with a full 25 watts output 
on both bands. Measuring only 
5.5"x2"x6.5" it is the ideal mobile rig. Its 
comprehensive memory and scanning 
facilities provide rapid access to both 

simplex and repeater channels on 2m & 
70cms. Using the dual VFO's you can 
instantly switch between 2m & 70cm and 
the single knob tuning provides simple and 
quick frequency selection. The large LCD 
readout incorporates an S-meter and is 
back lighted. If you are looking for a 
completely self contained 2m & 70cm 
station, then look no further. At this price it 
has to be a bargain. For further details of 
this amazing transceiver, send today for 
the full colour brochure. 

OUR FAMOUS FREQUENCY MANUALS! 

UK LISTENERS CONFIDENTIAL 
FREQUENCY LIST 5th EDITION 

This publication has now sold well over 3500 copies since it was advertised only 
a few months ago. Now the recent updated version is selling even better. No 
self respecting listener should be without a copy. If you enjoy exploring the 

short wave bands then this publication will add to your enjoyment. It covers the 
hf spectrum from 2 to 30 mHz and gives details of transmissions outside the 
amateur bands. Specially designed for the UK and European listener it sets out 
in a very easy way a comprehensive list of hundreds of interesting 
transmissions that will keep you occupied for days on end' Only a fraction of 
the cost of other similar publications it contains details of Marine, Air, Military, 
Embassy, Press and News agencies. Many listings have time schedules 

included together with comprehensive RTTY details. It tells you the 
frequencies used by civil and military aircraft whilst flying the Atlantic, when 
and where to pick up the press bulletins, long distance marine traffic etc and 

much more. Send today for your copy of this worthwhile publication. 

NEW 1988 EDITION £6.95 p&p 90p 

4th EDITION VHF-UHF 
AIRBAND FREQUENCY LIST 

This frequency manual ts without doubt the most comprehensive list of 

VHF/UHF aircraft listings available in the UK. Of vital importance to the airband 

enthusiast or indeed any keen VHF/UHF listener it sets out in a very easy to 
follow manner full details of a whole host of stations. Every known UK airfield 

frequencies. etc. Included are Civil, RAF, USAF, MOD, Naval fields on both VHF 
and UHF bands. There are also air to air frequencies, the Red Arrows 
frequency, and much more. Send today for your copy and find out just how 

much you have been missing! 

£5.95 p&p 90p 

QWATEEîc-S  
0- DTANTON 

ELECTRONICS 

THE COMPLETE UHF-VHF 
FREQUENCY GUIDE 26-2000 mHz 

New 1988 Edition. Many listeners have asked for a guide to the wide VHF/UHF 
spectrum and to meet this request we have recently published this frequency 
manual. It covers the range 26 to 2000 mHz and has been specially prepared for 

the UK listener. Anybody who has used a scanning receiver will know that the 
wide frequency range involved means that it is difficult to know exactly where 

to listen. This guide takes all the guessing out of monitoring. It lists all the 
services throughout the spectrum together with both simplex and duplex 
frequency splits. If you've spent your hard earned money on a scanning 
receiver or are considering buying one you'll find that this publication contains 
a wealth of information that has previously remained un-published! 

£5.95 p&p 75p 

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND 
COMMUNICATIONS 1988 EDITION. 

Prepared in response to many requests for more information about the air 

traffic on the hf bands this little guide sets out to explain to the beginner how 
the hf band works in relation to air traffic. It contains full details of the world 

aircraft frequency bands in the range 2 to 23 mHz together with control 
frequencies and those commonly used for Oceanic control. Also included are 

many VOLMET frequencies. the Search and Rescue frequencies used by RAF 

helicopters and Nimrods, the Hf AT network, London Company frequencis, 
European control centres etc. An ideal companion for the hf airband listener 
Send today for your copy. 

£3.50 p&p 70p 

18.20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX - 12 NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX. 
MAIL ORDER TO: 18.20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX TEL: (0702) 206835 VISA in 
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WOOD AND DOUGLAS 
144LIN2513 AMPLIFIER REVIEW 

by 

Steven Goodier G4KUB 

and 

John Goodier G4KUC 

In the January 1988 issue of Amateur 
Radio I described a base station adapter 
for the Yaesu FT-209 hand-held 2m 
transceiver. I mentioned at the end of the 
article that I would be reviewing the 
Wood & Douglas 25W linear amplifier and 
giving details about fitting it to the 
adapter. The following is a complete 
review of the Wood & Douglas 144LIN25B 
amplifier kit and it was decided from the 
start that the review would take the form 
of a complete constructional project. 
Apart from describing the kit, I will also 
detail the kit's construction, mentioning 
any problems I encounter along the way. 
I will also recommend a suitable case 
and heatsink, plus wiring information 
and alignment details which will result in 
a fully working 25W linear amplifier. 

Introduction to the amplifier 
Wood & Douglas have been producing 

very high quality VHF/UHF communica-
tions kits for a number of years and have 
built up a unique reputation for desig-
ning high quality products. Their range 
of products varies from fully synthesized 
transceiver kits for both 2m and 70cm, 
ATV transmitters, low noise preampli-
fiers to general accessories such as 
tonebursts, piptones and audio OW 
filters. Of greater interest to us is their 
range of linear amplifier kits which can 
be built more cheaply than purchasing a 
ready built commercial unit. 
The 144LIN25B linear amplifier is the 

high power version of the Wood & 

Douglas 144LIN10B. It has been 
designed with the current generation of 
multimode transceivers in mind such as 
the very popular FT-290R ( it requires a 
drive level of between 2-3W for full power 
output). The changeover is fully RF 
sensed which gives a straight through 
path in receive mode, or when the power 
supply is disconnected. Wood and Doug-
las claim a less than 1dB loss in receive 
gain. Transmit is achieved in one of three 
ways; 1. RF sensed; 2. the point marked 
'+T' is applied to the positive line; 3. the 
point marked '- T' is applied to earth. 
The main RF device which is TR1 is 

thermally tracked, with TR3 giving excel-
lent stability of the bias current over a 
wide temperature range. It is recom-
mended that a good heatsink is fitted and 
a 2° CW or better is used. 
The amplifier has a minimum gain of 

8.5dB that is about 7 times in real terms, 
so a drive of 3W will produce an output of 
about 21W. There are two LED outputs on 
the board, these indicate Power on' and 
'Tx'. The size of the amplifier is 92 x 
54mm and the PCB is double-sided. The 
specifications of the amplifier are shown 
in the table below and the circuit 
diagram is shown in Figure 1. 
The kit arrived in a large padded bag 

which kept the components well pro-
tected from damage in the post. All the 
components were contained in three 
self-sealing plastic bags and the parts 

Size 
Power 
Mounting 

Gain 
Switching 

Receive loss 

Outputs 

Specifications 

3.6x2.1 (92x54mm) 
12v (4, 150mA quiescent, 2.5 Amps peak 
PA stud, sensing transistor and two M2.5 holes 

8.5dB minimum ( ie 3W input giving 21W output) 

PIN diode, RF sensed with manual overide 

(+ve or ground initiated) 

1dB maximum 
LED drivers for ' POWER' and 'TX' indication 

were easily located. The amplifier is built 
on the 70LI N3/10E PCB and the board is 
double-sided, roller tinned and is of very 
high quality. All the components seemed 
to be of high quality and the coils came 
ready wound which is a great help. The 
instructions for building the kit are 
contained in five A5 pages split up into 
five sections: construction, testing, cir-
cuit diagram, components list and PCB 
overlay plus additional notes about 
heatsinking. There is also an additional 
checklist of components and this helped 
to identify the diodes, coils and variable 
capacitors, but there was no circuit 
description. The choice of case, heat-
sink, LEDs, switches and connectors is 
left up to the constructor and this will be 
dealt with later. 

Construction 
The first thing to do is read the 

instructions two or three times and make 
sure you understand them thoroughly. It 
is also a good idea to familiarise yourself 
with all the components. When you have 
had a good look at the kit and have read 
all the instructions, should you then feel 
that it is beyond your constructional 
skills, Wood & Douglas will replace your 
kit with a ready built and tested module 
for the additional balance. This kit is a 
fairly advanced project using an expen-
sive RF device, so if you are in doubt then 
it is wise to return the kit for a ready built 
unit. If after completion the board 
develops a fault, then Wood & Douglas 
will service it for a fee of £6.75 ( including 
VAT and return postage). 
I will now deal with building the kit as 

set out in the supplied instructions, but I 
will add my own comments and additio-
nal information where needed. When 
building the unit I would advise you to 
follow the instructions to the letter as 
they are well set out and provide useful 
tips. Remember to take things slowly and 
double-check all your work. Figure 2 
shows the PCB overlay. 
1.Check the PCB for any faults or 
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/77177 (+ T) (- ç) 

Fig 1: Circuit diagram of the 144LIN258 TR1 and TR3 are thermally tracked and are mounted on the heatsink 
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undrilled holes. The next thing to do is 
make a template of the board by 
placing it on a blank sheet of paper 
and drawing around it, making sure to 
mark the position of the mounting 
holes. This will help in marking out the 
metal work later. 

2.Fit all the trimmers. These are colour 
coded and be sure to choose the 
correct values. As these are the first 
components to be mounted on to the 
board, make sure you choose the 
correct holes. If you are unsure about 
the colour of a particular capacitor 
then you can double-check it with the 
components checklist which is sup-
plied with the kit. Some of the 
capacitors are top soldered and this is 
indicated on the PCB overlay. You will 
be unable to top solder C19, so two 
rivets have been placed through the 
board for this purpose. 

3.Fit all terminal pins. These are used to 
connect cable to the board and there 
are 13 in all. Some are top soldered. 

4.Fit the through links around TR1 and 
adjacent to 017. On the board sup-
plied, a stud was placed through the 
hole near C17 so no link was needed. 
All links are soldered on both sides. 

5.Fit all resistors. Double-check their 
values before fitting. 

6.Fit all capacitors except 013, 022, 014 
and C9. These are fitted later. All 
capacitors should fit flush with the 
board. Keep all leads as short as 
possible. Double-check the polarity of 
the electrolytic capacitors. 

7.Fit all the diodes. Most of these can be 
identified by the coloured markings; it 
is best to refer to the additional 
components checklist for this 
information. In the kit supplied to me, 
D1 and D5 are made up of two diodes, 
one of which is soldered under the 
board. The only two diodes which 
were not clearly marked were D3 and 
D4, these turned out to be small 
chunky devices with a blue dot at one 
end. Lead lengths on D1 to 05 should 
be kept very short. 

8.Fit all the transistors except TR1 and 
TR3. TR4, TR5 and TR6 look the same 
so be careful to choose the correct 
device. 

9.Fit all the coils. These are easy to 
identify as they vary in size. L7 needs 
to be a height of 15mm off the board. 

10.The next job is to fit TR1 which is the 
main power device. Before I did this I 
used the board as a template to mark 
the drilling positions on the heatsink. 
It is possible to use the paper 
template to do this job (more about 
the drilling of the heatsink later on). 
The transistor has four leads which 
need to be cut short before mounting. 
It is important to mark the position of 
the collector onto the transistor itself, 
I used a felt tip pen to do this. The 
collector lead can be identified by the 
angled corner on one of the legs ( the 
legs of the transistor are clearly 
shown in the instructions). Use a pair 
of sharp scissors to trim the leads 
short. When satisfied, fit the transistor 
through the mounting hole and solder 
all four legs. Next, fit 013 and 014. 
These are fitted between the base and 

Fig 3: Case details A large hole is cut into the bottom of the box to take the PCB board. The heatsink 
is bolted to the underside with bolts at either end 

emitter and then soldered on the track 
side. Keep all leads very short. 
That completes most of the PCB 

assembly. The next job is to prepare and 
drill the heatsink. If you have not already 
marked the positions of TR1 and TR3 on 
the heatsink then use the paper template 
to do so. Wood & Douglas recommend 
that a 2' CW heatsink is used. The one I 
used is available from Verospeed (Cat 
No 253-25535C) and is 152 x 94mm in size 
and rated at 2.25' CW. First drill the hole 
for TR1, making sure you do not use too 
large a drill bit. Then drill the mounting 
hole for TR3, again make sure this is not 
too big. Drill two mounting holes at 
either end of the heatsink which can be 
used to mount the amplifier to the box. 
Use the mounting kit supplied and bolt 
TR3 to the heatsink, using thermal 
grease on both sides of the mounting kit. 
Bend the legs up and solder 022 between 
the base and emitter, again keeping the 
leads short. With a test meter set to read 
'ohms', check there are no shorts 
between TR3 and the heatsink. 
Before mounting the PCB on to the 

heatsink, give the board a final check for 
poor solder joints, solder splashes etc. 
Although it's difficult to check all the 
components, it's worth giving the diodes 
and transistors a quick check to ensure 
they are in the correct way round. Apply 
thermal grease to TR1 and bolt the PCB 
into position, if all is well then the legs of 
TR3 should appear through the profiled 
hole on the PCB. Bend the legs of TR3 
towards the pins and solder. This 
completes the construction and moun-
ting of the linear amplifier. 
Before testing, mount the linear into its 

box. The diecast box I used was 152 x 82 
x 50mm and is also available from 
Verospeed (Cat No 86-201034 Cut a 
large hole in the bottom of the box and 
drop into place the amplifier and 
heatsink as one unit. The drilling details 
of the box are shown in Figure 3. The 
components list shows the extra parts 
needed to finish the unit. I pre-wired the 
LED drivers, power supply cables and 
coaxial INPUT/OUTPUT leads before 
fitting and this made wiring up a lot 
easier. 
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Trimming Percentages 

C2 C5 C11 

90% 90% 55% 

C12 C18 019 

45% 50% 50% 

Testing and setting up 
To set the amplifier up you will need a 

test meter capable of reading up to 2.5 
amps and, if possible, it should have a 
50mA resolution, VHF power meter and 
50 ohm dummy load. The layout of the 
test equipment is shown in Figure 4. To 
set it up see the table above and follow 
points 1-4. 
1.With no power supply connected to the 
amplifier, key the driver ( in my case a 
Yaesu FT-209 hand-held, about 2.5W) 
and peak C2 and 05 for minimum power 
loss in transmit. C2 and C5 should settle 
at about the same settings, ie not with 
one at minimum and the other at 
maximum. 

2.Set P1 fully clockwise. Connect a dc 
power supply with an ammeter in series 
as shown in Figure 4 and set the meter 
scale to read about 50mA FSD. Switch 
the supply on and the 'POWER LED 
should light, the current drawn should 
be less than 20mA. If higher, turn off 
and check for constructional errors. 

3.Switch the power off and reset your 
current meter to read about 500mA 
FSD. Connect a lead to either or 

• - T« on the PCB. Switch back on and 
when • T* is connected to + 12V, or 
terminal - T' is connected to OV. the 
current should increase to about 
150mA and the Tx. LED should light; in 
my case the current reading was 
165mA. Again, if the reading is very 
much higher switch off and check for 
errors. With one of these pins still 
enabled turn P1 anti-clockwise for an 
increase in current of about 50mA. 

4.Apply about 3W of RF to the input. 
Changeover should occur, this is 
indicated by the Tx' LED. Adjust C11, 
C12, 018 and 019 for maximum power 
output, do not adjust 02 and C5. C11 
and C12 will interact as will C18 and 
C19, so repeat all adjustments several 
times. Power output should be about 
22W for a 3W drive. 
This is where I started to encounter 

some problems. Following the instruc-
tions for testing and setting up, all seems 
to be fine and I was obtaining the results 
as stated. When I applied about 500mW 
from the Yaesu FT-209 hand-held, there 
was no problem in tuning the amplifier 
for about 8W output. When about 2.5W 

Fig 4: Layout of the test eauipment neeoe0 to set the amplifier up 

was applied to the input, the output 
power would only increase to about 15W. 
All seemed fine until I went back to 
receive. The FT-209 switched back, but 
the amplifier seemed to stay on transmit. 
This was indicated by the Tx' LED 
staying around 2W (shown on the power 
meter). I think TR1 was breaking into 
oscillation when a certain amount of 
power was applied to the input. This 
oscillation seems to keep the 
changeover activated. The linear was not 
returning to receive when the drive was 
de-keyed. After testing the amplifier with 
a drive of 500mW, all seemed to be OK. 
The problem only occurred when 
applying about 2W or more. 
I tried for a couple of hours to cure the 

fault, but I was completely lost as to why 
it was happening. After much head 
scratching I decided the best course of 
action was to take up Wood & Douglas' 
offer to repair non-working kits. I packed 
the kit up, posted it back to Wood & 
Douglas and eagerly waited its return. 
About 10 days later the kit arrived back, 

I was informed they were unable to 
correct the fault stated, but that they had 
fitted a 33OR resistor to prevent latching 
of the changeover. Wood & Douglas re-
tested the amplifier with various power 
levels and all worked well. They re-
aligned the linear for maximum power 
output at 145.000MHz. Their specification 
check showed that only 0.4dB was lost 
through receive and power out was 22W 

RF Drive 

3 watts 

To PSU 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

0— 0 + 

RF in 

Current 
meter 

+ve 

On le 

° Switch 

+ve(  1+T 

Wood b Douglas 

144LIN25B 

RF Power Amp 

Tx 

RF out 

)te 0 n 

Dummy load 

or antenna 

RF 

Power Amp 
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out for 3W in and 4W out for 0.5W in, all at 
145.000MHz and 12V dc. 

I'm not sure what caused this myste 
nous fault but it did show that the kit wa 
built correctly to begin with, and I mu:. 
congratulate Wood & Douglas on th 
repair service as this gives more confi 
dence to the first time kit builder. I 
reassembled the board back onto its 
heatsink and refitted it back into its box. I 
then applied 2.5W of RF from my FT-209 
hand-held and obtained 22W output. 
Switching the rig to low power I obtained 
about 7W output. All worked fine this 
time with no trace of the previous fault. 

Using the amplifier with the FT-209 
base adapter 

In the original article FT-209 Base 
Station Adapter, the intention was to 
include the Wood & Douglas linear 
amplifier in the base adapter itself. I 
must admit I did jump the gun a little with 
this suggestion, and without doubt it is 
much better to house the amplifier in its 
own box. If you wish, the linear may be 
included in the same box, but this is 
better done right from the start, rather 
than being an add-on later due to the 
amount of metal work involved. If housed 
in a separate box the linear can still be 
controlled from the front panel ' HI/L0' 
switch as originally intended. 

If you are using an FT209RH then you 
will have to lower its power output, this is 
because the RH version of this rig is 
capable of supplying well over 5W 

tput. The best way to do this is to drop 
supply voltage down to about 8.5V, 

.s will produce an output of about 3W. 
e internal power supply unit used an 
I1317T voltage regulator and the output 
Jltage of this device is set by resistors 
.1 and R2. To drop the voltage down, 
eplace R1 with a 56OR and replace R2 
Nith a 680R, this should produce about 
8.5V output. 

Conclusion 
I have to congratulate Wood & Douglas 

on producing such a fine product. If you 
are looking for a linear amplifier and you 
want to save some money by building it 
yourself, then I can highly recommend 
the 144LIN25B. The instructions are 
clearly laid out and the PCB and 
components are of the highest quality. 
Apart from the few problems I had with 
setting up, my linear amplifier is working 

well. The only thing I think is missing 
from the kit is a length of RG174 
miniature coaxial cable for making the 
RF connections. I usually leave my FT-
209 set to low power and drive the 
amplifier with about 750mW, this pro-
duces an output of about 7W. If I drive the 
amplifier with a full 3W, the output 
increases to 22W. The heatsink runs very 
cool over a long period of time. 
The nice thing about these kits is that 

you are not left on your own if you have 
problems getting the board going. At the 
time of writing, 144LIN2513 kit is £35.75 
and the 144LIN30 is £36.25. The hardware 
packing to complete the amplifier is 
£14.25. For more information, contact 
Wood & Douglas at Unit 12-13, Youngs 
Industrial Estate, Aldermaston, Reading, 
Berkshire RG7 4PQ, or telephone (07356) 
71444. I would like to thank Wood & 
Douglas for their help with this review. 

Components List 

Wood & Douglas 144LIN25B Amplifier Kit 

Diecast Box 152x82x5Omm 

Heatsink 2.25° CW 152x94 

RF sockets to suit 

Single pole ON/OFF switch 

LEDs and Holders 

RG174 min Co-axial cable 

Nuts, bolts etc 

VERO 86-20103J 

VERO 253-25535C 

* YES we are still around! * 

* YES our range 
of kits are still available * 

* YES our quality and 
service endures * 

What has changed is that the small back bedroom 
organisation of 10 years ago is now selling to industrial, 
military, broadcasting and commercial organisations 

world wide. 

What is important to you, the discerning amateur, is that 
our products for the home construction market are still 
available including our new 1250FMI 24cms IW amplifier 
strip. Read this month's review and then if you would like 

more details send off an SAE for our latest lists 

Unit 12-13, Youngs Industrial Estate, 

Aldermaston, Reading, Berkshire RG7 4PQ 

Telephone: (07356) 71444 Telex: 846630 

WOOD Et DOUGLAS  VISA 
VHF'UHF COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS 

G4ZPY PADDLE KEYS 
Britain's leading High Quality Hand Built Morse Key Manufacturer 

PUMP (Straight) KEY 
SINGLE PADDLE KEY 
Nickel on Brass 
TWIN PADDLE KEY 
Nickel on Brass 

Brass £26.00 & £30 
Brass Std £42.00 

Std £47.00 
Brass Std £48.00 

Std £53.00 

Nickel £31 & £35 
Deluxe £44.50 
Deluxe £49.50 
Deluxe £50.50 
Deluxe £55.50 

60. VARIATIONS OF THESE KEYS ARE AVAILABLE. Some to Order. 

IAMBIC ELECTRONIC KEYER (with Auto Inter-Character Spacing) £40.00 
1K PEP BALUNS 3.5-30 Megs £15.00 

10-70 Megs £16.50,P&P UK: - KEYS £3.00 
IAMBICS AND BALUNS £2.00 

SAE for further details to 

41 Mill Dam Lane, Burscough, Ormskirk, Lanes L40 7TG 

or Phone: 0704 894299 

L F HANNEY 
77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath, Avon 

TEL: 0225 24811 

Your electronic component 
specialist for Avon, 
Wilts & Somerset 

Closed Thursdays 
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HOMEBREW EQUIPMENT 
ATU FOR 3.5 TO 30MHz by Alan Malcher G4TPM 

One of the benefits of homebrew 
equipment, apart from its low cost, is that 
a little imagination and foresight renders 
equipment more versatile by 
incorporating additional circuits or 
devices. 
When I designed this ATU, I decided 

that not only should it efficiently carry 
out its primary role of tuning antennas to 
resonance, it should also incorporate an 
antenna switching system, so that three 
separate antennas could be switched in 
or out at will. 

In addition, the ATU could be 
completely bypassed when using 
antennas such as multi-band beams and 
trap verticals. As most readers may be 
aware, it is not always necessary to have 
an ATU in series with a well designed and 
suitably erected trapped aerial: either 
wide-band beam or vertical. 
A50 ohm load is also built into the ATU 

for test purposes and the SWR and power 
meter are built into the front panel. 
The advantages of using an ATU on an 

HF receiver, especially when the 
receiver is used to cover a large number 
of bands, cannot be overestimated. ATUs 
which are used solely for receiving can 
produce a 5/9 signal from an apparently 
dead band. This ATU can produce 
excellent results when connected to a 
communications receiver and may prove 
to be of enormous benefit to the serious 
short wave listener. 

Needless to say, if this equipment is to 
be used only on receivers, then the 
dummy load, SWR and power meters do 
not have to be incorporated into the 
design. Consequently, the variable 
capacitors and coil windings will not 
have to be robust as the circuit will not 
dissipate a high power. 

Figure 1 shows the basic pi circuit, the 
necessary switching circuits for the 
three antenna sockets and a 50 ohm 
dummy load. Switches 1 and 2 are used to 

Anti 

Input 

Ant 2 Ant 3 
To trapped vertical 

b•am etc 

05OR Dummy load 

 c Bypass ATU 

VC1 
100p per section 

VC2 

0 0 

1 

140p per section Output 

Fig 1: A basic Pye circuit with a few alterations 

Making the coils 
The first items to build are the coils. 

Once again, I have opted for simplicity 
and have reduced the cost of 
construction without decreasing the 
operating efficiency. The formers are 
made of 5cm plastic piping, as used by 
plumbers, readily available from DIY 
shops at a cost of approximately £2. You 
will require two tubes, both 16cm long 
and, purely for cosmetic purposes, it is 
suggested that each of the ends is 
slightly tapered with the aid of a fine file. 
The coils are made from hard drawn 

copper wire, the same type used in 
electrical installations. Once again, this 
can be purchased from DIY shops. 
Remove about60cm of the insulation 

and twist30 turns of the wire around a 
broom handle. I have deliberately wound 
the wire into coils that are smaller than 
the plastic formers to ensure that the 
wire will tightly fit the plastic pipes. Now 

used to ensure that each winding is 
firmly attached to the former. Give the 
coil and the former a liberal coating of 
shellac. Both should look like the 
illustration in Figure 2. 
With a fine file, remove the shellac 

from the coil where the taps are to be 
soldered. As can be seen in Figure 3, the 

Fig 2: The plastic formers 

Taps 1 5 9 13 17 2022 2426 

Positioning of the coils 
to prevent mutual inductance 

Fig 3: Forming the coils with hard drawn copper wire 

electrically lengthen or shorten the two 
coils, according to which band of 
frequencies you select. The remaining 
two controls are for the two variable 
capacitors. 

slide the coils onto the plastic formers 
and space the coils out to prevent them 
shorting together. 
Although the coils may appear to be 

secure, I recommend that ' Superglue' is 

coils will be tapped at 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 20, 22, 
24, 26 and 28. The winding can be counted 
from either end. 
The two coils are now bolted to a piece 

of non-conductive material. 1 used 
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Bakelite for this ATU. It is important to 
lay the coils in such a way that there is no 
possibility of conductive reactance 
between the two coils; induced voltages 
must be avoided. This can be achieved by 
positioning the coils as illustrated in 
Figure 4. 

Taps 
Tap 1 of coil 1 is soldered to the 

antenna input socket and tap 28 is 
soldered to tap 1 of coil 2 so that both the 
coils are physically connected. There is a 
total of 22 taps and each one is shown in 
Figure 5. By closely following the 
diagram in Figure 5, readers should find 
no difficulty in building the circuit. To 

prevent common faults, such as arcing 
and spurious emissions, each 
component must be securely bolted to 
the chassis of the ATU. I also found it 
necessary to glue to the chassis all the 
wires leading from each component. 
This resulted in a solidly built and robust 
piece of equipment. 

Take care 
In Figure 4 you will note that, due to the 

position of the two switches that 
electrically lengthen and shorten the 
coils, it would have been impractical to 
glue these wires to the chassis. Instead, 
the wires were deliberately soldered 
under tension to their respective 

components. This ensures they are 
secure and free of possible movement. 

If theATU is to be used with a tow, 
when selecting the components, the 
variable capacitors and switches must be 
capable of passing at least 200 watts. 

Components List 

32cm of 5cm plastic piping 
300cm (approx) of hard drawn electrician's 
cable 
1x2-gang variable capacitor 
1x3-gang variable capacitor 
2x10-position switches 
3xPL59 sockets 

VC. •••• ea C 

Fig 4: Switch wires are under tension to keep secure Figure 5: Switch 1 +2 are multi-point rotary 

1CS EVERYTHING FOR DATA 
COMMUNICATION BY RADIO 

The Best Value Packet 
Radio TNC on the UK Market 

* Compact size 
* Nine front panel status indicators 
* NetRom compatible 
* Compatible with PK-87 Host Mode Control 
* TTL/RS232 inputs and outputs 
* 32K RAM buffer 
* Full range of high quality driver software for IBM-PC, 
Commodore 64 and BBC Computers 

* Built in personal mailbox 
* Built in HF modem 

Only £109.95 inc VAT 
Post and Packing: £2.50 

PK-88 

VISA 

The World Standard 
Multi-Mode Data Controller! 

PK-232 

* Now with seven modes: AMTOR, Packet, RTTY, CW, ASCII, 
Fascimile and Navtex 

* Superb send/receive facsimile software for IBM-PC and 
Commodore 64 

* Unique SIAM signal acquisition and analysis capability 
* Firmware upgrades available for earlier PK-232s 
* Excellent Host Mode software support 

Still only £269.95 inc VAT 
Post and Packing: £4.00 

Applications assistance always. Send large SAE for further product details. Visitors by appointment only. 
Prices may vary according to prevailing exchange rates. Prices include VAT (if 15% 

ICS ELECTRONICS LTD 
PO Box 2, Arundel, West Sussex BN18 ONX 

Telephone: (024 365) 655 (2 lines) Fax: (024 365 575 

Access 
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PROJECT 
BOOK 

There are many occasions where it may 
be useful to have some extra gain 
available. Perhaps you have a ' scope or 
some other piece of test gear which is 
not sensitive enough for your require-
ments? Another common requirement is 
having to find some means of boosting 
the sensitivity of the older type of 
scanner receivers. These usually cover a 
wide frequency response but, unless you 
paid an arm and a leg for your own, the 
chances are that it's deaf. This is 
especially true at the higher frequency 
end of the scale. 

The answer 
What you need is a good preamplifier 

with a reasonable gain and a good noise 
figure. What used to take a handful of 
components can now be done with an 
integrated circuit and a couple of 
discrete components. One device which 
makes this possible is the RS Compo-
nents RS560c (also available as the 
Plessey SL560c). This can be set up to 
give a variety of gain, bandwidth and 
noise parameters by simply choosing a 
couple of resistor values and running it 
from the appropriate voltage supply line. 

General purpose 
The circuit shown in Figure 1 is for an 

amplifier that has a gain of 10dB and a 
reasonably flat response from 3 to 
300MHz. It will handle a maximum input 
voltage of 300mV peak to peak and will 
provide a maximum output of 1.5V into a 
50 ohm load. The unit needs a 9V supply 
and the current consumption is about 
35mA. 

50 in/out 
If you want to use 50 ohm lines on both 

the input and output circuits then use the 
circuit shown in Figure 2. This is actually 
the simplest circuit of them all. It 
provides a gain of about 15dB falling to 
around 10dB at 200MHz. At this fre-
quency it will provide 5mW of output. 
Note that the supply voltage is now 6V 
and not 9V. 

Low noise 
Now we come to the broad band, low 

noise system shown in Figure 3. This is 
designed to run from a standard 12V 
supply from which it draws 3mA. The 
specification is excellent; input and 
output impedances are both matched to 
50 ohms. The gain can be reduced from 
20dB to 13dB by installing the track 
between pins 4 and 5 of the integrated 
circuit. The noise figure is 2.5dB and the 
specs are held up to at least 150MHz. 

by Martin Williams 

Construction 
These units should all be built on a 

double-sided PCB with the upper side 
used as an earth plane. The physical 
layout can follow the electrical layout 
shown in the diagrams. All connections, 
especially those to the decoupling 

capacitors, should be kept short. Supply 
lines ( lower than 12V) can be obtained by 
using dropping resistors and Zener 
diodes. Remember to place a .01ufd disc 
capacitor directly across the diode to 
eliminate the noise that these devices 
generate. 

Fig 1 

Fig 2 

Link 

[ for 13dB gain 

10n 

o  

2k2 

RS 560C 

N/C 

390R 

 V\AC  0+12V 

33R 10n 

Out 

TlOn 

o 

Fig 3 
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LOOK TO THE FUTURE WI' 

TRANSMIT 

ELEC - KEY 

0 AF GAIN -Ell-NF GAIN T111* SASS 

Features: 

• AC power supply 
• Automatic antenna 
tuner 

• Multi function CRT 
display 

•Twin passband tuning 
• Dual-watch 
• 99 memories 

SIKR 

ALC COMP 

IC vc 

TRANIKENER SC- 78  

SOL -IF OW RICK 

MO SMINK 111014.1 KM 111 IME MON MON 

1 

111.11112 

•71 

f 1,1111/WP ATI leas 

Advanced engineering from ICOM has produced the most sophisticated 
Amateur HF transceiver on the market today, whether DX'ing, contesting or simply 
enjoying top performance the IC- 781 is a top of the line performer. A unique multi-
functional CRT displays frequencies, modes, memory contents, operating notes, RIT, 
two menu and seventeen optional screens. The soft orange display also serves as a 
display for DATA modes such as RTTY, AMTOR and PACKET. 

The PAN display continuously indicates all signal activities and pile-ups with 
your operating frequency in the centre. Selectable frequency spans of 50kHz, 
100kHz and 200kHz. Vertical range indicates relative signal strength. Twin 
passband tuning with separate controls for second and third IF stages increases 
selectivity and narrows bandwidth, independently varies low and high frequency 
response or functions as a IF shift. 

lcom (UK) Ltd. 
Dept AR , Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour. 



Count on us! 

1.1-1HF TRANSCEIVER  IC-781 

The IC- 781 has a dual-watch function which allows simultaneous receive of 
two frequencies in the same band. Balance controls adjust VFO A/B receive strength 
levels. This feature is especially useful on Dx-expeditions or contests to check band 
activity or to tune in your next contact. The newly developed ICOM DDS ( Direct Signal 
Synthesizer) system is incorporated to provide a fast transceiver lock-up time. This is 
essential for data communication systems. 

The IC- 781 communication system includes a built-in 100% AC supply, high 
speed automatic antenna tuner, iambic keyer, semi-automatic, or full QSK CW 
break in to 60 wpm, audio peaking filter, RF speech processor, multi- scanning plus 
much more. Look into the future of Amateur communications, ICOM products will be 
setting the pace others try to follow. For more information on the IC- 781 contact 
your local authorised ICOM dealer or phone ICOM (UK) Ltd direct. 

• SSB, CW, FM, AM, RTTY 
• 160-10m/general 
coverage receiver 

• Direct keyboard entry 
• 150 watt output 
• QSK up to 60 wpm 
• CI-V communications 

interface 

Helpline: Telephone us free-of-charge on 0800 521 145, Mon- Fri 09 00-13 00 and 14.00-1 7.30. This service is strictly for obtaining information 
nrdering lcorn equipment We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders, thank you. 

Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible. 
Access & Barclaycard: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept, instant credit & interest-free H.P 
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News for HF operators compiled by Don Field G3XTT   

As always, the RSGB's HF Convention 
proved to be a roaring success, with a 
large number of overseas visitors includ-
ing ZL3GQ, K3ZO, W9KNI, WOAIH, N4AR 
and others. Paul, WOAIH, gave a fascinat-
ing presentation on how he has been 
able to build up a massive contest station 
on a shoe-string budget, with over 20 
towers, some around 200ft high, suppor-
ting an enviable selection of antennas 
for all bands. Another Paul, F6EXV, told 
the story of the recent operations from 
Kingman Reef, Palmyra Island and 
Eastern Kiribati. From the continuous 
60mph winds on Kingman, to the crabs on 
Palmyra ( into everything and forever 
climbing over the rigs), the discomforts 
were considerable. All credit then to 
Paul and the rest of the gang for a terrific 
operation, giving many European DXers 
their first contact with these rare spots. 
The foreign visitors made a clean 

sweep of the DX Quiz, with F6AJA taking 
top honours, followed by ON5NT and 
F6EXV. ON5NT also showed some slides 
of the FV8NDX/P operation from les 
Sept Iles and of his recent visit to 
Finland. 
A major talking point at the Convention 

was the possible impact of the recent 
changes to the DXCC rules. Rule 2a 
'Separation by Water' has been 
reworded considerably, supposedly to 
clarify the interpretation which the ARRL 
had been applying all along. However, 
the new wording seems to allow new 
interpretation. The rule used to say that 
an island would count separately for 
DXCC if it was over 225 miles away from 
the relevant mainland. 
Between groups of islands rule 2b was 

applicable, which specifies a distance 
criterion of 500 miles. The new rule 2a 
refers not to ' mainland' but to 'a 
continent, another island or group of 
islands that make up any part of the 
parent DXCC country'. Rule 2b still 
applies to ' additional' island groups. 
Confused? So am I. 
However, some US DXers are already 

saying that the new wording could lead 
to anything from twelve to twenty new 
'countries' including Jarvis Island, the 
Marquesas Islands and others. Speci-
fically, KN3T, K3NA, W6SZN and VK8XX 
planned to put their interpretation to the 
test from Rotuma Island (currently part 
of Fiji) from 22 October until 5 November. 
The callsign was expected to be 3D2XX. 
A German group operated from Rotuma 
as 3D2XR some years ago, but at that time 
separate DXCC status was refused by the 
ARRL. 

While on the sub ect of possible new 
countries, the ARRL has recently 
received yet another package of 
documentation from the operators of 
4J1FS (see DX Diary for September). 
Meanwhile, there is already talk of a 
further operation from Malyj Vysotskij in 
May 1989. 
Once again we were treated to some 

excellent DX openings during Septem-
ber, with 10m positively buzzing with 
Pacific and Asian DX day after day. It was 
interesting to note the vagaries of 
propagation— at times KX6 was coming in 
short path (over the North Pole) while, at 
the same time, KH6 was workable long 
path. You just have to keep that beam 
turning! 
Tony, VP8BRR and Steve, VP8BUB 

continued to put in appearances from 
South Georgia. Both are scientists with 
no previous experience of amateur 
radio, and had trouble understanding 
what all the fuss was about! By now they 
will have had to take the antennas down 
for the seal breeding season, or the seals 
will simply demolish them. However, 
some further operation may be possible 
before Tony leaves Bird Island next 
March. 

DX news 
JX1UG is now operational from Jan 

Mayen Island and will be there until the 
middle of April. He will be active on 80-
10m, both SSB and CW, using an HF beam 
together with a Butternut vertical for 80 
and 40m. LA5NM, who will handle his 
QSLs, made a plea for some considera-
tion for JX1UG, particularly on 80m. 
LF openings to distant parts can be 

very short from those northern latitudes, 
and LA5NM asks that European oper-
ators be prepared to stand by while 
JX1UG looks for more distant QS0s 
when propagation is suitable. LA5NM 
notes that very often the DX end of 80m is 
full of strong Europeans working strong 
East Coast US stations for hours on end, 
thus preventing truly DX QS0s from 
taking place. 
VE31E0 is widely reported as organis-

ing a major Pacific DXpedition starting 
next January and taking in KH5, KH5K, 
ZK1 ( both North and South) and T32. The 
crew will consist of HB9AEE, HB9AHL, 
F5II, NM2L, ZF2KN, KD2HE and VE31E0 
himself. They are currently seeking 
loans of gear as well as financial help. 
Sounds like an interesting one to look 
out for although, having seen the slides 
of this year's KH5 operations, I wouldn't 
recommend KH5K to any but the most 

experienced navigators and operators. 
Bernhard, DL2GAC, who made the 

news earlier this year with his operations 
from various islands in DU and 9M6, will 
join DF5UG, DJ9RB and others in India in 
January. They will make a special effort 
on the LF bands and will no doubt be 
turning up from some offshore islands. 
C9MKT, who continues to show up on 

one or two weekends each month, is now 
acceptable for DXCC credit. Apparently, 
his activities are monitored closely by 
the authorities in Mozambique. So, if you 
work him, keep the exchange to the bare 
formalities. 

Ian, G4LJF, is off on his DXing travels 
again. Ian will be in Antigua from 17 
November until 3 December and plans to 
be active on all bands, both SSB and CW. 
As I write this the callsign is uncertain, 
though it may be V21 U. Check the usual 
DX frequencies (14195, 21295, etc, plus 25 
up on CW). 
More rumours about a possible opera-

tion from Vietnam. This time the talk is of 
a one month operation from 21 October 
by HA5KDQ, HA5PP and HA5MY, using 
the callsigns 3W8DX (on SSB) and 
3W8CW (on CW). Some QSL addresses 
have even been quoted! We can but 
hope. 
DX News Sheet reports that UA10EL 

will commence a tour of duty from Franz 
Josef Land around the time that this 
column appears, and promises lots of 
activity, especially on 160m CW. 
Baldur, DJ6SI, is off again. By the time 

you read this he should be active from 
Niger (5U), and will be there until 6 
November. As usual, look for Bal on CW, 
25kHz above the band edge on 20, 15 and 
10m, and just inside the band on 40 and 
80m. Bal has been putting on these 
DXpeditions for many years now, and 
usually manages to fund them from the 
dollar bills and IRCs people send with 
their QSLs. CW only for the most part, 
both because Bal is a superb CW 
operator and also because his English is 
limited. He is always easy to find and 
work. 
The active DXers among you will also 

remember that Bal was one of the 
members of the ill-fated Spratly DXpedi-
tion in 1983 when two of the operators 
lost their lives following an attack by 
South China Sea pirates. 

Rick, NE8Z, hopes to be back in South 
America between late October and early 
November and, specifically, plans an 
operation from the Galapagos Islands 
from 1 until 4 November. Later in 
November, KH6JEB hopes once again to 
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operate /KH7 from Kure Island. Moving 
into December, 3B8DA will be back in 
3B6 on business and hopes to be allowed 
to operate. Let's hope he can, as the 
Mauritian authorities have been reluc-
tant to allow 3B6 and 3B9 operation in 
recent years and these countries are 
starting to climb up the 'wanted' lists. 
And another one for December. JF11ST, a 
well-known DX operator, will operate 
TA1E from 19 to 31 December. Nearer to 
home, DX News Sheet reports that 
G4UOL will sign GD4UOL from 19 
November until 2 December, CW only. 

RflY 
Despite the clash with the HF Conven-

tion, I was able to operate some RTTY 
during the CQWW RTTY Contest in 
September. My contacts included 
OD5NG, HD8EX, 5B4MD, ULOP/UZ9FWA, 
UD/UZ3PWX and, best of all, a 15m 
contact with KX60I. The 'got away' list 
included SU1ER, FT5ZB, J52US and 
NH61. 
Looking to the future, T5GG now has 

RTTY gear and should be active for 
several months. Incidentally, the 
UA3AKR RTTY mailbox on 14088kHz 
often contains useful snippets of DX 
information. Type the command ' INFO' to 
download the relevant file. 
1 note that a couple of packet mail-

boxes are now operational on 10m FM. 
DF5FF-10 is on 29250 and EA3BKZ-2 on 
29310, both using 1200 baud as per 2m. No 
doubt there will be more. Although 10m 
FM looks a good bet for packet enthu-
siasts, let's hope the activity settles 
down on just one or two channels so that 
it can co-exist with other 10m FM 

operation; including voice repeaters. 
The IARU Region 1 HF Working Group 
meeting which was held in September, 
failed to reach agreement on recom-
mended frequencies for packet opera-
tion on HF, so unfortunately, we can't 
look to a lead from that direction. I 
understand the RSGB representatives 
did their best to point out that failure to 
make recommendations could lead to 
serious conflict between packet oper-
ators and existing users, especially on 
20m. Many of the other countries 
represented at the meeting either failed 
to recognise the problem, or were not 
prepared to do anything about it. 

Contest update 
In addition to the CQWW CW Contest 

operations which I listed last month, 
OH8PF will operate as EA8AGD and NQ41 
will be active from 9Y4. 

Japanese DX contest 
I have recently received from Japan 

the details of a new contest sponsored by 
Five Nine, a Japanese amateur radio 
magazine. The contest will take place 
during the 48 hour period from 2300 GMT 
on 11 November. Points are gained by 
working Japanese stations on phone in 
the 80 to 10m bands. You score 2 points 
per QS0 on 80 and 10m and 1 point per 
QS0 on 40, 20 and 15m. The multiplier is 
the number of Japanese prefectures 
worked in all (a maximum of 50 per band — 
see map). DX stations give signal report 
and serial number, while Japanese 
operators will give a signal report and 
the number of their prefecture. You can 
enter as single operator single band, 

single-op multi-band, or multi-op multi-
band. There will be a variety of certifi-
cates and plaques for leading stations in 
each category. Single operators are 
restricted to a maximum of 30 hours of 
operation. I have copies of the cover 
sheet and full rules if required. Entries 
should be sent to: Five Nine, Box 8, 
Kamata, Tokyo 144, postmarked no later 
than 31 December. 
Look out for the TOPS CW Contest on 

5/6 December, starting at 1800 on the 
Saturday and running for 24 hours. This 
contest is 80m CW only and I always find. 
it a lot of fun. 

Early notice now of the UBA contest, 
run by the Belgian National Society. The 
CW leg takes place on 28/29 January 1989 
and the SSB leg on 25/26 February. Both 
are for 24 hours from 1300 GMT on the 
Saturday. Score 10 points for contacts 
with ON, DA1 and DA2 stations, 3 points 
for contacts with other EEC stations and 
1 point for contacts with stations outside 
the EEC. 43 multipliers are available per 
band (80-10), consisting of the nine 
Belgian provinces (Belgian stations will 
send a two letter identifier), the various 
Belgian prefixes plus DA1 and DA2 and 
the remaining countries of the EEC (with 
EA6, GM, GW, SV5, etc, counting separ-
ately). 
I can provide a photocopy of the full 

rules, address for logs, etc, for the above 
contest on request. The reason I.wanted 
to pass on details, though, was to 
mention various associated awards. The 
highest scoring station in each category 
(single-op single-band, single-op multi-
band, etc) from each country will receive 
a special award. All participants working 
at least 40 stations and sending in a log 
will receive a certificate. Contacts will 
also count towards the new E-1992-C 
(European Community 1992) award. This 
award will commence on 1 January 1989 
and requires 144 contacts with the 12 
member countries of the EEC. If you 
work 144 such stations in the UBA 
contest, with at least two, but no more 
than 24 per country, you qualify 
immediately, provided you submit the 
award claim with your contest entry. 
Outside the contest, you can qualify for 
the award by working 144 EEC stations 
with at least 6 and no more than 20 
stations per country. The rules also allow 
for a mix of contest and non-contest 
QS0s and the combining of QS0s made 
in more than one UBA contest. Again, if 
you need full information please drop me 
a line and I will send you a photocopy. 

Finally, in September I mentioned the 
computerised 'DX Edge', and I have also 
mentioned some of the public domain 
amateur radio software for the IBM. This 
has prompted Richard Wilmot, GW3RRI, 
of Technical Software to send me details 
of his amateur radio software for the 
BBC, Electron, Commodore and Spec-
trum computers. One in particular, the 
UK/Europe Map and Locator, looks of 
possible interest, as do his various RTTY, 
CW, SSTV and AMTOR packages. I 
haven't had the opportunity to try any of 
them out, but if you run one of these 
machines it might be well worth drop-
ping Richard a line to his callbook 
address for details. 
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TUNING THE WIRE 
by Ken Williams 

Less experienced amateurs may often 
be heard bemoaning the fact that, 
although they were most careful in 
cutting their aerials to the correct 
dimensions, the VSWR on their feeders 
is still far from optimum. 
As we saw, however, in the two 

previous articles in this mini-series, 
there are many factors which can affect 
the resonant length of an aerial. 
Although the published figures are an 
excellent guide, the final length must 
always be determined by experiment. 
This article is devoted to the gentle art of 
tuning aerials. 

Test equipment 
The physical length necessary to 

achieve resonance for an aerial is 
affected by nearby objects, be they 
buildings, trees or even the earth. The 
object of tuning is, therefore, to compen-
sate for the effect of these so that the 
aerial presents a good match to the 
feedline. 

In the case of a perfect match, at 
resonance the aerial would present a 
pure resistance to the feedline. Off 
resonance, a reactive component would 
also be present — capacitive at lower 
frequencies and inductive above. 

In practice, a perfect match is rarely 
obtained and these effects are exacer-
bated. It is, therefore, desirable to strive 
for the best possible match and try to 
ensure that any combination of impe-
dance and reactance 'seen' at the bottom 
of the feeder cannot possibly damage 
the transmitter. 
The basic aerial test instrument is the 

VSWR meter which gives a measure of 
the power being reflected back down the 
feeder. For this purpose the relatively 
inexpensive meters available are quite 
adequate for they are reasonably accu-
rate at low VSWR values and at higher 
ratios will, at least, indicate the effect of 
any aerial adjustment. 
The second instrument is the RF noise 

bridge. Of these, the simpler models will 
measure the impedance presented to 
the transmitter while the better ones will 
indicate both this and the reactive 
component on the feeder. 
I have seen aerial tuning instructions 

which suggest the use of a grid dip 
oscillator to determine resonance with 
the aerial at low level. I am not, however, 
in favour of this technique for, in raising 
the aerial to operating height, both the 
resonant frequency and the radiation 
resistance will change. I feel that the 
technique of measuring the parameters 
indirectly, with the aerial at operational 
height, is preferable. 
The exception to this is in the 

optimisation of VHF beams which can be 
adjusted quite successfully at only a few 
feet above the ground, provided they are 
pointing vertically upwards. 

THE DIPOLE AERIAL 
PART 3 

Physical construction 
A basic dipole aerial is a piece of wire 

of specific length suspended above the 
ground, divided at the centre at which 
point the feeder is attached. 

Insulators are fitted at the extremities 
of the wire and at the centre, the latter 
also providing support for the feeder. If 
the coaxial feeder is in use, the latter 
may also incorporate a balun. 
The length of a half-wave dipole is 

468/F feet, where F is the frequency in 
megahertz, this dimension making allo-
wance for electrical length, etc. In the 
case of an aerial operating on a 
harmonic, the length is (492 [N-0.05])/F 
feet, where N is the length in half-
wavelengths and F is the frequency. 
A simple computer program is 

included with this article for these 
calculations. 
Although the wire must be of a specific 

length, as we have seen, this may be 
affected by the presence of nearby 
objects. Provision must, therefore, be 
made for easy adjustment. 
The author has found two methods for 

this. The first uses one segment of a very 
large 'chocolate block' connector to 
secure the aerial wire to the insulator. By 
passing the wire through the connector 
and insulator and back through the 
connector, a neat and secure yet easily 
adjustable termination is achieved. 

Alternatively, secure the insulator a 
short distance before the end of the 
aerial, leaving the remainder hanging 

down for adjustment with a pair of side 
cutters ( Figure 1 ). 

In the former case, the initial aerial 
length should correspond to a little more 
than that for the low frequency end of the 
band. In the latter, the distance between 
the insulators should be a little less than 
for the HF end of the band. A ' tail' is then 
added which brings the total length up to 
that for the LF end of the band. 
The feeder may be of balanced twin or 

coaxial cable. The former has the 
advantage of being lighter, less lossy and 
less obtrusive. A balun may be placed at 
the operating position to convert the 
balanced feed to the unbalanced output 
of the transmitter or aerial matching unit. 
Alternatively, some AMUs incorporate a 
balanced output for direct connection to 
such feeders. 
Where coaxial cable is used, the balun 

is used as the centre piece of the aerial. 
The balun need not necessarily be of the 
traditional ferrite type. There are several 
alternatives, including one used by 
several eminent operators, which is 
merely a coil of six turns of the feeder 
about six inches in diameter, the whole 
being held together with two or three tie-
wraps. 
The aerial should be made from semi-

or hard drawn copper wire. If soft copper 
is used, over a period it will stretch and 
the resonance will lower. It will also be 
more susceptible to breakage in high 
winds or icy conditions. The aerial 
should also be erected as high, and as 
far, from nearby objects as possible. 

First tests 
With the aerial erected, connect the 

lower end of the feeder to a VSWR meter 
and from there directly to the transmit-

Fig 1: Two simple methods of aerial length adjustment 
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Band Length (Fr) Variation 100kHz 

3.5 133.7 3.6ft 

7 66.8 0.9ft 

10 46.3 0.5ft 

14 33.4 0.3ft 

18 25.9 0.14ft 

21 22.2 0.1ft 

24 18.8 0.9ins 

28 16.7 0.7ins 

ter. Do not put the AMU in circuit. 
Turn the VSWR meter to maximum 

sensitivity and apply just sufficient 
power from the transmitter to drive the 
meter to the calibrate' mark. Measure 
the VSWR at every 50kHz across the 
band, recording the figures. 
From these, it should be obvious at 

which frequency the resonance lies. If 
the advice given previously that the 
aerial should be initially cut long has 
been taken, this should be at the low end, 
or even outside the band. 

If the resonance is obviously outside 
the LF end of the band, shorten the aerial 
by an amount corresponding to about 
200kHz. If resonance is within the band, 
shorten to bring the resonance to the 
part of the band most frequently used. 
The length increment per 100kHz is 
calculated in the computer program on 
page 32. If no such machine is available, 
use increments of one inch at each end 
on 10m; two inches on 20m; four on 40m 
and eight on 80m. 

If the resonance is found to lie HF of 
the desired frequency, obviously the 
aerial will have to be lengthened. If the 
chocolate block method of adjustment is 
being used and all adjustment has been 
used up, the only alternative is to add a 
'tail'. If the alternative method is used, 
there should be no problem in extending 
or replacing the tail. 
When the minimum VSWR has been 

obtained at the required part of the band, 
perform a last measurement of VSWR 
every 50kHz across the band and record 
the figures in the station log for future 
reference. 

It is now time to replace the VSWR 
meter with the noise bridge and measure 
the impedance at which the transmitter 
is looking. 
As we saw in a previous article, the 

VSWR represents the ratio of the 
impedances of the aerial to the feeder. 
So, although the VSWR may be 
approaching 1:1 at resonance, at the 
edge of the band this may rise to 3:1 or 
higher. If the feeder is 50 ohms, this 
could mean that the transmitter is 
looking at 150 ohms, which would limit its 
output to some degree, but it could 
equally mean that it is seeing 17 ohms. 
Although with valve transmitters this is 
of little importance, with solid state 
equipment, instability or even destruc-
tion of the PA transistors could result. 
While a good AMU should take care of 

such problems, this is not always the 
case and, as they say, forewarned is 
forearmed and precautions can be taken. 
This could take the form of moving the 

resonance of the aerial sufficient to 
ensure the lowest possible VSWR at 
each end of the band consistent with 
reasonable VSWR on the frequencies 
most commonly used. 
With the noise bridge connected, 

perform a plot of the impedance across 
the band, recording the figures in the 
station log. It would also be interesting to 
draw graphs of VSWR and impedance on 
the same axes and compare the impe-
dance with VSWR (see Figure 2). 

In conclusion, if the dipole is being fed 
with 50 ohm coaxial feeder and the noise 
bridge indicates that the impedance at 
resonance is around 70 ohms, consider 
replacing the feeder with a length of 75 
ohm coax or twin. The converse is also 
true. 

If the dipole measures a very low 
impedance, such as 20 to 30 ohms if the 
aerial is on the LF bands, consider 
feeding with a quarter wave length of 50 
ohm feeder. This would act as a quarter 
wave transformer to give the transmitter 
a much higher impedance. 

Long dipoles 
We saw earlier in this series that dipole 

aerials could be operated on odd 
harmonics of their fundamental reso-
nance. However, due to the difference 
between the electrical and physical 
lengths of aerials, this is not quite true. 
The only case where this is useful on 

the HF amateur bands is on 40 and 15m. 
Unfortunately, a half-wave dipole reson-
ated at 7.0MHz is 66.8ft long while three 
half-waves at 21.4MHz are 67.8 feet. 

An aerial cut to the compromise length 
of about 67.5 should perform reasonably 
adequately on both bands. 

In practice, the wisest course would be 
to erect an aerial of a compromise length 
and perform a VSWR plot for each band. 
From these, considering the relative 
importance of each band to the station, 
make suitable adjustment, permitting 
the higher VSWR to exist on the less 
important band. 

Parallel dipoles 
The adjustment of parallel dipoles 

attached to a single feeder is exactly the 
same as for a single dipole. Each will 
affect the others to some slight degree 
but this will be compensated for in the 
adjustment techniques described ear-
lier. It would probably be advisable to 
adjust the highest frequency dipole first. 
When all dipoles have been resonated, 

perform a second set of frequen-
cy/VSWR plots to ensure no further 
interaction has occurred. 

Muttiband trap dipoles 
The multiband trap dipole is a com-

promise aerial which operates as a 
dipole on 80 and 40m, as three half-waves 
on 20m, five on 15m and seven on 10m. 
Provided it is erected well in the clear 

and at a reasonable height, the com-
promise will, in general, hold. However, 
in many cases the user has neither the 
length or the necessary height and as a 
result the aerial has to be bent to be 
contained within the available space. 

In such circumstances, proximity to 
nearby objects affects some bands more 
than others with the inevitable result that 
the overall compromise is lost and the 
aerial will no longer be effective on all 
bands. Under such circumstances the 
best which can be achieved is to make 
the aerial effective on the most used 
bands and gracefully accept defeat on 
the others. 
On erecting the aerial, the first task is 

to resonate the 40m section between the 
traps. Contrary to the belief of some 
amateurs, this section does not resonate 
on 21MHz for the traps are ineffective at 
this frequency. 

Fig 2: Plots of VSWR and impedance of a typical 80m dipole 

Frequency 
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10 REM:AERIAL LENGTH CALCULATIONS 

20 CLS 

30 PRINT" 
40 PRINT LENGTH OF WIRE AERIALS" 

50 PRINT' 
60 PRINT"1. HALF WAVE AERIALS" 

70 PRINT 
80 PRINT"2. LONG WIRE AERIALS" 

90 PRINT 

100 INPUT"Select 1 or 2", A 

110 ON A GOSUB 120,340 

120 CLS 
130 PRINT" 

140 PRINT"HALFWAVE AERIALS" 
150 PRINT" 

160 INPUT" FREQUENCY (MHZ) ",F 
170 L=468/F 

180 PRINT 
190 PRINT"AERIAL LENGTH AT "; F; " MHZ IS ";( INT(10%))/10;" FEET" 

200 F= F+.1 

210 M=468/F 

220 I =( L-M) 
230 PRINT 
240 IF F21.5 GOT0270 
250 PRINT"VARIATION = ";( INT(1001))/100; " FT/HUNDRED KHZ" 

260 GOT0280 
270 PRINT"VARIATION = ";( INT(10*(121)))/10;" INCHES/HUNDRED KHZ" 

280 PRINT 
290 INPUT"ANOTHER CALCULATION (Y/N)",B$ 
300 IF B$="Y" OR B$= " y" GOT0120 

310 IF B$= " N" OR B$= " n" GOT020 

320 GOT0290 

330 END 

340 CLS 
350 PRINT" 

360 PRINT" LONG WIRE AERIALS" 

370 PRINT 
380 INPUT"LENGTH OF AERIAL IN HALFWAVELENGTHS ",N 

390 PRINT 
400 INPUT" FREQUENCY (MHZ) ",P 

410 CLS 

420 Q—(492*(N-.05)/P) 

430 PRINT" 
440 PRINT"LONG WIRE AERIALS" 

450 PRINT" 
460 PRINT"THE LENGTH OF A ";N;"HALFWAVELENGTH LONG WIRE AT "; P;" 

MHZ IS ";( INT(10*Q))/10;" FEET" 

470 PRINT' 

480 P= P+.1 

490 R=(492*(N-.05)/P) 

500 IF P21.5 GOT0540 
510 S= ( INT(100*(Q-R))/100 

520 PRINT"VARIATION = ";S;" FT/HUNDRED KHZ" 
530 GOT0560 
540 S= ( INT(101(12*Q)-(12*R)))/10) 
550 PRINT"VARIATION = "; S;" INCHES/HUNDRED KHZ" 

560 PRINT' 
570 INPUT"ANOTHER CALCULATION (YIN) ",C$ 

580 IF C$="Y" OR C$="y" GOT0340 

590 IF C$="N" OR C$= " n" GOT020 
600 GOTO 570 

TIbs program, which should operate on almost all small computers except Sinclair, calculates the 
length of dipoles and the variation in length per 100kHz 

Remembering that a trap operates The next task is to perform VSWR/f re-
effectively as an insulator, the centre quency plots for each of the other bands 
section acts as a dipole and adjustment in turn. At this point it will probably be 
is the same as detailed earlier, useful to also plot these graphically. 

Note the frequency at which the aerial 
resonates on 80m. This will normally be in 
the upper part of the band and will not 
change substantially throughout future 
adjustments. 
Examine the plots for the 20, 15 and 10 

metre bands, noting whether a reso-
nance falls within or near ( ie VSWR less 
than about 5:1) any of these. 

It is now a matter of selecting for which 
of the DX bands the aerial will be 
optimised. From the plots it may be 
noticed that a slight increase in length 
will bring one or two bands into 
resonance. 
Alternatively, a decrease will bring in a 

band which is considered more desir-
able. The final decision is a matter of 
operator choice based on the operating 
practices of the station. 
Having decided on which DX bands the 

aerial will be optimised, the variation in 
length can be determined from the 
computer program. 

It should be noted that it is unlikely that 
a very low VSWR will be achieved on any 
of the DX bands for at these frequencies 
the radiation resistance of a dipole 
operated on multiples of its fundamental 
frequency increases, reaching about 130 
ohms when seven half-waves long. 
As previously, the final action is to 

record VSWR and noise bridge plots in 
the log for future reference. 

The G5RV 
The design of the G5RV multiband 

dipole leaves little room for adjustment. 
The matching stub acts, in many ways, as 
an extension of the horizontal wire. In 
general, therefore, it is more convenient 
to adjust the length of this stub than the 
main aerial wire. 
The first task in optimisation is to 

perform VSWR plots for each band in 
turn from which may be determined any 
necessary adjustments. Provided it is 
remembered that any adjustment affects 
all bands, a reasonable compromise 
tuning may be reached. 

Feeder checks 
Unless brand new feeder is being used 

it is wise to check that all is well before 
incorporation in an aerial system. This 
task may seem daunting but a simple 
technique is described in the ARRL 
Antenna handbook. 
One end of the feeder is short circuited 

and a low level of RF is fed to the other 
end via a VSWR meter. The VSWR 
obtained is compared with a graph (see 
Figure 3) from which the loss at that 
frequency may be determined. 

General 
On reading the foregoing, the basic 

principles of tuning any aerial are 
evident. A VSWR plot is first taken and, 
from the results of this, any necessary 
adjustment in length may be made. 
Having completed this, an RF noise 
bridge plot is made to confirm that the 
feed impedance is a reasonable figure 
and, if not, to warn of impending trouble 
if solid state power amplifiers are used. 
On bands where a low VSWR is 

impossible all is not lost for, even with 
standing wave ratios up to 5:1, on high 
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Fig 4: The ARRL Handbook method of 
checking losses on coax cable 

frequencies feeder losses on coaxial, 
cable are not excessive and if balanced 
twin is being used, they will be even less. 
These losses are essentially due to the 
dc resistance of the feeder conductors. 
All RF reaching the aerial will eventually 
be radiated if only because it has 
nowhere else to go. 

In such circumstances the only likely 
problem is matching the feeder to the 
transmitter, for many commercial aerial 
matching units are not capable of 
handling such high VSWRs. 

Conclusion 
By following the general principles 

outlined almost any simple or multiband 
dipole may be resonated on one or more 
bands. Requiring only two relatively 
inexpensive instruments and patience 
this will pay handsome dividends, partic-
ularly in terms of ease of matching the 
feeder to and safeguarding the trans-
mitter. 

SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT 
SATELLITE RECEIVER 80 Channel, Quartz PLL Tuning 
Programmed for Eutelsat. Intelsat and Astra - 38 spare 
Suppliers returns — fully serviced. 
Limited quantity £125.00 

LNB's for KU band, 10 95-11.7GHz £58.00 

Chaparral KU Polarotor £49.00 

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE 
All three above items @ £215.00 

Dish Spinnings 
60cm RAW  £17.65 
90cm RAW  £26.10 
12M RAW  £40.90 
1 8M RAW  £92.25 

LNB's 
KU Band from £58.00 
C Band from  £76.50 

Actuator Arms 
12m, Pot type £90.35 
18in, Pot type £95.75 

80cm RAW £23.12 
1 OM RAW £34.65 
15M RAW £70.25 
23M PTD £172.96 

Feed horns 
KU Band from £23.25 
C Band from £24.40 

Positioner 
E/W Remote control 
 £82.80 

Carriage and VAT to be added to all prices. 
For full details send SAE to: 

HARRISON ELECTRONICS 
Century Way, March, Cambs PEI 5 80W 

Tel: (0354) 51289 

AIRBAND LISTENERS! 
Our UHF frequency list, apart from being continuously updated now has a new 

layout, still with the same information on Airfield/ATCC/Range/Ops 8. Air 
Refuelling frequencies etc. It is available for £2.00 inc postage. 

The new HP82 Handheld VHF/UHF Airband receiver should be with us now. 
Please call for details 

We also keep in stock a wide range of VHF/UHF 'airband receivers from the 
leading manufacturers, along with accessories including VHF/UHF base 

antennas 
For further information please send SAE or telephone for details 

VISA 
JAVIATION 

Carlton Works, Canton Street, 

BRADFORD, West Yorkshire BD7 1DA 
Telephone: 0274 732146 or 639497 (evenings) 

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY! 
More than 8 million students throughout the world have found it worth 
their while! An ICS home-study course can help you get a better job, make 
more money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years 
experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence 
school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you 
want under the guidance of expert personal' tutors. Find out how we 
can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on 
the course of your choice. 

Electronics 

Basic Electronic Engineering 
(City 8. Guilds) 

Electrical Engineering 
Electrical Contracting iinStallation 

Course of interest: 

NameI • U11 : 
Address: 

Radio. Audio and TV Servicing 
Radio Amateur Licence Exam 

(City 8. Guilds) 
car mechanics 
computer Programming 
GCSE and A level subjects 

P code 
International Correspondence Schools Dept EF588, 312/314 High 

..... Mal MI 

. Street. Sutton. Surrey St 1 1PR Tel 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 (24 hrâ 
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Slide switches 
The biggest problem with a useless 

slide switch is finding a replacement 
with mounting holes that are the same 
distance apart. I must confess that I have 
given up and now tend to modify them 
myself (Figure 1 explains all). I bought a 
big box of slide switches for 50p that 
seem to have their mounting holes 
closer together than most. When a slider 
is required, I use one of these and turn 
the holes into slots with a pair of cutters. 
Another annoying problem is when the 

moving part of the replacement switch 
(normally black) will not go through the 
front panel cut-out of the item under 
repair. To rectify this, file the front panel 
and open up the cut-out. I have not had 
much success filing the black piece 
down on the switch. Even if you file down 
what will become the underside of the 
switch, it always looks a little rough. 
The biggest enemy of the humble slide 

switch is heat which is either coming off 
other components, or generated within 
the switch due to overloading. If the 
plastic piece is distorted, it is time for a 
replacement. 
The other great enemy is grit, partic-

ularly sand. I once spent an enjoyable 
morning repairing a colour video camera 
after someone had accidentally buried it 
in sand on a beach. The slide switches 
came up like new after being carefully 
taken to pieces, washed in solvent and 
re-assembled. 

Oscillating Ifs 
'The BFO is on, even when it is 

switched off', wailed the dejected owner 
of a ten year-old general coverage 
receiver. After feeding it with mains and 
an aerial I had to agree with his 
description. If you tuned around a 
station, the whistles were there as you 
went through it. One very important clue 
was given by removing the aerial and 
tuning the BFO (after switching it on, 
obviously). The receiver had now 
become an audio tone generator. The IF, 
in this case tuned to 465kHz, was 
oscillating instead of amplifying. Turn on 
the BFO to 465kHz ± 3kHz, and as you 
tuned the BFO the receiver obligingly 
screamed out the difference (the beat'). 
You could then achieve a 3kHz tone, 
down to zero and then back up to 3kHz as 
you turned the BFO knob. 

What is the cure to this problem? 
Well, there is one more quick and easy 

check to make before starting. Turn the 
audio gain (volume) well up and see if the 
set motor boats'. This is an old term that 
quite accurately describes the noise you 
might get. If you hear this, you will do well 
to use a big value electrolytic down the 
HT rails. For valve sets, try 8p.F, and for 
transistor sets try 100i.LF, with volts to 

G3XSE 

Fig 1: Modified slide switches 

suit. The noise indicates that the decou-
pling capacitor has probably gone and 
you are getting interaction between the 
various stages in the set. 

If you have straight oscillation then it 
should not be too hard to cure, since we 
are only talking of one or two valves or 
transistors. Look at the IF stages. Are any 
cans or screens missing? If not, it is a 
good bet that a capacitor of some sort has 
ceased to work. Liberally use a similar 
value of capacitor across everything in 
the area (one at a time) and when the tro-
uble stops, you have got it. No capacitors 
across those tuning the IF cans though! 

If this does not solve the problem, go 
across each capacitor with your avo; set 
off, avo on low ohms. Any short? No? It's 
really not your day, is it? 
Oscillation does tend to say that the 

active device, be it valve or transistor, is 
capable of gain, so it probably really is 
innocent. This only leaves the resistors 
to think about. 

In the case of the set under discussion, 
there were 150 ohm resistors in series 
between the collector and the IF coils 
and one of these had decided to become 
a dead short. This is unusual. 

If all else fails, solder a resistor across 
the collector part of an IF coil. Start with, 
say, 1k and go up until it oscillates, then 
back down a little. It will widen out your 
IF but this is often negligible. After all, if 
the set is on the verge of oscillation, the 
positive feedback is probably sharpen-
ing it back up for you. 

Repairing it logically, part Il 
A few months ago, I detailed how to 

repair an 'average' receiver ( if such a 
thing exists) by working through it, stage 
by stage, forward from the audio ampli-
fier. Another approach is to put a signal 
at the front end ( le into the aerial socket) 
then follow the signal path back through 
with a 'scope. This technique is more or 
less restricted to owners' signal gener-
ators and oscilloscopes. 

Ideal for this was a Trio JR500 receiver 
that came in the other day. Bags of hiss 
and all sounding quite lively but mega 
deaf, like 10mV up the aerial hole for a 
slight ' squark' out of the speaker. I must 

confess that the best clue was right there 
in front of me, the pre-selector knob was 
not peaking on any band, but I ignored 
this and decided to use the 'follow 
through' technique. 
With the 10mV up the aerial socket, a 

'scope on the anode of the RF bottle 
showed almost the same again. This 
really was a breakthrough. The incoming 
signal is at a nominal 50 ohms, which will 
be transformed to a higher impedance by 
the input tuned circuits. Therefore, more 
volts than the 10mV should have been on 
the grid, and many more should be on its 
anode. A good replacement was used but 
there was still no change. An inspection 
of the valve base showed no volts 
missing and everything was more or less 
correct. It was now time to look at grid 1 
with the 'scope. 
There was less than 10mV, and no 

peaking. The pre-selector tune, a shiny 
variable capacitor, which was quite 
solidly bolted to the chassis with all its 
screws intact, was not making contact 
with the earth. I undid the screws, did 
them back up and all was well. 
To return to the 'work back from the 

aerial' technique, the first stage, assum-
ing an RF amplifier, should be contribut-
ing 10dB or so of gain, give or take 
generous allowances for impedance 
mis-matches etc. Thus, 10mV input 
should be giving 100mV or so up the 
mixer. The reason for using 10mV input is 
that this is the minimum you can expect 
to see on your average 'scope which is 
tooled-up wih an X10 probe. Put a bigger 
signal in and you will start overloading 
the set. 

Mixers 
This is probably the most difficult stage 

to work through. There is usually a loss 
through a mixer stage, thus your 10mV, 
which became 100mV thanks to the 
efforts of the RF stage, will now be down 
to 50mV or so on the input to the first IF 
stage active device. Note where we are 
looking ( after the IF coil). This is because 
there is so much junk lurking on the 
anode/collector of the mixer (oscillator 
breakthrough, other mixes etc) that you 
cannot reasonably expect to see the 
wanted signal. It is also worth remember-
ing that selectivity is now involved, the 
receiver needs to be accurately tuned to 
the signal generator. 

Fine, super. You have a non-working 
set that probably isn't too accurate on its 
tuning anyway, and some fool is sugges-
ting that you accurately set it onto an 
unstable signal generator? OK, have a 
look at the mixer anode/collector and 
swing the generator about the required 
frequency. It's a good idea to have about 
1kHz mod on the incoming signal (look 
for some of that on the 'scope) and time 
bases, nice and slow to suit. As you swing 
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the oscillator about you should notice a 
fairly sharply defined change in the muck 
you are looking at. Note how many kHz of 
swing you can make on the signal 
generator, probably 100kHz or so in the 
case of an HF receiver, then transfer the 
'scope to the first IF input and swing 
again while looking for a peak. 
The anode/collector of the first IF 

should really be humming and there 
should be yards of signal there, a volt or 
so at least. The detector (which is after 
the next IF) should have tens of volts 
floating about. 

It is a good idea to practise this work 
through backwards' technique on a good 
receiver before using it in anger. It is not 
as simple to repair as going forward from 
the speaker, but its worth considering if 
there appears to be plenty going on in 
the ' dead' set. 

GDOs 
Grid Dip Oscillators. Well, valve ones 

are. These are solid state equivalents 
that have carried on the generic name. 
GDOs are an extremely versatile tool. 
Although I have access to magnificent 
test equipment, there are still times 
when a twenty-five year old Electroni-
ques valve mains powered GDO is 
indispensable. 
The basic idea is that, in a valve 

oscillator, the grid current will change a 
little when the oscillating coil comes into 
close proximity to another coil which is 
resonating at the same frequency. Thus, 

the thing is an oscillator as well as a 
simple signal generator. Most GDOs 
have a facility to stop them oscillating 
and the meter can be used as a ( tuned) 
field strength meter. 
The prime use of a GDO is to see' 

where a coil/capacitor combination is 
tuned. You simply hold the unknown' 
near the GDO and tune for a response. 
Incidentally, after getting a response you 
will know the capacitance and the 
frequency, you can thereby work out the 
inductance of your unknown. The GDO 
can now be used as an inductance meter. 
After establishing the inductance, 
change the capacitor and find the 
resonant frequency. You can now work 

out the new capacitance and use the 
GDO as a capacitance meter. 
One clever trick is to couple an aerial 

into a GDO via a couple of turn loops and 
find the resonant frequency of the aerial. 
This facility is absolutely brilliant for 10m 
aerials and CB enthusiasts. 
How much does it cost for such a 

wonderfully versatile bit of kit? Second-
hand valve ones will cost around ten to 
twelve quid. Solid state GDOs are more 
expensive at around fifteen to twenty 
quid because of their variety of uses. The 
'Tradiper' ( see photograph) is one I 
bought five years ago for a tenner and it 
has often helped get me out of a few tight 
corners. 

DIO 
Don't miss the December issue on sale 24 November 

• Steven and John Goodier review: 
The Pac-Comm TNC-220; an 
indispensable aid for Packet Radio 
enthusiasts 

All the Regulars: 

Second-hand 

Short Wave Listener 

On the Beam 

DX Diary 

50MHz 
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News and comment from 

Glen Ross G8MWR 

First of all this month, I would like to 
mention a couple of items relating to six 
metres. The first, is that reports are 
coming in of an opening to South Africa 
at around lunchtime on 27 September. 
This event coincided with a massive 
increase in the sunspot count which took 
it to the highest levels seen so far in this 
cycle. 
There are no details to hand yet as to 

just what was worked, but it does seem 
from the reports available that the 
opening was restricted to the southern 
part of Britain. Certainly, by the time I got 
on the band at around 1.30pm there were 
no signs of any activity in the Midlands. 
Within the last year we have had 
openings to the United States, Canada, 
the West Indies and now South Africa. 
With band conditions steadily improving 
over the next few years, it looks like 
being an exciting time on six metres in 
the future. 

Nasty noises 
We are starting to receive some semi-

official noises from the powers that be 
with respect to certain signals on 50M Hz 
that are, to say the least, just a little 
larger than might be expected within the 
current regulations. Linears running 
100W and more, were available commer-
cially in the permit days and are 
obviously still around. It is also not too 
difficult to build a PA using readily 
available valves that will easily push out 
around 200W. Feed these to a pair of 
stacked four element beams and you 
have a very large signal. 

Out of order 
The problem is that unless you are 

using damp string to feed the aerials, this 
is completely unlawful. The word is out 
that the authorities are starting to have a 
serious look around. I suppose the real 
problem is that if you are the sort of 
person who bends the rules simply to get 
a good squares and countries score then 
nothing, short of getting caught, is going 
to stop you. 

Information 
The DTI does a lot more than simply 

issue licences to deserving amateurs. 
Another of their functions is to provide 
information on many aspects of radio 
usage. At present, they have ten diffe-
rent leaflets and books which are of 
specific interest to amateurs. These 
cover everything from how to become a 
radio amateur, through to things like how 
to get a repeater licensed. 
The nice thing about the DTI is that the 

information is available free of charge. 
To find out just what is available, ask for 
listing BR 81. The address for your 
enquiry is: Library Service, Room 605, 
Waterloo Bridge House, London SE1 
8UA. 

The think tank 
The comments I made on the RSGB's 

thinking behind the new student licence 
have certainly raised a lot of interest. As 
expected, most of those who already 
have a licence said we did not need a 
novice grade, while those who are not 
licensed said we did! The tank is still 
leaking and I can now give you some 
more of the 'behind the scenes' delibera-
tions. One of the ideas is to encourage 
youngsters into short wave listening, 
which is an excellent idea. 
To make sure that they are genuinely 

interested, there is a proposal that they 
will have to present a number of QSL 
cards (the actual amount has yet to be 
determined) before they can take the 
licence examination. 

Examinations 
It has been suggested that the exam 

should be drawn from a bank of about a 
thousand questions and that the exam 
should be marked on the spot by 
'accredited' amateurs and that the 
candidate should be told their result 
there and then. This could put the 
examiner into a few tight spots. It would, 
however, be a liberalisation of the 
system and could eventually lead to 
similar marking in other areas. 

Licence types 
Three different types of licence have 

been under consideration. The first goes 
back to our old friend the 'Artificial 
Aerial' ( or non-radiating) licence of pre-
war days. This would enable new licen-
sees to build keyed and modulated 
oscillators of restricted power and on 
specified frequencies. The second type 
is the 'Supervised' licence. The first 
stage to this would be to extend the 
greetings message capability from spe-
cial event only status to all stations. 

One up 
The second stage would be to allow 'a 

defined class of people' supervised 
operation of any amateur radio station. 
Just who would make up this defined 
class is anyone's guess. Any such 
general facility would require a revision 
of the present licences, but there is also 
the idea of issuing special permits to 
certain amateurs. 

The student 
This is the real meat of the job. It 

seemed likely that this would result in a 
low power CW licence with a small 
frequency allocation and this is still a 
strong possibility. However, there have 
been thoughts of a much wider base. 
50MHz has been suggested as ' primarily 
for data', 430MHz is listed as ' FM and 
data', with 1.3GHz as 'wideband TV and 
data', whilst 10GHz is presented as 
'suitable for lab type experiments, TV 
and data'. 

Incentives 
It seems that there must be a limit on 

the time that the licence can be held. The 
open-ended approach that is used in the 
USA has resulted in a huge population of 
amateurs who own a hand-held and 
operate through the local repeater. It 
seems that they are not interested in 
moving on to greater things. The RSGB 
recognises this problem when it asks, 
'Do we want a large permanent popula-
tion in the student licence class?' 

The gear 
The RSGB thinks that it should be 

home-made and, to avoid big problems, 
possibly built ' under supervision of a 
technically competent person'. Another 
way of keeping out of trouble would be to 
'require the use of one of a range of 
approved designs' which could be sup-
plied as kits or, and this seems to defeat 
the idea of promoting home construc-
tion, ready-built units. 
As far as VFO or crystal control is 

concerned, the RSGB looks both ways at 
once saying that 'there are strong 
arguments for crystal control' but that a 
VFO may be better used in some bands. 

New society 
At present, the RSGB has about two 

hundred associate members and they 
feel that many of the newcomers would 
not join on this basis. The idea is to set up 
a new society especially for them. This 
will probably be known as the Young 
Amateurs Radio Association, or YARA. It 
is intended that this should be open to 
anyone under eighteen who holds any 
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ON THE BEAM 
class of amateur radio licence. Perhaps 
this signals the death of associated 
membership of the RSGB? It would be 
run as a separate organisation and the 
young members would decide the poli-
cies etc of the group. The RSGB says 
`Young people are quite capable of doing 
this if correctly motivated'. Judging by 
what goes on at the normal AGM, it 
seems that the same officials do not 
think that older members have the same 
capability! 

It is also on the cards that a question-
naire asking for views on the subject will 
be placed in magazines other than 
Radcom, to obtain ideas of non-members 
of the RSGB. The mole is still at work and 
more background news will be brought 
your way as soon as it is available. 

Our awards 
Time for an update and this time we 

have claims from G6MXL, who comes 
from Poole. He goes first for a Gold 
award on 144M Hz where his best DX was 
1386km to OK2WCK. Other nice calls 
noted are LX2GB in Luxembourg and 
UT5DL in the Ukraine. He next claims a 
432MHz Silver award with some nice 
contacts being made to 0E5MKM and 
EA1BLA; the best distance on this band 
being 862km. This distance is nearly 
equalled in his claim for a Bronze award 
on 1296M Hz. His best.contact is 819km to 

HB9AMK. The interesting thing about 
this is that he only runs two watts on 
23cm. This result really shows what a 
superb band 23cm is when it is open; 
perhaps this is the reason why so many 
people bypass 70cm and move straight 
up to the higher frequency? If you want 
information about the awards, send an 
SAE to the address at the end of this 
article. 

lOGHz 
This year's cumulatives have now 

come to an end with some very high 
scores being returned for the series. An 
interesting point has been the big 
increase in SSB activity. Actually 
generating SSB at these frequencies is 
not too difficult. Trying to make the 
signal stable enough to read is a 
different matter altogether though. The 
main difficulty is due to temperature 
changes on hilltops moving the fre-
quency of the crystal oscillator in the 
transverter. A slow drift can be tolerated 
as it simply needs the receiving station to 
chase you with the RIT control. 
The big problem can best be described 

as 'warble' on the signal. This can make 
SSB sound more like FM and is the very 
devil to cure. The fact that so many 
people have managed to get good 
signals on the band is a great credit to 
them. Like all good things, the corn-

pletely home-built 10GHz station is 
starting to succumb to the inroads of 
commercial gear. Perhaps we should not 
lament this too much, as it shows that a 
lot of people are interested in the band; 
otherwise the manufacturers would not 
make the gear. 
24GHz has also seen more use this 

year, mainly using wide band FM. This is 
now becoming the home of the ' every-
thing here is home-made, old man'. 
brigade. 

Contests 
The next VHF contest is on 30 October 

and is a leg of the 1.3/2.3GHz event. This 
is followed on 6 November with the 
144MHz cumulative. The following day 
sees the 432MHz cumulative. The Club 
Class contest is held on 12 November. 
Two more cumulatives finish the month 
out, with the 1.2/2.3GHz on the 15th and 
the next leg of the 432MHz on the 23rd. 
The rules for all of these events can be 
found in various editions of Radcom. 

Close down 
That is it for this month. The postal 

strike has done nasty things to the 
incoming mail, but the trusty Prestel 
machine has been keeping me in touch 
with the world. Please contact me direct 
at: 81 Ringwood Highway, Coventry, or on 
Prestel using 203616941. Good hunting. 

Ikr  

MATMOS LTD COMPUTER APPRECIATION 
1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ 30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent Cil 1BL. 
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377 Tel: (0227) 470512 

TRIUMPH ADLER/ROYAL Office Master 2000 DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS. 20 cps, Full IBM & DIABLO & 630 
COMPATIBILITY, CENTRONICS INTERFACE. Features include underscore, bold, subscripts, superscripts, underline 
etc. 132 column; micro proportional spacing. Complete with typewheel & ribbon, manufactured to highest standards 
in West Germany by Europe's largest typewriter manufacturer & offered elsewhere at over £350.00. Cables available 
for most computers, £7.95. £119.50 (£6.50 carr) £99.50 each for quantities of 5+ 

PANASONIC Model JU-383 31/2  -floppy disc drives Double 
Sided Double Density 80 track 1 megabyte capacity unformatted 
Latest low component t/3 height design SHUGART compatible 
interface using 34 way IOC connector Will interface to lust about 
anything @RAND NEW. (We can offer at least 20% discount for 
quantities of 10 plus) Current model. We can meaty boa« .410 
dims for £15.95 plue £1.50 carriage. 
£59.50 (can £3.001 

PLESSEY Model 124 V22/1/22 Es 2400 Baud MODEM. Including 
free »Ewen Elm for IBM or MATMOS PC. Compact automatic 
modern featuring the latest technology 2. the highest possible data 
rate over the ordinary phone system Offers. both V22 d V22 bis 
Compatibility. 1200/2400 Baud operation with auto bit rate 
recognition operation on both ordinary phone ( PSTN) & private 
circuit ( PC) auto call and auto answer duple: operation allowing 
simultaneous transmission ex reception of data at 2400 Baud in both 
directions over a single phone line compact size (9 09- Z1/2 -1. 
BT approved 4. suitable for new PRESTEL 822bis service 
Software is included for KIM PC, MATMOS PC, 41 (including he 
speed Prestel) for BBC MICRO. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE 
£119.50 (caw £5.00) 
£99.50 each for quantities ois -

DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12- high resolution monitor 
wily composite video input With tilt 6 swivel stand BRAND NEV. 
£39.50 (caw £5.00) 

Irr SCRIBE II WORKSTATION. Monitor sized unit with high quality 
high resolution 1Z green screen monitor (separate video id sync). 

5V & 12V cased switchmode power Surely Processor electronics 
incorporating TEXAS 9995 6 28014 processors with 128k bytes 4. 
associated support chips, all URANO NEW but with only monitor 
Power Supply guaranteed working Original cost at least £2500 
£29.95 (caw £5.00) 

urr SCRIBE M KEYBOARD. Low profile keyboard for above with 
numeric keypad serial interface BRAND NEW but untested 
£8.95 (caw £5.00) 

TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self 
contained modern unit allowing micro or terminal connection to 
BT lines via telephone handset V24 interface up to 300Baud 
orlginate/anewer modes etc BRAND NEW with manual 
£14.95 (car,r £3.00) 

PUJtTSU Model M2230AS 51/4 V/INCNESTER disc elm. 
6 66mbyte capacity unformatted 16/32 sectors 320 cylinders With 
ST506 interface BRAND NEW 
£47.50 (caw £3.00) 

Dievrrec Model 320 high capacity 51/4 disc drives. 3.3Mbyle 
enormity Eire - same manufacturer L seine series as KODAK 
0.8111byte drive. 100 track. No further info al present. BRAND 
NEW. 
£25.00 (can £3.00) 

ASTIC swrrell MODE PIE. 5V r4 8A.. 12V (II 3A. - 12V 4. 0 3A- to a 
total 65W Compact cased unit Ex equipment tested 
£14.50 (caw £3.00) 

Hewer,. PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC teeter with CONTRE. 
Model 14310 automatic handler. With IEEE interface 4. printout of 
test results either passdail or full diagnostic including pin voltages 
at point of failure With full complement of pin driver cards & 
complete with substantial library of wag card test programs for 74 
series TTL ex other ICs CONTREL handler allows fully automatic 
testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 bins Price includes a second 
141119045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up 
£350.00 

ITT PERPECTOSI TELEX MACHINE. With 32k memory screen with 
slow scrolling etc 

£350.00 

éseviLETT PACKARD MODEL 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER. With 
plowelectric tuning for precise control of wavelength in 
measurlim lIffikati0110. 
£350.00 

VICKERS INSTRUMENTS IIAODEL 1417 METALLURGICAL 
MICROSCOPE with binocular/micrographic head and all 
eyepieces Wits 4 Mecroplan - obtectives & Nornareld interference 
contrest. 
£1250.00 

KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. 
Approximately 8 years old with negative ion capability 6 fast atom 
bombardment ( FAB) With gas d direct introduction sample probes 
8. with gas chromatograph inlet system Output spectra are 
available directly via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display Aa UV 
recorder An on-line DATA GENERAL OS60 computer system 
which includes a graphics printer & two TEKTRONIC 40/4 
terminals analyses output 
Price in region of £12,000 for complete Instrument 

LUMONICS SYSTEM 2000 RUBY LASER with 0-switch 
temperature controlled KDP frequency doubler 03 Joule per 
pulse 6 ppm Suitable for holography A low power He/Ne laser for 
mirror alignment is included 
£3500.00 

Please note: * VAT & carriage (also + VAT) must be added to all prices * VISA & ACCESS orders welcome 
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DATA SHEET by Ian Poole G3YWX 
Integrated circuit technology has 

made many inroads into RF circuit 
design and construction. This has been 
made possible by devices like the 
Plessey range of RF integrated circuits. 
Devices like the SL610, SL611, SL612, 
SL640 and SL641 RF amplifiers and 
mixers have established themselves 
with amateurs and professionals alike. In 
fact, the famous G3ZVC design for a 
simple transceiver uses them and it has 
formed the heart of many an amateur 
project. The use of these ICs has enabled 
the design to be simplified so that a 
simple board forms the heart of the 
sideband transceiver. Only an external 
local oscillator, RF amplifiers and filters 
are then required. 
Of the ICs in the Plessey range the 

SL610, 11, 12 and SL640/41 are the most 
commonly used. The SL610 and 611 are 
RF amplifiers whilst the SL612 is an IF 
amplifier. The SL640 and 641 are RF 
mixers. 

Amplifier specifications 
The three RF amplifiers; the SL610, 611 

and 612 are similar to one another in 
many respects. They have the same pin 
connection as shown in Figure 1. 
However, the gain and bandwidth figures 
vary to enable them to fulfil a wide range 
of applications. The SL610 has a gain of 
10 and an upper bandwidth of 140M Hz at 
-3dB, whilst the SL611 has a gain of 26 
and a 100MHz bandwidth. Finally, the 
SL612 has a gain of 50 but its bandwidth 
only extends up to 15M Hz. 
For all of the ICs a supply of 6 volts is 

recommended but they will tolerate up to 
9 volts. Their supply current is typically 
15mA which means they consume about 
as much as a single transistor stage. 
Whilst looking at their supply require-
ments it is worth mentioning that these 
ICs do have their own internal decou-
piing. Although this is often adequate for 
RF decoupling, any low frequency com-
ponents of ripple need to be properly 
filtered so that they do not cause any 
intermodulation. 
An AGC facility is provided on all three 

of the chips. This is controlled via pin 7. If 
this connection is left open circuit, or it 
has less than 2 volts applied then the gain 
remains at its maximum. As the voltage is 
increased the gain is reduced until the 
voltage reaches its maximum of 5 volts. 
At this point the gain is reduced by 
around 50dB in the case of the SL610 and 
611 or 70dB in the case of the SL612. 

Operation 
These amplifiers are very easy to use 

requiring only a very few extra compo-
nents around them to produce the 
complete circuit. As an example a simple 

Fig 3 right: Circuits using the SL640 and 
SL641 mixers 

one stage amplifier is shown in Figure 2. 
From the circuit it can be seen that the 

two earth pins (4 and 8) are connected to 
different points. In fact, it is particularly 
important that pin 4 is associated with 
the input circuitry whilst pin 8 is 
associated with the load. If the two pins 
are directly connected together there is 
a risk that the common series resistance 
in the earth line may give rise to 
instability. 

It is also worth noting that it is 
necessary to use a series resistor in the 
output if the IC is going to drive low 
impedances, ie 50 ohms or so. The 
resistor should be placed in series with 
C2 and should be around 50 to 100 ohms. 
This resistor is needed because driving a 
low impedance load directly tends to 
remove the internal negative feedback. 
This results in poor linearity, instability 
and poor gain control. The inclusion of 
the series resistor ensures there is 
always sufficient negative feedback and 
that the circuit operates correctly. 

SL640 and SL641 mixers 
Apart from the amplifiers there are 

also mixers which are available in this 
series of ICs. The SL640 and SL641 are 
both double balanced mixers capable of 
use up to 70MHz. They differ in their 
output circuitry. The SL640 has two 
outputs. One includes an integral load 
resistor and the other is an emitter 
follower. The SL641 has only one output 
and does not have an integral load 
resistor. This is because it is designed as 
a current drive for a tuned circuit. 
The supply for these ICs is basically 

the same as for the SL620 series 
amplifiers, ie nominally 6 volts. The 
current drawn is reasonably low. 
Typically either IC will draw about 10mA, 
but it is wise to allow up to a maximum of 
17mA in the case of the SL640. 
The performance of the SL640 and 41 

means that they are more than adequate 
for the majority of communications 
applications. They have a gain of approx-
imately unity over the signal path and can 
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operate with signals up to 200mV rms. In 
addition they offer a worst case signal 
leakage of - 18dB for the SL640 or - 12dB 
for the 641. Carrier leakage is also 
specified and this is - 20dB for the 640 
and 112dB for the 641. These are worst 
case figures and the typical figures mean 
that a good improvement on them could 
be expected in most cases. 
These parameters, coupled with the 

ease with which they can be used, means 
that these ICs can find uses in receiver 
mixers, transmitter modulators, and 
even frequency synthesizer phase com-
parators. 

Mixer circuits 
Like the SL620 amplifiers these mixers 

are easy to use. This can be seen from the 
basic circuits for using these devices 
which are shown in Figure 3. 
When designing or building circuits 

using them there are a few points which 
should be noted. Firstly the supply rails 
should be well decoupled for low 
frequencies as well as radio frequencies. 
This is because even small amounts of 
signal on the supply can seriously 
degrade the leakage performance or 
introduce intermodulation. 
Decoupling is also important on pin 2 

of the IC. This is an internal bias point 
and should be connected to ground via a 
capacitor. The value of the capacitor 
should be calculated so that it is a low 
impedance at any of the frequencies 
likely to be used. 

It is also necessary to connect pin 1 
directly to earth. As this pin is connected 
to the can it must be grounded to screen 
the IC itself and prevent pick-up of any 
unwanted signals. 
Apart from the basic precautions 

required to ensure the IC operates 
properly it is also possible to improve its 
performance by adding a few extra 
components. In particular, it is possible 
to reduce the level of signal and carrier 
leakage by the addition of two potentio-
meters. Using the circuit shown in Figure 
4, it is possible to obtain a null in both the 
level of signal and carrier leakage. Whilst 
this facility may not be required in most 
applications it can be useful sometimes. 

Fig 4: Signal and carrier leak adjustment 

For the future 
These ICs have been used in many 

designs over the years and have proved 
to be very successful. They provide a 
cheap and easy solution to many prob-
lems and as such they have found favour 
in several areas. However, Plessey, the 
manufacturers, have not been satisfied 
to let new technology pass them by. They 
have introduced new ICs on to the 
market. In fact some of their chips 
contain a single conversion receiver and 
are well suited to NBFM applications. 
Other ICs of interest are their high speed 
dividers which synthesizer addicts may 
want to use up to frequencies of 1GHz or 
more. 

Place a regular order 
with your newsagent. 

On sale the fourth 
Thursday of the month. 

Each issue is packed 
with articles and ideas 
for the enthusiast... 
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SHORT WAVE 
LISTENER 

TREVOR MORGAN GW4OXB 

We have all heard the high pitched 
squawking, chirping, growling and all 
manner of ' interference' from QRM (man 
made noise). To the listener it can either 
be a pain in the rump or the target for 
some research, all depending on your 

interests. 
The many noises we hear can come 

from a number of sources and, if we are 
interested, their translation can become 
a hobby in itself. All you need is a 
computer to hook up to your receiver and 
a couple of programs. 

First, let's have a look at some of the 
noises you will hear while tuning on the 
bands. The frequencies mentioned are 
those on which the modes are regularly 
heard, but they can be heard all over the 
radio spectrum and it's up to you to look 
for them yourself, or get the necessary 
guides to help you. 
Morse code is the mode we are most 

familiar with. It is easily identified by its 
rhythmic 'dots and dashes' and is still in 
use by many ' official' sources, as the 
signals are easily readable even in noisy 
conditions. The speed at which Morse 
can be sent enables messages to be 
passed very quickly and although the 
amateur examination only requires a 
speed of 12 words per minute to be sent 
and received, many amateurs can oper-
ate at 50 words per minute! Machine sent 
code can be 250 wOrds per minute or 
more! 
There are many dedicated ' code read-

ers' who can translate Morse quickly and 
accurately. For those who wish to 
improve their knowledge of Morse code, 
there are programs available that are 
compatible with most home computers. 
It is best to use a filter between the 
receiver and computer, as signals close 
to the one selected can corrupt the 
translation. Amateur Morse can be heard 
on the lower ends of the amateur bands 
(below '• • 70). Commercial Morse can be 
heard almost anywhere, including on the 
amateur bands. Some is sent or received 
in plain language while much is sent or 
received in letter code which, unless you 
have access to secret codes, will be of 
little use. 

Other sources of ARM 
RTTY or ' Radio Teletype' can be easily 

recognised from its two-tone 'warbling• 
sound and is used extensively by news 
agencies as well as embassies and 
commercial interests. Originally trans-
mitted and received by electro-mechani-
cal instruments (such as the Creed 
machines), the use of computers has 
made reception of these signals a simple 
matter for the interested listener. As with 
Morse, programs are available for all the 

popular computers or, alternatively, 
code readers can cope with RTTY. 

Filters are advisable as RTTY can be 
'corrupted' by close proximity signals, 
but the filter should not be too narrow as 
the high and low tones must be present 
to translate the code. Amateur RTTY can 
be heard around 80kHz up from the 
bottom band edge, eg 14080 and 21080 
etc. News agencies can be heard around 
10433, 10238, 14760, 16341 and many other 
frequencies. 
SITOR is a refined sort of RTTY, 

offering greater operational accuracy. It 
is primarily used by marine services for 
ship to ship and ship to shore com-
munications. An amateur version called 
AMTOR was derived from the original 
system by G3PLX. This mode is also 
translatable by dedicated code readers 
or computers and can be recognised by 
their cricket- like chirping. AMTOR can 
be heard just below the RTTY frequen-
cies and SITOR can be heard around the 
other bands ( try 4344, 6363, 8717). 
SSTV (Slow Scan Television) is a 

method of transmitting low definition 
pictures within the narrow radio band-
width. Although ' moving' pictures are 
possible, the complete 'frame' takes too 
long to build up so movement is 
extremely jerky. Generally, still pictures 
are transmitted and these can either be 
'live' ( using a video camera) or computer 
derived. Usually, an amateur station will 
send CO calls in text and, after making a 
contact, will transmit test pictures or a 
test card design showing his callsign. 
With modern computers, some of these 
pictures can be very good indeed and, in 
fact, photographs are often sent 
between stations. The signal is a very 
chirpy one and easily recognised. It can 
be translated using a suitable computer 
program. The busiest frequency is 
around 14230. 

Fax (facsimile transmission) is used by 
weather stations, news agencies, secur-
ity agencies and, nowadays, by 
businesses; although most of their 
transmissions are made via a telephone 
link. 
The pictures are produced by scanning 

a drum holding the original with a spot of 
light. This is picked up by a photocell or a 
similar device which converts the pic-
ture to radio frequencies ( more modern 
systems use a flat-bed system, similar to 
a photocopier). The faster the drum 
speed, the better the quality, so a speed 
of around 240 lines per minute is used for 
detailed weather maps and charts. The 
signal is, once again, easily recognised. 
A high pitched tone holds the frequency 
open and, when the detail is being 
transmitted, this is accompanied by a 

'grating' noise which varies with the 
intensity of the picture being sent. It can 
also be translated using computer prog-
rams. At the moment, there are few of 
these around and those currently avail-
able are mainly for the BBC models. 
However, a recent addition to the 
Spectrum library makes reception of this 
mode cheaper (see later for details). 
Although the BBC system is expensive, 
the results are superb. Frequencies 
include: 4782, 8040 and 10250. 
Data transmissions are very varied and 

can take a wide variety of forms, such as 
the amateur ' packet' radio or the com-
mercial ' data-call' systems. These modes 
transmit blocks of data, some having 
error checking devices built into the 
program. Computer programs are avail-
able for the amateur system but not, as 
far as I know, generally available for the 
commercial systems. 
Data transmissions are used exten-

sively by the space administrations to 
guide satellites. They can also be used by 
satellites to transmit details of orbits and 
weather pictures back to earth. 

So, that's a brief résumé of the origins 
of some QRM interference. Of course, 
there are other noises that crowd the 
bands, such as OTHR (Over The Horizon 
Radar) and various defence systems 
which are usually beyond our sphere of 
interest. 
Now to the ' how to get into it' bit. You 

will have gathered that a computer is a 
must. How much you spend on the 
computer is a matter for you to decide. 
Naturally, a high quality one is going to 
cost a few bob, but it will ensure good 
quality results. The trouble with this is 
that various ' interfaces' ( non-optional 
extras) may be required to make the 
thing run the programs. There are a 
number of reasonably priced computers 
on the market which are suitable for our 
purposes but, and here's the next 
problem, the programmers do not write 
programs for them. So, unless you can 
write programs yourself ( and how many 
of us can?) it is best to stick to the 
popular computers. 
A failure in battery powered motoring 

he may be, but Clive Sinclair really did 
turn the computer industry on its head. 
The Spectrum line still has the greatest 
following of any computer in this country 
and even the Amstrad versions are 
basically the same. As a result, programs 
that are produced for the, say, Amstrad 
Spectrum Plus 2, are usable on the 
original Spectrum Plus 128K. Con-
versely, programs made for the even 
older 48K Spectrum can be used on the 
Plus 3. Although some people regarded 
the ' 48s' as unreliable, much of the 
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problem was caused by removing prin-
ters or interfaces while the computer 
was still plugged in ...- instant death of 
the main chip! 
The other main contender in the 

reasonable price range is the Commod-
ore. In various guises, these have also 
stood the test of time and are still well 
catered for by software houses. The 64 is 
the best buy, but there are plenty of 
programs for Commodore's Vic 20, C16 
and + 4. ( Interfaces are usually required). 
The computer usually regarded as the 

'best' is the BBC. However, it is not cheap 
and nearly always requires interfacing. 
The results, however, are excellent and 
the 'Weefax' colour pictures (from 
weather satellites) have to be seen! 
The monitor can be cheap or expen-

sive, according to the model of your 
choice. A 12in monochrome television 
will give you a reasonable result but, if 
you have bought a BBC ' B', then you'll 
appreciate the high definition colour 
monitor. However, if you have a Spec-
trum 48K+, the quality from a 14in 
portable colour TV will be quite accept-
able. 
OK, if your budget is tight, you can buy 

a second-hand Spectrum 48K+ for £20, a 
mono TV for another £20 and spend a 
couple of quid for a cassette recorder, 
say fifty quid for the lot! 
You may well ask why I haven't 

mentioned other computers like the 
Atari, Electron, Dragon etc. Well, with the 
first, there are few programs made for 
them, and the last two have been out of 
production for some time. Unlike the 
Spectrum, these computers have never 
received enough support from the main 
software houses, although there are still 
a few programs available. 
That gives you an idea of the sort of 

signals that are about, and what you need 
to receive and translate them. But what 
about programs? The chart gives you an 
idea of what is available. I have not listed 
all the programs, just those that are 
easily obtained. Those requiring inter-
facing are marked with an asterisk. 

So, have fun! Let me know what you 
find out there on the bands! 

Awards 
Award claims are still coming in 

regularly, and this month we have a good 
crop again. 
Peter Cain of Newcastle put in his first 

claims for North America, South Amer-
ica, Africa, USSR, Asia and Oceania. Nice 
full set, Peter! Some nice loggings in the 
Oceania list included P29, T25, FOO, AH6, 
ZK1, T30, and lots of VK/ZLs. 
Trevor Newstead of Morcambe 

claimed South America, USSR, Asia and 
North America. Some nice stuff in there 
too with VP2, VP8, CO2, TG9, HH2, EX1, 
8P6, KP2, LR1V, V31, ZZ5, J87, AP2, HL9, 
HSO and 005. 
Geoff Hughes was next in the queue 

with loggings from his QTH in Chelsea to 
claim the Silver Prefix award. Nice ones 
included AP6, AZ1, BJ1, DU7, HV3, J45, 
T77V, TC1, VX3, XB5, YCO, YD1, 6W6, FW8, 
J73, TQ6, CX9 and SORASD. 
Peter Uhren of Waren, DDR, claimed 

for North and South America, Asia and 
USSR, listing some nice prefixes 

Supplier Computers Programs available 

JEP 
Electronics 

Spectrum, Commodore* (64, 
Vic 20, C16, + 4), MSX*, 
Amstrad 464/6128*, BBC ' B'•, 
Electron*, Dragon*, Atari 520/ 
1040' 

RTTY, Morse, SSTV, Fax 

Technical 
Software 

Spectrum, Commodore, 
BBC*, Electron* 

RTTY, CW, SSTV 

Spacetech BBC • Satellite WXSAT 

ICS Dedicated code readers, no 
computer needed 

CW, RTTY, AMTOR, FAX 

Pearsons Spectrum transceive 
programs 

RTTY, CW, SSTV 

Addresses: 
JEP Electronics, New Road Complex, Kidderminster DY10 1AL. 
Technical Software, Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF. 
ICS Electronics, PO Box 2, Arundel, West Sussex BN18 ONX. 
Pearsons Computing, 42 Chesterfield Road, Barlborough, Derbyshire S43 4TT. 
Spacetech, 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset DT5 2EA. 

amongst them, like ATO, BY5, DX9, 
KK7/DU3, PZ9, VS6, V85, 8J3, TXO, VP8, 
XR4, J73 and OAS. 
Newcomer to the hobby, at least to the 

amateur bands, Mike Turner of London 
asked if W8NAI, 9Y4MJK,JF7TYA, 5Z4JM, 
VK6PM and NP2CM were rare DX. Well 
Mike, with super efficient receivers and 
high gain aerials, not to mention the 
current high sunspot level (sunspot 
activity is still unusually high, but the rate 
is showing signs of levelling off during 
this current cycle), there is little of what 
you could call rare DX. With a good 
receiver and aerial, you should be able to 
log anywhere in the world. 
However, as I have said before, I prefer 

to translate DX as ' desirability'. Working 
on a personal premise that my own 
equipment, location and time on the air 
limits determine the contacts I can make. 
Therefore, although working into 
Indonesia may be easy to some 
amateurs, I'm rarely on at the right time 
and invariably in a lousy location anyway, 
so getting a call from YB1AQC the other 
day was definitely rare DX for me. It's all a 
matter of what you can hear and when 
you can listen that makes a logging 
worthwhile. 

A new fax program 
While at the NEC in July, I spotted a 

new program for the Spectrum for 
receiving fax. Not having tried this mode 
and being a sucker for anything new, I 
gave my wallet an airing and bought the 
program with its ' interface'. 
The program is produced by JEP 

Electronics and consists of the software 
on tape and a small interface that plugs 
into the access port at the back of the 
Spectrum. To set up for reception, you 
plug in the interface, plug your printer 
into that and then fit the power plug. 
Never fit the power plug before plugging 
in accessories! 
On loading, you are presented with the 

usual ' menu' which offers RECEIVE 
MODE, VIEW SCREEN, SAVE/LOAD, 
HELP PAGE, SET CLOCK and PRINT 

SCREENS. Receive mode is highlighted 
and you can change the selection with 
the cursor keys. The first thing to do is to 
set the clock, which is very simple and 
results in a 24 hour clock showing top left 
of the receive screen. Once you are 
happy, you can connect your receiver to 
the ear socket on the computer. 

In the manual supplied, a few speci-
men frequencies are given. Choosing 
4.782, I immediately found the signal and, 
with a little fine tuning, a map began to 
form on the screen. At this time, I 
remembered that it is always best to read 
the instructions first. I had a wide blank 
strip right down the centre of the 
screen ... not a pretty sight! So, to the 
handbook. I found that a simple adjust-
ment called 'slipping the picture side-
ways' was all that was needed. 
Once I had sorted things out, it was 

very interesting to see quite a clear 
weather map forming on the screen. With 
a little practice, I was able to recognise 
the British Isles and the Mediterranean. 
The next map received was a 'Sea Ice 

Chart' clearly showing the positions of 
icebergs. Over the next couple of hours I 
received a number of different charts 
and maps. 
One of the controls selects the area of 

coverage of the picture which enables 
you to select the area you want and 
enlarge it to fill the screen. 
There are two ways of committing the 

picture to memory. One allows you to 
select which screens you wish to 
memorise, while the other automatically 
memorises each screen in turn. Once the 
screens are in the memory, you can dump 
these to the printer for hard copy. 
Screens can be printed as received but 
this resets any 'slip' commands you have 
used and pauses reception during prin-
ting. 
The program certainly does what it's 

meant to and gives very acceptable 
results even if limited by the computer 
and the printer quality. At a cost of £31.00 
inclusive, it is a fairly cheap way of 
getting into fax. 
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LOOK WHAT YOU GET 
EVERY MONTH IN 

ADIO 
* DX DIARY Don Field G3XTT with all the 

news of rare DX, contests and DXpeditions 

* ON THE BEAM Glen Ross G8MWR with 
all the news and comment from bands 

above 50MHz 

• G3OSS TESTS Angus McKenzie - the 
fairest, most comprehensive reviews 

available anywhere 

MORE NEWS, MORE FEATURES, MORE FUN, 
MORE STYLE THAN ANY MAGAZINE AVAILABLE 

ON THE MARKET TODAY 
Make sure of your copy by placing a regular order at your newsagents or 

by taking out a post free, inflation proof subscription, with early delivery to 

your door each month 

AMATEUR RADIO SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
To: Subscription Department • Amateur Radio • 

45 Union Road • Croydon • 
Surrey • CRO 2XU Tel: 01-684 9542 

PLEASE SUPPLY: (tick box) tor 12 lasuos, all rates Includ• P a P 

Inland World-Surface Europe-Air World-Air 

£23.80  £25.80  £29.50  £34.55  

NAME  PAYMENT 
ENCLOSED: 

ADDRESS  
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT 

Cheques should be made aoYoble to 
Amateur Radio Overseas payment by 
internationol Money Order, or credit card 

Én E EXPIRY DATE 

 Postcode  S;gnature  
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Tony Smith G4FAI takes his bimonthly 
look at the world of dots and dashes 

Bold's first Morse theorem 
Dr Gary Bold, ZL1AN, writes The 

Morseman column in Break-in, the 
journal for NZART. Together, we have a 
useful arrangement, enabling us to pass 
on to our own readers interesting 
snippets from the other's work. 
Introducing himself in his first column, 

June 1987, Gary wrote: 
'Why am I doing this? Am I an 

anachronism from the past (I can 
remember back three sunspot cycles) 
espousing the cause of an archaic form 
of digital communication? A fervent 
advocate of days that were? No. I just like 
Morse. I have been speaking it for 27 
years and it has become my preferred 
mode of ham communication.' 
He also formulated his first Morse 

theorem. ' Every CW Ham has a preferred 
range of speeds outside of which he 
rarely operates or listens. The maximum 
and minimum speeds are in the ratio 2:1.' 
He explains: ' If you can readily copy 20 

wpm, you will almost never listen to 
stations outside the speed range 10-30 
wpm... This is completely sub-con-
scious. The reason for the upper limit is 
current ability. The lower limit is more 
interesting. I've heard QRQ operators, 
after tuning over the CW section of a 
band populated by a few slow, hesitant 
beginners, announce "the band is empty 
tonight". 

'It seems that, to them, code beneath 
the lower speed limit may not even be 
"noticed" as Morse. Some tell me they 
even have difficulty reading slow Morse! 
So if a high-speed type does not come 
back to your careful 12 wpm answer to his 
CQ, maybe you are not being snubbed, 
maybe you just "weren't perceived". 
Maybe someone will do a psychological 
study of this someday.' 

EUCW fraternising CW party 
The European CW Association's major 

event of the year takes place on 19-20 
November. It is to encourage CW 
operators, of all abilities, to come on the 
air, to meet each other in a friendly spirit 
and to demonstrate that CW is alive and 

well. It is not a contest in the strictest 
sense, although certificates are awarded 
to the first three stations in each class. In 
the true amateur spirit, and out of 
consideration for other band users, the 
times and frequencies have been 
arranged to cause minimum interfer-
ence to stations not taking part. 

All amateurs are welcome to join in, 
whether experienced or beginner. For 
members of EUCW organisations there 
are ORO and ORP classes, while non-
members can use any power. There is 
also an SWL section. In the past there 
have not been too many UK operators 
taking part, even though stations across 
Europe were waiting to work them. 
Perhaps this year there will be a stronger 
UK presence now that FISTS has joined 
EUCW. Members of the G-QRP Club are 
eligible to participate in the QRP class, 
transmitting low power and working 
stations of any power. 
The rules have been published in the 

journals etc, of the various EUCW 
member organisations and in Morsum 
Magnificat. Non-members wishing to 
participate in this event can obtain full 
details by sending me an SAE at 1 Tash 
Place, London N11 IPA. 

Happy birthday 
Two years ago I joined with two Dutch 

amateurs in launching the English lan-
guage edition of Morsum Magnificat, a 
unique magazine devoted entirely to 
Morse telegraphy, past, present and 
future. Last year my Dutch friends had to 
pull out and I found myself producing the 
magazine single-handed. It has not been 
easy, but MM is still running and goes to 
Morse enthusiasts of all abilities in some 
30 different countries. If you are inter-
ested in the world-wide traditions, 
practice and culture of Morse telegra-
phy, write to me for more details and a 
free back issue of MM ( limited offer). 
For a Morse enthusiast, I must have 

one of the most interesting mailbags in 
the world. Most days I receive 
correspondence with information, arti-
cles, photos etc, relating to varied 

aspects of telegraphy. One advantage is 
that I have a wonderful supply of material 
to share with readers of this column. 

Bastard bugs 
Of interest to users and collectors of 

bug keys, for example, is an article in the 
latest issue of MM, Autumn 1988. 
Apparently, Horace G Martin, inventor of 
the Vibroplex, had such a successful 
patent specification that he put the 
makers of ' pirate' bugs out of business. 
He was also able to insist that all 
professional users of such bootleg keys 
across the United States paid his 
company a licence fee of $2.00 to 
'legalise' them. These keys became 
known as ' legal bugs' or, more com-
monly, 'bastard bugs' and are now 
popular collectors' items. This story is 
told by Louise Moreau, W3WRE (a noted 
telegraph historian, and herself the 
owner of some 300 keys) in her six-part 
Story of the Key which is currently 
running in MM. 

Earth connection only 
In the field of military communications, 

Louis Meulstee, PAOPCR, relates the 
history of the power buzzer. Before the 
invention of radio, many attempted to 
achieve telegraphic communication 
without wires by means of earth and 
water conduction. These experiments 
stopped when Marconi succqssfully 
demonstrated the commercial use of 
radio waves, but were revived during 
WW1 as a means of communication in 
trench warfare. 
The invention of valve amplifiers 

resulted in earth current ranges which 
were quite unattainable previously. A 
French instrument, the Parleur or power 
buzzer, was adapted by the British Army 
and used for Morse communication in 
1917/18 in situations where shelling was 
so intense that cables and wireless 
aerials were destroyed. When the war 
ended the experiments stopped again. 
As with so many other forgotten inven-
tions, one wonders what greatly 
improved results could be obtained with 
today's advanced technology. 

Speed record claims 
In anticipation of the Region 1 Second 

High Speed Radio Telegraphy Champ-
ionships, to be held in Hanover in 
November 1989, the June issue of IARU 
Region 1 News formally records the 
record claims of the Russian and 
Romanian winners of the 1983 Moscow 
Championships. 
The top speed for receiving groups of 

random letters was 320 characters per 
minute, while for figures it was 500 cpm. 
In sending random letters, 219.9 charac-
ters per minute were achieved and, with 
figures, 294.3 cpm. 
This is the level of performance to be 

challenged by next year's competitors. It 
will be interesting to see what happens. 
Previously all entrants had to be in 
teams, but a new individual class is to be 
created for 1989. The full details of the 
1983 record claims for eight different 
classes of entry are too lengthy to 
include in here, but are reproduced in 
full in Morsum Magnificat. 
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Exceptional conditions 
In this column last September, I 

referred to 50MHz TEP and the prospects 
for cycle 22. The TE Path passes through 
Namibia and the QTHs of ZS3E and 
ZS3AT. I explained why we would be 
more likely to have contacts with these 
stations, rather than with stations further 
East (except under exceptional condit-
ions). During September and the early 
days of October, this prediction was 
borne out in practice. 

New all-time first 
On Tuesday 20 September at 1744, 

Chris Tran, GM3W0J, had an historic 
QS0 with ZS3AT. This was an all-time 
first between Namibia and Scotland. The 
Scottish GB3RMK was heard by ZS3AT 
for about 30 minutes. As far as I know, this 
was a selective opening as no other 
reports have been received to date, 
although both ZS3E and ZS3AT were 
contacted many times during this open-
ing from various parts of the UK. This 
North-South path should remain open 
until the beginning of November, when 
the F2 DX season should be in full swing 
to other continents. More about this next 
month. 

All-time first to Argentina 
The unexpected opening on Thursday 

7 September was not repeated, although 
LU7DZ and other Argentinian stations 
have been having regular contacts with 
Portugal and stations in southern 
France. Other stations who reported 
contacts on 50MHz with Portugal 
include: LU3EX, 8D10, 6DLB, 1DMA and 
4DMX. They are all now looking forward 
to contacting UK stations. The mode for 
this unusual form of propagation has not 
yet been established, but this will 
probably be TEP, together with other 
sources of enhanced propagation. 

Solar flux sunspots increasing 
Solar flux sunspots and F2 MUF are still 

increasing, according to Geoff Roberts, 
G3ENY, who has specialised in solar 
observations, (see Figure 1). The solar 
flux peaked to 202 on 4 October, the 
highest during this cycle so far. It all 
looks very promising for the future! 

Hal Lund reports 
'Conditions continue to improve with 

good propagation into the Mediterra-
nean area almost daily, but activity levels 
in the northern hemisphere are still low. 
ZS3E's AT, E and DM (JG87) have had 
good openings with several reported in 
the UK. ZS3E runs a beacon around 
50.105. TR8DX has returned to France so 
there will not be any activity from Gabon 
for the time being. 

'DX operating stations on the southern 
edge of TEP are having difficulty being 
heard in Europe, but those of us further 
north in ZS6 can help assuming: 
1. That another station off " the back" of 
your beam is on frequency and anxiously 
waiting to contact the DX station. 
2. That you cannot hear each other and 
that the band is about to change for the 
worse. 

'After you have exchanged reports and 
other niceties with the DX station, pause 
for a few seconds when he turns it over to 
you before you transmit. The band 
sometimes changes very rapidly and can 
abruptly close during a long transmis-
sion. Nothing is more frustrating than 
listening to a DX station rapidly fading 
into the noise whilst talking about the 
weather! 

'We in the ZS6 area often forget that 
openings may extend well south of us 
and stations such as ZS4AAB, ZS4NS and 
even ZS1's 2s and 5s may be trying to get 
the DX station's attention. Don't be 
branded a DX hog (this is very sound 
advice which also applies to the UK, as 
stations to the north have the same 
difficulty). The only beacon reported to 
be operating regularly is ZS6PW, which 
operates during the evening and beams 
north on 50.010 ( KG44). 

Worked all continents (WAC) 
Now that OSOs have taken place 

between the UK and South America, it is 
realistic to consider the probability of 
!DSOs with Australasia during the cur-
rent cycle to complete 'WAC'. This has 
not yet been achieved from the UK. 
During cycle 21 G4BPY, G3C0J and 
G5KW had crossband QS0s with VK6OX 
on 27 November between 0950 and 1010. 
G3C0J had not at that time had a 
complete OSO with South America. 
G5BY was the first to make crossband 

WAC and he was followed a few minutes 
later by myself. I had just managed to 
complete my QS° as the band faded out, 
with no repeat to date. It will be 
interesting to monitor events during this 
cycle, what with more crossband !DSOs 
and even better 50MHz two-way WAC to 
come. 
I received a letter from Gordon 

Pheasant, G4BPY, with some historic 
information. 'My first reception was 
VK6RTU in Perth on 27 October 1979 from 
0858 to 0909 UTC ( peaking RST 549). In 
1980, I heard VK6RTT in Caernarvon on 26 
November from 0959 to 1010 UTC (peak-
ing 589) and I couldn't raise a soul on 
28.885. The following day, I received 
some very weak signals from VS6BE at 
1050 ( RST 229). On the same day, I first 
logged VK6RTT at 0924 (RST 559) and 
finally logged it at 1001 (RST 429). There 
were no other receptions of VK on 50MHz 
despite careful monitoring. 
' During the last couple of years, my 

main interest has been in keeping a 
careful check on 28MHz openings to VK. 
These seem to occur in the UK even 
down in the sunspot minimum. The peak 
time is always from about 25 October and 
gradually tails off through November and 
December. 

'During 1986 sporadic openings con-
tinued into the spring, but only from 
VK6RWA in Perth for the later openings. 

'Last year I logged VK6RTW in Albany, 
VK2RSY near Sydney, VK5WI and 
VK6TEN in Adelaide. 

'It should be remembered that it is 
probably not a good thing to compare 
28MHz under low sunspots, with 50MHz 
under high ones. In the event, you may 
recall how hard PY2X6 tried unsuc-
cessfully to work crossband with us. I 
have never heard an LU, CX, or CP on 
50MHz to this day. That's what makes it so 
interesting, because you never know 
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what you might hear next time you switch 
on the rig!' (This interesting letter is, of 
course, topical just now and will help us 
all when monitoring for that elusive 
50M Hz WAC). 

Longest two-way opening on record 
Over the last few weeks, we have had 

an indication of the big opening which is 
reported to be 'just around the corner'. 
Shortly after 1100 on 27 September, I 

had a telephone call from Mike Walters, 
G3JVI, Hayling Island, giving news that 
the ZS6PW beacon on 50.009 had been S9 
at his QTH since 1056 and that the ZSs 
were in. I went to my shack and switched 
on to 50.110.1 put out a call and contacted 
ZS4TX 6/599/579, this was followed by an 
SSB OSO (57/57) at 1130. Then I con-
tacted ZS6LN (59/56), ZS6LW (57/55), 
ZS6XJ (ZS6ANK heard 59 but did not 
make contact) and finally ZS6WB (58/54) 
at 1220. A two hour fade-out followed as 
propagation moved west. 
ZS3AT started to break through at 1425 

with CW OSO 339/529. I called ZS3E after 
hearing him 3/5, but he did not reply. 
ZS3E eventually came in again at 1850 
57/529. 28.885 was open to Canada and 
the USA at S9. ZS6LN worked twenty-
eight UK stations in one hour and G3MY 
heard the ZS6PW beacon 559 from 1050 to 
1135. Geoff, GJ4ICD, also had a field day 
on the 27th and the ZS6PW beacon was 
heard from 1100 for most of the day. The 
ZS3E keyer was heard intermittently 
until 2145. The first OSO was heard at 
1130 with ZS4ATX/6, this was followed by: 
ZS6AWP, ZS6LN, ZS6XJ, ZS6LW and 
ZS6HS. ZS6ANK OSOd ZS3E at 1625. At 
1628, another ZS opening occurred, so I 
worked ZS6XJ, ZS6CE, ZS6BMS, ZS6SS 
and ZS6ANZ. I heard ZS3E and ZS3AT 
until 1750 ( S5/9+ ++). From 1830, I heard 
ZS3E keyers until 2145 and worked 
ZS3AT at 2040, experiencing TEP flutter 

in the process. See ' From the mailbag' 
for the remainder of GJ4ICD's DX report. 

From the mailbag 
Ray Cracknell, G2AHU, has sent in this 

report which details some of the inter-
esting openings on 50MHz during August 
1988. 'The ZD8VHF beacon was heard in 
the UK on various days from 1-29 
September between 2050-2300. The con-
sistency of the times when openings 
occurred were highly significent, as the 
mean mid-point of the openings was at 
2138. This accords very well with the time 
for the TEP MUE. 

'ZS6 amateurs in the UK worked: 
ZS6XJ, KG33, G3SED, G8HVY, G3JVL, 
G8XZO, G8VR, GJ4ICD, PAORDY and 
SZ2DH. 

'The ZS6W bands were also active, but 
Johannesburg appeared to be the opti-
mum location for the opening. In Britain, 
the opening extended from Devon to 
Broadstairs and included practically the 
whole of the south coast and as far south 
as the Channel Islands. 

'The northern limit is not known, 
although we know the opening extended 
east into Holland, Denmark and Ger-
many. The signals were clear, without 
flutter, therefore multipath propagation 
was not in operation. Chordal hop TEP 
was probably in operation, hence onward 
propagation would have been possible. 
It could have been expected to reach 
further north, but the signal definitely 
did not reach the Midlands. F-type TEP is 
therefore the most probable mode, with 
a one hop E's extension. All Z2Js, with 
the exception of novices, are allowed to 
use 50-54MHz ( 150 carrier, 400W pep) 
with the proviso of " No interference with 
Zimbabwean TV". 

'We can anticipate many more open-
ings and further latitude extensions, as 
well as TEP ( plus Es) into Scotland, 

northern England and Ireland. 
'November is the best month for 

openings from Britain to South America 
and North America to Africa. Exceptional 
F- layer enhancement might even open 
the North America to Europe path.' 
Geoff, GJ4ICD, from St Helier in 

Jersey, recently sent in this report. ' Many 
QS0s were made during September by 
GJ stations with ZS3 and ZS6. On 9 
September, GJ6TMM-ZS3AT was heard 
at 1732. Other OSOs included: 
GJOFTZ/GJ6TMM-ZS3AT and GJ4ICD-
ZS3AT. 15 September saw the biggest 
50M Hz opening to date. I tried CW tests 
every five minutes with ZS3AT from 1425 
and the breakthrough finally came at 
1516 with ZS3AT/SSB/S3. The 516 ZS3E 
keyer was heard on S2 and ZS3AT was 
heard until 1607. ZS6XJ/SSB/S5, 
ZS6WB/SSB/S5, ZS3AT and ZS3E were 
still there up to S7. ZS4S S3/SSB and 
ZS3AT/S6/SSB were heard between 1629 
and 1637, but they were lost at 1640. 
ZS6LN, ZS6LW, ZS6XL, ZS6OW. 
ZS6CE/SSB/S2 and ZS6XJ/S8 built up to 
S9+ + at 1645 and then the band faded 
out.' 

It is becoming quite clear that Jersey is 
in a good situation for these southerly 
openings and although I cannot sit by the 
radio all day, 1 have caught quite a few 
openings that were not previously heard 
in the UK. On 18 September, ZS3E was 
heard at 1420 calling CO. On 20 Septem-
ber, I worked ZS3AT at S7. On 21 
September, ZS6AXP heard me putting 
out test calls and the next day ZS3AT was 
heard at S9+20dBs with fade out at 1746. 
During 2 October, the ZS6PW beacon 
was heard from 1500-1800. I also heard 
the ZS3E beacon until 1800. (DSOs were 
with: ZS6XJ, ZS3AT, ZS6LW, ZS6XL. 
ZS6PW, ZS6AXP, ZS4NS and ZS6CE. 
CUL Ken Ellis, 18 Joyes Road, Folkes-

tone CT19 6NX. 

r NEWSAGENT ORDER FORM 

To (name of newsagent) eúno 
Please order a copy of Amateur Radio for me every month 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

Newstrade distributors: SM Distribution, 16-18 Trinity Gardens, 
London SN/9 8DX. (Tel: 01-274 8611) 

QRP KITS AT ORP PRICES! 1E3 
80m CW TRANSCEIVER DTR3 

Compact and lightweight, an ideal ORP rig for 3 5MGz CW Great for /P and holiday operation , 

A COMPLETE 6E1- includes ALL Hardware, VFO, Audio Filter, RIT. S,detone etc and fully 

detailed building instructions 

£76.25 
including postage or ready 

built and tested £ 126.50 

Also included in our Kit Range FULL KR' PART KIT 

`CARLTON 3-band RX for 80140,20m £63.00 

TU I 11182 Antenna Tuning Unit £36.80 £24.50 
TI.12 Mk 2 ATU with PER 13r1r3g•   £45.00 (32.70 
TUA I: SWR Bridge .... (14.50 £9.20 
AF2 AUDIO FILTER CI 1.50 (8.50 
AF3 BASIC AUDIO FILTER BOARD £8.90 
CMI CAFACrTANCE METER   £22.60 £14.00 

TtEMEMSER The FULL kds are COMPLETE in every detail and come with FUU..nstrunnn, Tr, PAP -

K,S consist of the PCBs and an board mounted components plus of course the detaded Instrucf dd 
Manual All prices Include PnAfabe 

For lull Patel. of IPA** and the red of thp mows), ',And a SAE to: 

LAKE ELECTRONICS, 7 MIDDLETON CLOSE, NUTHALL, NOTTINGHAM NG16 1 BX 
Of ring Alan, GADVW on 10802) 382509 
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FREE CLASSIFIED ADS 
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS CAN WORK FOft YOU 

We are pleased to be able to offer you the opportunity to sell your unwanted 
equipment or advertise your wants 

Simply complete the order form at the end of these ads. Feel free to use an 
extra sheet of paper if there is not enough space. We will accept ads not on 
our order form. 

Send to: Amateur Radio ClausalfiedAds,, Sovereign House. Brentwood, Essex 
CM14 4SE. 

DEADUM AND commons 
Advertisements will be published in the first available issue on a first come 
first served basis. We reserve the right to edit or exclude any ad. Trade 
advertisements are not accepted. 

FOR SALE 

• Components clearout: giant parcels of all sorts 
of new/used components. 10Ibs weight ( minimum) 
for just £5.00 plus £3.00 postage. Write to: Mr 
Bailey, 40 Seymour Close, Selly Park, B'ham B29 
7JD 
• Belcom 144MHz linear 2, transceiver, SSB only. 
VXO RIT, mic, channel readout, ideal for new 
licence or mobile, vgc, works well, no reasonable 
offer refused. Buyer must inspect and collect. Alan 
K350B AM transceiver, 27MHz, pristine condition, 
any offers? Write to: S P Martin, 24 Collingwood 
Close, Worle, Weston-Super-Mare, Avon BS22 
9PQ 
• Stereo Dulci FMT7 FM tuner, £ 15. Ayo 8 mkV, 
good condition, £90. Varic 2kW, 0-270V, 10amp 
output, in case with voltmeter, 13amp socket, £50. 
Obsolete valves, boxed £1 each. Tel: (675) 4622 
NI Rare vintage items — unused: early GRO tubes, 
telephone for list. Early radar receiver, £30 
unused. NU4 ( ESU208) and NT39 (ACT36), Tx valves 
in original packing, £20 each. Marconi TF801A 
Rf/Af, sig gen, £50. Marconi TF4288 valve volt-
meter, £25. Large PT25 screen grid valves, £10 
each. Two Celestion PA speakers, £20. Rare NO17 
military transceiver with manual, original packing, 
£125. Tel: (0372) 52569 
• FT1 with FM, vgc, £950 ono. FC102 ATU, £ 160 ono. 
Would exchange both for FT757, PSU and ATU, or 
similar. AMT-2 terminal unit for RTTY, Amtor, CW, 
etc, with BBC, ROM, vgc. £130 ono. Zetagi 2m 
linear, 15W in, 100W out, vgc, £60 ono. Derek. Tel: 
(04312) 242 
• Sommerkamp FT-250, 8 band HF SSB/CW valve 
tcvr. FP-250 240W pep, matching PSU's. Shure 450 
desk mic, manual, vgc. Direct exchange for 
Satellite-650, or Panasonic B-600 Tx, or sell for 
reasonable offer! All offers to include carriage, 
can be collected. Write: 60 Highfield Road, M6-
5LA. All letters answered 
• Redifon GR410T transmitter/receiver, 100W, HF, 
SSB, 2-16MHz, mobile or static, CW, ATU and 
remote control, boxed. Also additional ac PSU, 
handbook and cables, offers? Tel: (0252) 837267 
• Trio R2000, general coverage Rx, fitted with 
YG455C crystal filter, plus CD660 (morse, RTTY, 
ascii, TOR) decoder, £550. Tel: ( 0246) 854751 after 
6pm 
• Kenwood/Trio R-2000 rcvr, 7 hours old, abso-
lutely pristine condition, cost £595. Selling due to 
'silent key', will accept £450. Price includes 
Securicor delivery if required. Or view. Stuart. Tel: 
(0253) 822846 
• Icom IC275E 2m multimode, 25W, £875 ono. INC 
220 packet radio modem, with VHF and HF ports. 
£100. Peter, G4HQX. Tel: (0453) 48808 
• AOR 2002 scanner, covers 25-550MHz and 800-
1300MHz, 20 channel memory, user defined 
search, 10 segment two colour signal meter. 
Socket for RS232 computer interface. Modes: AM, 
NFM and WFM. Tuning steps: 5kHz, 12.5kHz and 
25kHz, lockout/priority functions. 24hr clock, 12V, 
dc supply or 240VAC, boxed, mint condition, 6mths 
old, £390. Yoko F6 TV, covers band I Ill IV V, ideal 
for TV DX (sporadic E etc), £70. Dave. Tel: (0273) 
503958 anytime 
la Eddystone 730/4 receiver, with spare set of 
valves, £ 110 plus carriage. Tel: ( 0624) 835785 after 
7pm 
• Cossor CDU150 30MHz 'scope, complete with 
hood, probes, cover etc, £ 135 including carriage. 
Tel: (0738) 37165 evenings 
• ST5MC plus Tx3, RTTY, ascii, CW. Full Tx/Rx for 
Commodore C64, terminal built by BARTG. Works 
with either computer or t/printer, or both. 
Complete with all leads and i/face, £82.50 
including postage. G145NC, not QTHR. Tel: ( 05047) 
66151 
• 14 element, 2m met beam antenna for sale. Tel: 
(0743) 67087 

• Super Star 360FM 26.95-28.30MHz, £80. Avanti 
PDL-2 quad antenna and rotor, £75. Halfwave silver 
rod, £ 10. Above suitable for 10m conversions. Trio 
9R-S9D receiver 0.55-30MHz, £85. 42m heavy duty 
coax ( RG-8 similar) £20. Heathkit valve oscillo-
scope, £25. Martin. Tel: 021-744 8322 
• Yaesu FT708, battery, soft case. speaker, mic, 
battery charger, perfect condition, £ 160. Tel: ( 0602) 
260234 
• Icom ICO2E, very good condition, almost new, 
going OPT ( again!) £210. Mr Shaw. Tel: ( 0203) 
415815 
III Icom IC251E 2m multimode with mutek board, 
£380 ono. Heatherlite 2m explorer amplifier, £420 
ono. Philips D6350 variable speed cassette 
recorder, £25. Marconi HF amplifier, 400W pair 
4/125's, £ 110. Wide spaced capacitors etc, bits for 
high powered ATU. Pair 9MHz crystal filters, 
2.4kHz and 600Hz with carrier crystals, £ 16. G3ILO. 
Tel: (0453) 83 3411 
• Sommerkamp TS-788DX mobile transceiver, 26-
30MHz, all modes. 90W output, freq readout. 
spk/mic, incorporating: freq, volume and RIT 
controls. Many other features. Boxed, bracket, 
manual, excellent condition, £200 ono. CTE 
Spitfire 3-element yagi, 26-30MHz, boxed, £25. 
Kopek AR1002 rotator, complete with approx 15m 
of wire, boxed, £25. Write to: Peter, 20/2, 10 Red 
Road Court, Glasgow G21 4PF 
• Hewlett Packard 180A/AR 50MHz, dual channel. 
£150 ono. Tel: 031-668 3451 after 6pm 
• Icorn IC202 2m SSB/CW transceiver, ideal for 
transverting (3W output) £85.00. Mark, G6HSM. Tel: 
(0227) 75041 after 5pm 
• AOR 2001 scanning receiver, complete cover-
age 25MHz to 550MHz. 20 channel memory and 
searching facility, excellent condition, £260. 
Bearcat hand-held 50XL, as new, boxed. £75. Tel: 
(0443) 422406 
• Trio model TR2, AM, transceiver, fitted FM 
board, working (collectors item). Photostat copy of 
manual, for sale or exchange. Tel: (0792) 879558 
after 6pm 
▪ AOR 2002 VHF/UHF scanner, PSU, box, antenna 
and discone antenna with cable, plus frequency 
meter 1MHz-1.300MHz, portable with pouch, 
antenna and PSU, all together, £500, will separate, 
may deliver. Tel: 061-748 9604. Available around 
6pm most evenings ( keep trying) 
• Datong morse tutor, model D70 and morse key, 
£15 plus p+p. Tel: (0723) 377992 ( answerphone) 
• Standard C58 2m multimode, portable with 25W 
linear, slide-mount, mobile mounting bracket. 21/4 
wave whip ANO, 5/8 wave whip antennas, plus three 
spare sets of NiCads. Exchange for WHY? G4XPP, 
QTHR. Write to: Mr J D Bolton, 10 Bowness Road, 
Coniston Park Estate, Timperley, Cheshire WA15 
7YA 
• Redifon HF complete station. GA480A, 
GKR206A, ACU9, PSU, SSB, CW and AM, £450.00. 
Tel: Lancing 754911 
• Radio receivers: AN-APR-4Y, brand new, in 
sealed box, AR-88, HRO, Hummulund, Nems, 
Clarke, Collins, 1kHz-12GHz. Tektronix oscillo-
scope. £45. Spares available. Solartron digital 
voltmeter. £25. Signal generator, etc. Magnetic 
tape 2.400ft. £5. RF meter, £5. SEM Z transmatch, 
1.5MHz-30MHz. £65. Hamgear PM11 ATU, plus 
calibrated 1MHz-500kHz, 100kHz, 50kHz, 10kHz, 
240VAC, new, £ 75. Tel (0942) 55948 
• Superb Trio 930 HF all band Tx, Sp930 extension 
speaker, £1250. Trio 711E, 2m base, mobile Tx/Rx 
station, £650. CAPCO SPC300 ATU. £130. BNOS 
100W, 2m amplifier. £115. Alinco electronic power 
supply, 230/240V, 13.8dc and 30amp, £115. A Welz 
SP300 SWR power meter, 1.5MHz/2.5MHz range, 
£70. This amateur radio equipment is in mint 
condx, boxed, manuals, microphones and leads, 
cost new £3200. Will sell complete for £2250 ono. 
G4UBS, Malden, Tel: 01640 0281 

• FDK 750E 2m multi-mode rig, serviced, now not 
required, £200. Tel: ( 0343) 820955 
• IC215 with faulty modulator/AT amp, 17 chan-
nels, manual and NiCads, £40 ono. Pye Cambridge 
xtalled for 70MHz, £18 ono. HF pa from Ten-tec, Tx 
with LPF module. 10W in, 100W out, ideal for 
homebrew Tx. £35 ono. Radcom's 1950-1987, HRT, 
QST, CO, Ham Radio, Amrad, HRT and REF, offers? 
Heavy 0-500V PSU. free if collected. Phil, GOHHN. 
Tel: (0452) 419087 
• Exchange: Belcom LS- 102 10m tcvr, digital 
readout. Complete with manual, mobile mount, 
boxed, in vgc. Also have Realistic PRO-2008 
VHF/UHF scanner, covers 68-88, 144-174, 410-
512MHz, with manual, in vgc. Portable compact 
disc player, brand new, unwanted present. 
Exchange all for: FT-707 + FC707 ATU. Ian. Tel: 
(0692) 82075 daytime 
• Trio TH41E, FM, 760cms h/h trans, s/mike, as 
new, boxed, £ 150. Trio BC6 charger base power 
supply, mint. boxed, £35. Trio TR3200 70cms FM 
trans. as new, boxed, £ 120. Yaesu CPU 2500R 2m, 
FM, mobile, trans keyboard. mic, vgc, £ 135. Tel: 
(0305) 773240 
• 934MHz rig, pre-amp, beam, coax, £ 100. Comma-
dore C16 with tape deck, software, books, £50 ono. 
1551 disc drive for above, £50 ono. Would exchange 
or p/ex for a VHF or UHF Tx. Ian. Tel: ( 0444) 535725 
• Exchange micro Professor computer, 64k with 
PSU. in good condition. Compatible with Apple, 
handbooks and instructions, for large 2m beam or 
WHY. Alan, Tel: Kings Lynn 829075 
• Yaesu FT-480R 2m multimode transceiver, £275. 
Hokushin 7/8 wave mobile whip antenna with gutter 
mount, £ 15. Hirschmann antenna rotator, £30. 
GP144W 2m vertical base station antenna, £30. 
Jaybeam 9 element Yagi, £10. Drae 3-way antenna 
switch, £ 10. Coax, sockets, masts, wall brackets, 
£20. G10ER. Tel: ( 0793) 692780 
III FT-290 soft case. NiCads, mobile bracket 
headset, plus boom mike, vgc. no mods or mutek, 
£260 ono. Ray. Tel: (0277) 625649 after 7pm 
• Amateur Radio back issues available, plus lots 
of others such as: Radcom, PW, REW, HRT, ETI, PE, 
EE etc. Send large sae for lists. 20in colour TV, 
excellent condition, £50 collected. Lots of compo-
nents and circuits, parts made up into bargain 
boxes, £12 including post. To Mr Small GOHJC 
OTHR. Tel (0844) 51694 anytime 
• AOR 2001, little used, £260. Leson DT251 mike. 
£20. Peter. Tel: 01-643 5063 
• Sony AMT antenna, as new, £45.00 ono. Write to: 
A Camilleri, 10 Mushroomfield Rd, Ecton Brook, 
Northampton NN3 SAD 
la Yaesu FRT-7700 antenna tuning unit, £35.00. Tel: 
(05427) 378 
• Eddystone comm Ax model 830/7, service 
manual, fair condition, working, buyer collects, 
£15. Over 50 transistor panels with audio trans, 
resistors, caps etc, £2. New resistors galore: over 
1000, from 10ohms to 10MHz, £2. A Oram. Tel: 
Slough 27755 
• Revco Rs 2000, AM-FM scanner, LED readout, 70 
memories. clock, timer, priority, delay, lockout. 2-
speed scanner. freq 60-89, 140-179, 380-519, 108-140, 
mains or 13.8 dc, hardly used, £150. Sinclair 
Spectrum + 2. recorder, VTX 5000 telephone 
modem, £100, or WHY? Brother EP22 electronic 
typewriter 1k memory, boxed, mains adaptor, 
computer compatible, cost £ 100, used twice, £40 or 
WHY? Tony. Tel: ( 0582) 450822 
III Once again, due to time wasters, Yaesu FT-102 
HF transceiver, AM and FM, narrow CW and SSB, 
wide AM filters, £525 ono. Tel: ( 0952) 255225 
• Icom 2435E 2m multi-mode radio, £250. Stalker 
nine radio for 10m. £60. Both in very good 
condition. John Williamson. Tel: (0902) 744084 
• D1043 DX-TV converter, £60. Yoko 5.5in mono TV 
for DX-TV, £65. Yaesu SP102 speaker. £45. Yaesu 
FRT7700, HF receive, ATU, £40. Datong DC144/28 
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converter, £25. Al inco EMR-400 rotator, £60. Daiwa 
4-way BNC coax switch, £15. Jaybeam 432MHz 24e 
parabeam, £30. Complete set of ' technical soft-
ware', radio progs for C64 computer including Tx-
3, Rx-4, interface, locator, are the latest versions, 
originally cost £116 (tape versions). Yours for £60. 
All items in original packing with manuals. G6IAT, 
QTHR. Tel: (0582) 23750 
• Altron AQ6/20 3-element mini-beam. 6, 10, 15,20 
metres, £100. KR4OORC rotator and controller, plus 
bottom clamps and 22 metres of rotator wire. £ 100. 
Kenwood SP430 speaker for R5000 etc, £25. 
Kenwood YK88SN 1.8kHz narrow SSB filter for 
R5000 etc, £25. Psion organiser model XP32K, 
Datapak 32K, mains unit, Psion book, £100 the lot. 
All items boxed, as new. Carriage extra. Tel: 01-570 
5603 
• Wireless World, bound volumes 1949 to 1973, 
and 1974 to 1983 unbound. Total thirty-five years. 
Sensible offers please, or exchange for large 
unused rotator. Pitts. Westmoor, Trezelah, Gulval, 
Penzance TR20 8XD 
• Cap Co ATU SPC 30000. Built-in relays for low-
loss 3kW PEP, £175. Tel (0689) 58825 
II Realistic PRO2004, 25-520, 760-1300MHz. 300 
memories, AM/NFM/WFM. Vgc, £250 including 
carriage. Tel: Ferndale (0443) 755876 
• Philips D2935 world receiver. Continuous 
coverage, digital readout memories, direct entry 
SSB facilities. Cost £170 new six months ago, sell 
£120. Buyer collects. L Taylor, 140 Daffodil Court, 
Ty-Canol, Cwmbran, Gwent. Tel: (06333) 60935 
• Super Star 2000. Suitable for conversion. 5 
bands, 40 channels, CW/LSB/USB FM, AM, KC 
shift. Covers 26.065 to 28.305, in good condition. 
Not original mic but still good, £150. Brian. Tel 
(0229) 25836 Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria 
• Crotech 3132 dual trace 'scope, £300 ono. Also 
Harrier CBX 40 ch, FM CB. Any offers? Write to Mr 
C T Bamber, Rozel, Maespica Road, Lower 
Cwmtwrch, Swansea SA9 2PP 
• Yaesu FT101ZD, WARC bands, late model, £575 
ono. Katsumi EK150 keyer, £60. Vibroplex type 
mechanical bug key, £12. Heathkit VVM, £8. 

Radiation monitor, h/brew using ZP1310 tube, £20. 
Pocket dosimeters. 0-5 rads, £ 1. Spectrum 48K 
computer with case, PSU, manual, recorder, 
RTTY/CW. SSTV, software, over 40 games, £65 ono. 
Tel: Thanet (0843) 294446 

WANTED 

II Exchange: Super Star 360 lo/lo/lo mid hi/hi/hi 
legals, for good scanner with air band coverage, 
AM/FM. Tel: 021-788 8447 
• Tx SSB 3.5MHz-28MHz, must be cheap, WHY? 
(or Tx/Rx KW2000 etc, if cheap). Willing to pay 
transport. Tel: 0287 34397 office hours 
• Racal/Redifon/military equipment wanted by 
private collector, solid state, recent equipment. 

Also, the morse practice box I missed the other 
week on offer from G4FZG (oops!)? Also wanted, 
Dish AE with steering/position motors, AZ/EL 
large size for satellite project. Will collect UK. 
WHY? Paul Wynter. 12 Sussex Square, Brighton, 
Sussex. Tel: (0273) 675056 eves, (0273) 672950 days 
• Circuit diagram for Hallicrafters model SR10, or 
photocopy. all expenses paid. Write to: Tom 
Beattie, No 3 Hollyvale, Hazelburn Rd, Mossley. 
N'Abbey, Co Antrim, N Ireland BT36 8HG 
la TS830's or TS430's with power supply or similar. 
Write to: Arthur Goode, G2DTQ, 71 Church Rd, 
Shareshill, Wolverhampton WV10 7LD 
• Mains lead, any manuals, valves etc. for 
Eddystone 840C receiver. Tel: (0738) 37165 
evenings 
IN Satellite 400 or Philips 02935 wanted. Short-
wave receiver in exchange for SLR camera, 
Pentax Super 50-1,7, macrozoom. 80-200. converter 
2x, close lens. flash. Will purchase if price is right. 
Tel: 01-731 7217 evenings 
• Has anyone a good homebrew amateur band 
valved Rx for sale? PW designs preferred, plug-in 

coils ok, needing separate power pack ok. 
Capable of receiving SSB CW. PW ' Epsom' ( 1974) 
design, ideal. All letters answered. Write to: Frank 
Burns, 72 Winchester Rd. Brislington, Bristol BS4 
3NH 
• Video Genie TRS80 expansion unit and DOS, or 

circuits, of disc interface wanted. Any magazine 
articles etc, connected with this computer. RTTY 
software for Genie and Tatung Einstein wanted. 
All letters answered and postage refunded. K 
Binder, Gikal, 267 Wigman Road, Nottingham NG8 
4AG. Tel: (0602) 293408 
II Wolfson or Daiwa search SR9 VHF receiver, 
marine band with or without crystals. Tel: 
Holbeach 22649 after 6pm 
• 3 months old Sony PRO80, converter, power 
pack, AN1 active and FM antennas. Swop for 
general coverage receiver or good shortwave 
receiver: Sony, Panasonic or similar. Tel: (0946) 
831517 
• New owner of a Heathkit GR-54 wants to 
buy/borrow handbook or manual. Information also 
required on effective modifications or improve-
ments. (The more radical the better!). Information 
also required on radio mobile 930. (9-band s/w car 
radio). Tel: ( 0905) 56818 
• Airband radio VHF UHF military bands with 
memories, must be reasonable. Tel: Little Cher-
rington 202 
II Beginner requires cheap, 2m, FM, rig hand-
held, 1-3W toneburst NiCad charger etc. Cash or 
swap with Stalker nine with cash adjustment. Must 
be in working order. Write to: Peter Webster, 1 
Louden Cottages, Pitfour, Mintlaw, Peterhead AB4 
8LE, Scotland 
▪ Frequency counter for 400-600MHz required. 
Tel: Sheffield 326126 
• FRG7 service manual wanted. Write to: J Blake, 
2 Crowle Drive, Grimsby, S/Humbs DN33 1HN 
la Racal RA117, manual or photocopy wanted by 
novice radio enthusiast, please send to: David 
Armstrong, 571 Abbey Road, Popley, Basingstoke 
RG24 9ER 
• Trio TS-830S or similar. Sony 2001_ RTTY/CW 
decoder unit. Aircraft WX radar. Walkie-talkies. 
What have you? Tel: Thanet (0843) 294446 
• CB radio equipment. Anything working or not. 
suitable for boys' club use. Please send details to 
Mr D Martin, 6 Downland Garden, Epsom, Surrey 
KT18 5SJP 

FREE CLASSIFIED AD FORM 

Form Used 
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DIO 
LL ADS 

24v ni-cad battery contains twenty XD type 
cells, used condition, some cells may be 
faulty £12.00 
Spring tension gauges, set of 3. 0-4 ounce, 

0-16 ounce, 0-6Ib £13.00 
Ex Vulcan bomber hitch and roll assembly, 
contains gears, shafts, bearings etc 
 £15.00 

Range and bearing marker unit, contains 
bevel gears, servos, shafts etc £15.00 
Ex Government Geiger counter with 3 
probes x-ray, alpha, beta £45.00 
Eddystone type 770R VHF receiver, 19-155 
MHz £120.00 
Type R210 receiver 2-15 MHz, complete 
with plug and headphones £55.00 
ITT UHF TX-RX base station £40.00 
ITT 149 MHz VHF transmitter £40.00 
Collins R390A receiver, poor condition 

£150.00 Ring for details 
Readyphone 100 watt, LIN, amplifier, 
complete with ATU £75.00 

Prices include postage and packing 

A C ELECTRONIC SERVICE 
17 APPLETON GROVE. LEEDS LS9 9EN 

ALAN HOOKER 
ELECTONICS 
42 Nethernall Road 

Doncaster rà ICOlset 
Tel: 0302 25690 

Large stocks of electronic 

components 

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD 
JOHN GM3OPW 

20 Woodside Way, 
1p Glenrothes, 

Fite KY7 SDP 

Tel: 0592 756962   

AMP, 
MORO 

[111 ,410 

Open: Tues-Fri 9-5 Sat 9-4 
Quality secondhand equipment in stock Full range of TRi0 

goodies Jaybeam - Microwave Modules - LAR 

9 Amateur 

% EquiPes" 

Aerials & Lashing Equipment 

988 Cedegm@ 
FOR FREE COPY 

JUST SEND SAE 91/2x61/2 

TAR COMMUNICATIONS 
King William Street, Stourbridge, 

W. Midlands DY8 4EY 

Ee 0384 390944 

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS 
Any Colour/Mono TV, Amateur Radio, 
Military Surplus, Music System, Vintage 
Valve Wireless etc, etc £5.00 plus LASE 
Any Video Recorder £15.00 plus LSAE 

FREE Catalogue Unique Repair and Data 
Guides for LSAE. 

MAURITRON (AR) 

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor 

Oxon OX9 40Y 

itieerlI. 111111Kal AM. 

Voucher removed 
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COMPUTERS AND RADIO 
Improve computer decoding of RTTY, CW & 

SSTV signals with our audio filter 
PITY only (Unboxed but fully built 8 tested) £7.00 
CW0^,), (unbo-xed but fully built & tested) £7.00 
RTTY/CW (boxed fitted with jack sockets) £11.50 
RTTY/CW ( ditto and with tuning LED) £13.50 
PITY super This unit has an adjustable constant level output No 

need for constant adjustment of volume control . £19.50 
SSTV (supplied boxed with lack socket connections & constant 
level output) £19 50 
CONSTANT LEVEL AMPLIFIER ......................... £5 .00 

When ordering above units please state software supplier 
This will enable us to supply correct filter, 

SPECTRUM 125 - 2 
CASSETTE PORT ADD ON This unit enables owners of the 
Spectrum 128 - 2 to run existing decoding programmes which 
require the audio signal being fed into the cassette port The 
guarantee is not affected as there is no need to open the 

computer simply connect to the expansion port £19.80. 

For further details of these and our other products, eend SAE, 
or see earner advertisement.. 

J & P ELECTRONICS LTD 
Unit 45, Meador/11111 Est, Dixon Street, KIddermlneter DY10 1W1V 

Tel: (0582) 733893 

JAPANESE Ic's (PART OF OUR RANGE) 
AN7178 £2 95 BA5406 £2 20 HA1377 £2 20. HA1392 £2 50. HA1394 £2 95 
HA1397 £2 75 HA1398 £2 75. HA13001 £2.95. LA4460 £1 80. LA4461 £1 80 
LA4507 £4 25 LC7137 £4 50. M51517 £2 80, M837135 £1 80. MB3712 £1 50 
MB3722 £3 50 MB3730 £2 50 MB3731 £3 50 STK461 £7 50. STK463 £8 40 
TA7205AP f 1 00. TA7222AP £1 30. TA7240 £2.95. TA7241 £2.95. TA7270 
f2 75 TA7271 £2.75. TA7274 £2.95. TA7280 £3.50. TA7281 £2 95, TA7282 
£2 95 TA7283 £2 95. TA7288 £2 95 TA7611 £3.20. UPC575 f 1 00. UPC1156 
£2 95. UPC1181 £ 1.10 UPC1182 £1 10 UPC1185 £2 50 UPC1188 £2 75. 
UPC1230 £2 50 UPC1263 £2 50. UP1277 f2.75. UPC1278 £2.75. UPC1365 
£3 60. UPC1394 £ 1.95, 
ADD 60p POST AND PACKING AND THEN ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL 

T POWEU, 16 PADD910TON GREEN LONDON W2 ILO 
OPEN MON-F16 10AM-SFIA, SAT 9AM-12 NOON. 

TELEPHONE: 01 723 92« 
ACCESSNISA. TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED OVER £5.00 

Service sheets from £2.50 Isae ct% mus-c combis £3.50,1sae. 
Sae Newnes & TV Technic books in stock. Thousands service 

& repair manuals. SAE Free reviewPricelists 

IS (AR) 76 Church Street, Larkhall 

(0698 883334), Lanarkshire 

MORSE CODE PREPARATION 
Cassette A 1-12 wpm for amateur 
Cassette B 12-25 wpm for professional examination preparation 
Each cassette is type C90 
Price of each cassette ( including booklets) £4 95 
Morse key with separate batter (PP3)- driven solid-state oscillator 
and sound transducer produces clear tone for sending practice 
Price o/ key with electronic unit f 8 95 

Price , nclucles postage etc Futope Only 
NH ELECTRONICS (Dept AR) 

12 Longshore Way, Milton, Portsmouth PO4 8LS 

OMNI ELECTRONICS 

stock a wide range of electronic components at 

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX 

Tel: 031 667 2611 

Open: Mon- Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-5pm. 

Send 2x19p stamps for latest catalogue. 

IAN FISHER COMMUNICATIONS 
OF STANHOPE 

CB Works, The Market Shop, Market 
Place, Stanhope, County Durham 

e (0388) 528464 

Main Distributors of 27MHz CB radios and the NEW CEPT 
models including UNIDEN and DNT. 

Including U.K. and CEPT walkie talkies. 

Large stocks of coaxial cable, plugs, sockets and adaptors. 

Stockists of the new UNIDEN 28/30 Multimode Transmitter 
reciever 

AIRBAND RADIO 
Superb new SKIPTECH 9.000 airband and PMR band 
receivers E18.50 
All available via mail order. Retail/Wholesale 

OPEN: MON-SAT 10.30am-6.00pm SUN 2.30 - 4.30 
RING FOR DETAILS (0388) 528464 

VHF ACTION RECEIVERS.. 
Specialist Hand-compact VHF monitor 

receivers for 10/m id/h, band detection • 

10/11m 

Hear Ham s. Aircraft. Public Service, 

Marine Local 2-way and much more , All 

53-180MHz signals 100ch s HF Squelch. 

VFO facilities etc International series. 

special price C22.50 inc p&p 

Prompt dispatch from 

Taylor Radio 

8 Ernmerson Street, Crook 

Co Durham 0115 IMF 

Tel: 0388 763323 

G2VF LOOP ANTENNAS COMPLETE WITH ATM FOR MOH 
FREQUENCY HAM BAND TRANSMISSION (SWR One to One 40 15 
ano 10 and One Pool Five to One 80 and 20) AND »La, AND LONG 

AND MEDIUM WAVE SANDS FOR ECU,. Loops 21 inches square or 
triangle DIY projects No special skills required Circuits Parts Lists 
with sources of supply and full assembly data EON FREOUDICY 
LOOP 80 to 10 Metres CIL LOMO AND MEDIUM WAVE LOOP for BCLs 
£3. LONO WAVE, MEDIUM WAVE AND SNORT WAVE LOOP 1500 to 10 
Metres FOR THE BCL AND SWL CB. SNORT WAVE ATM FOR USE 
WITH EITHER A LOOP OR LONG WIFIE ANTENNA £4. FIELD 
STREWTH MIDI £2. DIY pre- amp LW Mois,o SWyue £2. OAF in , 
details Photocopy HRO Manual £4. 

FO Rytande, 39 %reside Avenue 
MIllbrook, Southampton SOI 9AF. Tel. 10703) 775064 

MICROMAX RF SYSTEMS 
23/24CIA LOOP VAGI AERIALS Single 39 element complete with 
mounting frame and clamp COO 
Double 39 element complete with integral power divrder mounting 
frame and two clamps £1611 
I3CM LOOP VAIN AERIALS S,ig le 49 element complete with 
mounting frame and clamp COO 
Double 50 element complete with integral power divider mounting 
frame and clamps  £100 
Bay of four 49 elements complete with mounting frame integra' 
power divider and clamps  £300 
23/24CM 2C39 VALVE CAVITY AMPLIFEMS Supplied less valves 
but complete with fan, filament transformer bias circuit and base 
plate C110 
Twin valve PA complete on base plate £500 
23024CM INTEENINTAL MIANDPASS FILTERS 3.pole adjustable 
from 1250 to 1320MHz N type or BNC connectors £35 Inc p&p 
RF POSTON LEVEL INDICATORS Non calibrated in tine devices for 
tuning PA stages. complete with panel meter useful from 2m to 
13cm COO 
HP THIIRMISTER MOUNTS Type 478A 2000 10MHz to lOGHz for use 
with HP 432 A/B/C RF power meters Write for price etc 
DUAL RANCE 43216/1. CONVERTERS Input frequency range 432 to 
434MHz amateur band 435-437MHz satellite band IF output 
144MHz £40 
TV EQUIPMENT A comprehensive range of high grade used 
monitors cameras and accessories 
Also a wide range of used precision measuring equipment 
including RF power meters. frequency meters digital rnultuners 
EMI 20001 TV Equipment in stock For further details write or phone 
5 Pinfold Crescent. Penn. Wolverhampton WV4 4ET Tel 0902-343746 

SOUTH WALES 

ELECTRO 
DISPOSALS 

2000 sq ft of surplus equipment 
and components 

UNIT 31, LONLAS WORKSHOPS 
SKEWEN, NEATH 
Tel: 0792 818451 

MRZ MICROWAVE 
MOBILE ANTENNA 

ICOM-BUSINESS/AMATEUR/ MARINE/AIR 

UK AND EXPORT 

MRZ COMMUNICATIONS LTD 
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME 

o 
ICOM 

VISA 
TEL: (0782) 619658 
7 DAY SERVICE 

*PSSS.... 
ALL THE SUPER 
BARGAINS 
ARE ON THE 
INSIDE FRONT 
COVER 

SUPERB 
Trio 9.30 HF all band transceiver and SP930 
extension speaker £1,250 
Trio 711E 2 metre base/mobile TX/RX station. £650 
Capco SPC300 ATU £130 
BNOS 100 watt 2 metre amplifier  £115 
Alinco electronic power supply 230/240 volts 
13.8DC 30amp £115 
WELZ SP300 SWR/power meter 1.5MHz-500MHz 
range £70 
This Amateur Radio equipment Is all In mint 
condition, boxed and complete with manuals, 
microphones and leads. Cost new £3,200, will 
sell complete for £2,250 ono 
G4UBS Marden 01.840 0281 

I buy, sell and exchange 
For the deal you've been looking for, phone Dave, G4TNY, 
anytime on Hornchurch (040 24) 57722 or (0836) 201 530 

9am-7pm Mon-Sat or send SAE 
Personal collets by appointment please 

G4TNY Amateur Radio 
132 Albany Road, Hornchurch, Essex RM12 4AGI 

ETESON ELECTRONICS 
158 Lower Green, 

Poulton•le-Fylde, Blackpool 
Tel: (0253) 883107 

Open 9 30am - 12 30. 1 30 5 30 Closed Wed 8 Sun 

Electronic Component Specialists 

A wide range of electronic components. IC s. capacitors 

transistors resistors, plugs and sockets etc 

Please 
mention 

Amateur Radio 
when replying 

to any 
advertisements 
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ADVERTISING RATES & INFORMATION 

DISPLAY AD RATES 
series rates for consecutive insertions 

depth mm rt wIdth min ad apace 1 luau. 3 Warren 6 lemma 12 issues 

61 x 90 ,13 page 
128 x 90 or 61 o 186 1/4 page 
128 x 186 or 263 x 90 1,2 page 

263 x 186 1 page 
263 x 394 double page 

£66 00 
£115 00 
£225.00 
£43000 
£830.00 

£62 00 
£110 00 
£210.00 
£40500 
£78000 

£59 00 
£105 00 
£200 00 
£385 00 
£740.00 

£53 00 
£92 00 

£180.00 
£34510 
£660 00 

COLOUR AD RATES 
colour rateS 
exclude cost 

Of separations 

series rates for cOnsecutive insertiOnS 

depth man ir width men ad space 1 Issue 3 Imam 6 issues 12 Issues 

128 x 186 or 263 0 go 
263 x 186 
263 x 394 

,r2 page 
1 page 
double page 

£305 00 
£590 00 

£1,130.00 

£290 00 
£550 00 

£1,070 00 

£275 00 
£530 00 

£1,010.00 

£245 00 
£470 00 
£900 00 

SPECIAL POSITIONS 
Bleed Covers Facing Matter Outside back cover 20% extra, inside covers 10% extra 

10% extra [ Bleed area = 307 x 2201 
15% extra 

DEADLINES 
.Dates affected by public holidays 

New colour & mono proof ad mono no proof & small ad mono artwork on sale thurs 

Dec 88 27 OCt 88   2 Nov 88  4 Nov88 24 Oct 88 
Jan 89 30 Nov88 7 Dec88 9 Dec 88 29 Dec 88 
Feb89 21 Dec88 4Jan139 6Jan89 26Jan 89 
Mar 89 25Jan 89 1 Feb89 3 Feb 89 23Feb 89 

CONDITIONS & INFORMATION 
SERIES PATES If series rate contract is cancelled the advertiser PAYMENT Commission to approved advertising agencies is 

Series rates also apply when larger or additional will be liable to pay the unearned series discount Above rates exclude VAT 10% 
space to that I rutIally booked is taken already taken All single insertion ads are accepted on a pre-
An ad of at least the minimum space must appear payment basis only unless an account is held CONDITIONS 
in consecutive issues to qualify for series rates COM Accounts will be opened for series rate advertisers 10% discount if advertising in both Amateur Radio 
Previous copy will automatically be repeated d no Except for County Guides copy may be changed Subject 10 satisfactory credit references and Radio 8 Electronics World 

publication date A voucher copy will be sent to Display and Colour is received monthly Accounts are strictly net and must be settled by the 
further copy advertisers only 
A hold ad' is acceptable for maintaining your No additional charges for typesetting or Must.- Overseas payments Spinternational Money Order Ads accepted subiect to our standard conditions. 
series rate contract This will automatically be lions ( except for colour separations) or credit card available on request 

inserted if no further copy is received For illustrations lust send photograph or artwork FOe Men« IIPORMATION CONTACT 
Display Ad and Small Ad series rate Colour Ad rates do not include the cost of Amateur Radio Sovereign House Brentwood Essex CM14 4SE 
contracts are not interchangeable separations Printed - web offset 10277) 219876 

ADVERTISERS INDEX 
Brian Reed 13 
J Bull  51 

P M Components  14, 15 
Computer Appreciation   37 

BCD Electronic Services  39 
ICS Electronics 24 
R N Electronics 52 

L F Hanney 22 
Harrison Electronics 33 

Icom 26, 27 
ICS International  33 

Javiation  33 

Lake Electronics 45 

G4ZPY Paddle Keys 22 

Radio & Telecomm Corr Sch... 8 

Securicor 8 
Sony Shortwave 4, 5 

Technical Software  13 

Waters & Stanton  16 
R Withers 2 
Wood & Douglas   22 
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No. 1 LIST BAKERS DOZEN PACKS 
All packs are fl each, if you order 12 then you are 
entitled to another free Please state which one you 
want. Note the figure on the extreme left of the pack 
ref number and the next figure is the quantity of items 
in the pack, finally a short description 

BD1 5 13A Junction boxes for adding extra points to your 
ring main circuit 

802 5 13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main 
where devices such as a clock must not be 
switched off. 

807 4 In flex switches with neon on/off lights, saves 
leaving things switched on 

BD9 2 6V IA mains transformers upright mounting with 
fixed clamps. 

Boll 1 61/2 in speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes 
our speaker. Ref BD137. 

13013 12 30 watt reed switches, it's surprising what you can 
make with these - burglar alarms, secret switches, 

relay, etc., etc 
BD22 2 25 watt loudspeaker two unit crossovers 
BD29 1 B.O.A.0 stereo unit is wonderful value. 
BOX 2 Nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge 

almost any mad battery 
BD32 2 Humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the 

membrane stretches and operates a microswitch 
B034 48 2 meter length of connecting wire all colour coded 
8042 5 13A rocker switch three tags so on/off, or change 

over with centre off 
13045 1 24hr time switch, ex- Electricity Board, automati-

cally achust for lengthening and shortening day. 

original cost £40 each 
8049 10 Neon valves, with series resistor, these make good 

night lights. 
8056 1 Mini uniselector, one use is for an electric jigsaw 

puzzle, we give circuit diagram for this One pulse 
into motor, moves switch through one pole 

8059 2 Flat solenoids- you could make your multi- tester 
read AC amps with this. 

8067 1 Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can 
be operated by any low pressure variation such as 
water level in water tanks 

8091 2 Mains operated motors with gearbox. Final speed 
16 rpm, 2 watt rated. 

B0103A 1 6V 750mA power supply, nicely cased with mains 

input and 6V output leads. 
80120 2 Stripper boards, each contains a 400V 2,4 bridge 

rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well 
as dozens of condensers, etc 

80122 lOrn Twin screened flex with white pvc cover. 
80128 10 Very fine drills for pcb boards etc Normal cost 

about 80p each 
80132 2 Plastic boxes approx 3in cube with square hole 

through top so ideal for interrupted beam switch 
80134 10 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs 

no switch. 
BD139 6 Microphone inserts- magnetic 400 ohm also act 

as speakers. 
130148 4 Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed switches and 4 coil 

sets with notes on making c/o relays and other 
gadgets 

80149 6 Safety cover for 134 sockets- prevent those inqui-
sitive little fingers getting nasty shocks. 

130180 6 Neon indicators in panel mounting holders with 
lens 

130193 6 5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low 
cost disco panel. 

80196 1 in flex simmerstat- keeps your soldering iron etc 
always at the ready 

80199 1 Mains solenoid, very powerful, has lin pull or could 
push if modified. 

BD201 8 Keyboard switches- made for computers but have 
many other applications. 

80210 4 Transistors type 2N3055, probably the most useful 
power transistor 

130211 1 Electric clock, mains operated, put this in a box and 
you need never be late. 

80221 5 12V alarms, make a noise about as loud as a car 
horn. Slightly soiled but OK. 

80242 2 6m o Hin speakers, 4 ohm made from Radiomobile 
so very good quality. 

80246 2 Tacho generators, generate one volt per 100 revs. 
80252 1 Panostat, controls output of boiling ring from sim-

mer up boil. 
80259 50 Leads with push-on 1/4 in tags- a must for hook-

ups- mains connections etc. 
130263 2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can 

mains up to 5 amps so could be foot switch if fitted 
into pattress. 

1313268 1 Mini 1 watt amp for record player. Will also change 
speed of record player motor. 

80275 1 Guitar mic - clip-on type suits must amps. 
80283 3 Mild steel boxes approx 3m x 3in x lin deep- stan-

dard electrical. 
80293 50 Mixed silicon diodes. 
BD296 3 Car plugs with lead, fit into lighter socket. 
80305 1 Tubular dynamic mit with optional table rest. 
Most other packs still available and you can choose any as your 
free one 

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS - 1/2 111 HORSEPOWER Made to 
dnve the Sinclair C5 electnc car but equally adapable to power a go-
cart, a mower, a rail car, model railway, etc Brand new Pnce £ 15.00 
plus £2 00 postage Our ref 158 

OVER 400 GIFTS 
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM 

%eve ts a total el over 400 packs in ow Baker's 
Dozes ramie and you Wow. unwise' to • Isee ern 
w, O each daze. packs. 
A classified lie of these packs and our latest -News 
Letter" will b. »closed with your goods, and you 
will autoreatecalhr receive ow next news letter. 

NEWLY ADVERTISED ITEMS 
PET CAPACITOR MICROPHONE Eagle Cl 200 Electret type microphone 
An FET amplifier is built in for obtaining an output equivalent to a high 

class dynamic microphone while retaining the cheractensocs of a 
capacitor microphone External influence by magnetic and electrosta• 
tic noise is minimised since no magnets or coils are used The small 
size of this microphone and the low power supply needed for its 
operation makes this microphone a very versatile unit Electrical spec,-
tications are as follows Output impedance 50)ohms± 30% at IkHz, 
Sensitivity - 65dB 3dB 10dB= 1Viubar at 1000111) Frequency re-
;ponse 50-8000Hz Pnce £1 each Order Ref 80646 
SUB-MIN TOGGLE SWITCH Body size 13rnm x form x 7mm SBDT wrth 
chrome dolly fixing nuts 4 for £1 Order Ref BD649 

Ea GPO MULTI-RANGE TEST METER 1VC1 Complete in real leather 
case with carrying handle-this is a 20,000 OPU instrument with 19 
ranges including AC and DC volts-oc current 5mA to 1A, 4ohms ranges 
up to 20meg- the low ohms range is particularly useful, you will be 
able to read right down to one ohm and below This meter also has 
provision for reading dc current 0-5 amp and 0-25 amp Meter sue 6" 

long n r wide n 2' deep Leather case has compartment for test 
leads, prods, and croc clips all of which are included Can be used in 
the case Not new but are in first class condition-tested and guaran-
teed Price is £7 00 Order ref 7P5 
RE-CHARGEABLE NICADS 'D' SIZE 
These are tagged for easy joining together but tags, being spot 
welded, are easy to remove Virtually unused, tested and guaranteed 
£2.00 ref 2P141 or 6 wired together for £ 10.00 ref 10P47 
a TRACK CASSETTE DECK Complete with cassette holder In fact it 
you have any 8 track cassettes, then with the addition of 2 speakers 
this unit would play them As 8 track cassettes are no longer made the 
teats have become surplus, however, they do contain lots of useful 

parts motor, tape head and drive, pulley wheels. etc and a stereo 
amplifier Mains operated Brand new in makers packing Only £3 CO 

each plus £1 00 additional postage Order ref 3P46 
COMPUTER BARGAIN - MEMOTECH pan 512 64K RAM Full size 
(MEATY keyboard with 57 professional keys and additional 12 dual 
function keys arranged as a separate key pad with cursor control and 
editing keys Auto repeat is standard on all keys This is a very supenor 

home computer and comes complete with power supply, cassette 
lead, TV lead and 3 cassette programmes Brand new in manufactur-
er's original packing with 250 page Operator's Manual Price £45.00 

plus £4 00 postage 
STEREO SPEAKERS Each 10 watts 8 ohm and twin speakers mounted 
in Walnut-finish cabinets, size 16" high n 10" wide x 6" deep Front is 
black Dacron and the finish is very pleasing Price £7.99 per pair Extra 

postage and packing £3.013 
UNUSUAL MAINS MOTOR nude small, measures only rxrx 1" 

appro., but is surprisingly powerful it revs at 3,0D3rpm and is reversi-
ble It has good length 141" diameter spindle Price £1 00 Our order ref 

8D640 

LASER TUBE 
Made by Philips Electrical. New and unused. This is 

helium-neon and has a typical power rating of .9mW. it 

emits random polarised light and is completely safe 
provided you do not look directly into the beam when 

eye damage could result Do not use in the presence of 

children unless a diverging lens is fitted. DON'T MISS 
THIS SPECIAL BARGAIN! Price £29.95 plus £3 insured 

delivery. 

PAPST AXIAL FAN-MANUFACTURERS REF NO. TYP4540N. 
This is mains operated 15 wan rating and in a metal frame with metal 
blades so OK in high temperatures Body size appro. 43/4- square x 
154" thick 00-99 each, plus £1 00 postage Our ref 6P6 
VERY POWERFUL MAGNETS Although only less than long and not 
much thicker than a pencil these are very difficult to pull apart Could 
be used to operate embedded reed switches, etc Price 50p each, 2 for 
£1 00 Ref B0642 
FLIP-OVER DIGITAL CLOCK Quite an eyecatcher, this is mains oper-
ated The figures flip- over per minute and per hour and give a larger 
than usual visual display Supplied complete with front and perspex 

panels to glue together to make its case £2 00 each Our ref 2P205. 
STABILISED 15V 2A PSU kit which mounts on 913 panel Mains 
operated Ideal to dnve monitor, etc Price only £6 Our Ref 6P7 
SMOOTHING CAPACITOR 230uF 63V 10A at 50 deg C Can type with 
mounting bracket Pnce £2 Our Ref 2P206 
SMOOTHING CAPACITOR 2200uF 63V 5 8A, at 50 deg C Can type with 
mounting bracket Pnce £1 Our Ref 130644 
10A 100V BRIDGE RECTRER ASSEMBLY comprising 4 diodes mounted 
on two 4in y Din sinks with bottom insulators Price £2 Our Ref 2P207. 
DO YOU WANT TO MEASURE AC AMPS? We have found a few more 
of the 50Hz 0-404 AC 216in diameter panel meters, made for RAF 
equipment these are very reliable and robust Pnce £5 each Our Ref. 

5P105 
20A DOUBLE POLE RELAY WITH 12V COIL complete with mounting 

brackets made by the Japanese Omron Company . Price £2 each. Our 
Ref 2P173A 
TORROIDAL MAINS TRANSFORMER with twin outputs 63V 24 and 
12V 500mA so ideal for FDD power supply Price £5 Our Ref 5P122. 
DOUBLE MICRO CASSETTE DECK made by the Japanese ABS corn-
pany This takes two micro cassettes and is complete with motors, 
solenoids to select the deck to use and record and playback heads. 
Price PO Our Ref 10P49 
QUICK FIX MAINS CONNECTOR A must for your workshop Saves 
putting on plugs as you lust push the wires under the spring clips 
Automatically off when lid is up Price £7 50 Our Ref 7P5/1 
BT HANDSET with curly lead terminating with flat BT plug Colour 
cream Price £5 Our Ref 5P123 

NEW ARRIVALS, FIRST TIME OFFERED 

EPSON MINI PRINTER 15011 This is a till roll size printer and uses plain 

paper £ 15 each Order Ref 15PI4 
2764 EPROM 65K bits BBC micro compatible £3 each Order Ref . 3P48 
PIEZO SOUNDER. Reference PKIii411 3-30V operation. 90d13 output 2 

for £1 Order Ref BD647 

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL 
Dept AR, 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE 

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT 
MAI. ORDER TERRIS, Cash, PO or cheque with order Orders under 
CO add £1 50 service charge Monthly account orders accepted from 
schools and public companies Access and B/card orders accepted 
MOM 102731 7315411 w 2113561 

POPULAR ITEMS 

Some of the many items described in our current list 

which you will receive if you request it 

31/2 1.1 EDO CHINON BO track 500k Shugart compatible interface Stan 
dard connections, interchangeable with most other 31/7in and 51/4ir 
drives. Brand new. £31.50 plus Cl insured post. 
Be EDO enact« ISFD31115SXA Shugart compatible interlace 500k on 
3m disc Recommended for many Amstrads but interchangeable with 
most drives £2650 plus £3 insured post 
MO CASE ANO POWER SUPPLY KIT for the In or 31/21n Ell 00 Rei 
11P2 for the Chinon, 11P3 for the Hitachi. 
B. MONITOR made for ICL, uses Phillips black and white tube Brand 
new and complete but uncased. £ 16.00 plus £5.00 post 
ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER REF ALF03 Made for the Elec-
tron or BBC computers but suitable for most others Complete with 
mains adaptor. leads and handbook. £ 10 00 Ref 10P44 
POWERFUL IONISER Uses mains transformer Generates approx. 10 
times more ions than the normal diode/cap ladder circuits. Complete 
kit £ 11.50 plus £3.00 post 
3 /4CH RID Hitachi ref. FIFO 305SXA. Ideal replacement or second 
drive in most computers, especially Amstrad 6121, etc Pnce E30 plus 
C3 post 
ROE POWER! Can be yours if you use our solar cells- sturdily made 
modules with new system bubble magnifiers to concentrate the light 
and so eliminate the need for actual sunshine- they work just as well 
in bright light Voltage input is 45- you join in series to get desired 
voltage and in parallel for more amps. Module A gives 100mA. Price 
El, Our ref 80631 Modele C gives 400mA, Price £2, Our ref. 2PI99 
Module D gives 700mA, Price £3, Our rat. 31.42. 

SOLAR POWERED NI-CAD CHARGER 4 Ni-Cad batteries AA IHP7) 
charged in eight hours or two in only 4 hours. It is a complete, boxed 
ready to use und. Price £6. Our tel 6P3 
50V 20A TRANSFORMER 'C' Core construction so quite easy to adapt 
for other outputs - tanped mains input. Only £25 but very heavy so 
please add £5 if not collecting Order Ref 25P4 

I5A PANEL METER These have been stripped from Government sur-
plus battery charger units made originally for army use Unused, tested 
but of course rather old, diameter 2in can be surface or flush mounted 
£3 each Our Ref 3P40 
SWITCH AC LOADS WITH YOUR COMPUTER This is easy and reliable 
if you use our solid state relay This has no moving parts, has high 
input resistance and acts as a noise barrier and provides 4kW isolation 
between logic terminals. The turn-on voltage is not critical, anything 
between 3 and 30V, internal resistance is about IK ohm. AC loads up to 
10A can be switched Pnce is f2 each. Ref 2P183 
METAL PROJECT BOX Ideal size for battery charger, power supply 
etc, sprayed grey, size Bin y 41/4 in x itin high, ends are louvred for 

ventilation other sides are flat and undrilled Order Ref. 2P191 Price El 
BIG SMOOTHING CAPACITOR. Sprague powerlytic 39,000uF at 50V £3 
Our ref 3P41. 
4-CORE REX CABLE. Cores separately insulated and grey PVC coverer 
overall Each copper core size 7/0 2mm. Ideal for long telephone duns 
or similar applications even at mains voltage. 20 metres f2. Dur 

ref .2P196 or 100 metres coil El. Order ref 8P19 
THCORE FLEX CABLE. Description same as the 4- core above Price 15 
metres for £2. Our ref 2PI97 or 100 metres £1. Our ref 9PI 
BULK-HEAD paourcnNG LOUDSPEAKER. Metal case with chrome grill 
front and with mounting lugs for screwing to ceiling, 81n. speaker £10 
sack. Order ref 10P43 add £2 post 
TWIN GANG TUNING CAPACITOR. Each section is .0005uF with trim 
mers and good length 1/4m spindle Old but unuse3d and in very g000 

condition f1 each. Our ref 80630. 
13A PLUGS Good British make complete with fuse. parcel of 5 for £2 
Order ref 2PI85 
13A ADAPTERS Takes 2 134 plugs, packet of 3 for U. Order ref. 2P187 
20V-0-20V Mains transformers 216 amp 1100 watt) loading, tapped 
primary 200-245 upright mountings £4 Order ref 4P24. 
BURGLAR ALARM BELL- 6" gong OK for outside use if protected from 
rain 12V battery operated. Price £8 Ref. 8P2 
24 HOUR TIME SWITCH - 164 changeover contacts, up to 6 on/offs per 
day Nicely cased, intebnded for wall mounting. Price El Ref. 8P6. 
CAPACITOR BARGAIN - axial ended, 4700µF at 25V Jap made, nor-
maIN 50p each, you get 4 for £ 1. Our ref. 613. 
PIE/0 ELECTRIC FAN -An unusual fan, more like the one used by 
Madame Butterfly than the conventional type, it does not rotate The 
air movement is caused by two vibrating arms. It is American made, 
mains operated, very economical and causes no interference, so in 
ideal for computer and instrument cooling. Price is only El each Ref 
80596 
SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS -Heavy duty, made by the famous 
Bulgin company very good quality. Price !for Et Ref. 80597 
AMC PILL - Swoon mode type Input set for + 230V Output 3.5 
amps at + 5V, 1 5 amps at + 12V, and 3 amps at + 5V. Should be OK for 
floppy disc drives. Regular price £30 Our price only £ 10. Ref. 10734 
Brand new and unused 
APPLIANCE THERMOSTATS -Spindle adjust type suitable for convec-
tor heaters or similar Price 2 for Et Ref. 80 582. 
3-CORE REX BARGAIN No. 1- Core size 5mm so ideal for long exten-

sion leads carrying up to 5 amps or short leads up to 10 amps. 15mm 
for r2 ref. 2P189 
3-CORE REX BARGAIN No. 2 - Core size 1.25mm so suitable for long 
extension leads carrying up to 13 amps, or short leads up to 254 10m 
for £2 Ref 2P190. 
ALPHA-NUMERIC KEYBOARD - This keyboard has 73 keys giving trou-
ble free life and no contact bounce. The keys are arranged in two 
groups, the main area is a QWERTY array and on the right is a 15 key 
number pad, board size is approx. 13" x - brand new but offered at 
only a fraction of its cost namely £3, plus El post. Ref. 3P27 
WIRE BARGAIN - KO metres 0 7mm solid copper tinned and p v.c 

covered. Only £3 plus £1 post. Ref 3P31 - that's well under 1p per 
metre, and this wire is ideal for push on connections. 
INTERRUPTED BEAM KfT - This kit enables you to make a switch that 
will trigger when a steady beam of infra- red or ordinary light is broken 
Main components- relay, photo transistor, resistors and caps, etc. 
Circuit diagram but no case. Price £2. Ref. 2P15. 
3-3111V VARIABLE VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY UNIT- with 1 amp DC 
output. Intended for use on the bench for experimenters. students, 
inventors, service engineers etc This is probably the most important 
piece of equipment you can own lafter a multi range test meter). It 
gives a variable output from 3-30 volts and has an automatic short 
circuit and overload protection, which operaes at 1 1 amp approxima-
tely. Other features are very low ripple output, a typical ripple is 3rny 
pk-pk, ImV rms. Mounted in a metal fronted plastic case, this has a 
voltmeter on the front panel in addition to the output control knob and 
the output terminals. Price for complete kit with full instructions is £ 15 
Rel. 15P7. 

STEREO SPEAKERS Each 10 watts 8 ohm and twin speakers mounted 
in walnut finish cabinets, size 16m high x 10in wide o bon deep. Front is 

black Dacron and the finish is very pleasing. Price £7 per pair. Extra 
postage and packing £3. Our Ref. 7P6. 
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6m TRANSVERTERS 

Our market leader 144/50MHz 
Transverter 25w pep £179 - £4 p&p 

28/50MHz Transverter 25w pep £199 - £4 p&p 
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Specifications 
Drive - 0.5-3w 
Spurii - <60d6 

Second Harmonic - < 70dB 
Current - 3.5A typ 

* RN690 Power Amplifier. Add to your dedicated 6m rig 3W drive 
to give 25w p&p £75 - £4 p&p 2 year guarantee 

* 7dB Switched Attenuator £22 - £2 p&p 
RECEIVE CONVERTERS 

With your existing 2m or HF equipment these receive converters give you the opportunity to listen in on other bands. 

With the switched version you will have the facility for working crossband. 

RECEIVE ONLY CONVERTERS at £39 each plus £2 p&p SWITCHED 
RECEIVE 
CONVERTER 
£45 - £2 p&p 
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4m TRANSVERTERS 

* 144/70MHz Transverter. 25w pep £239 + £4 p&p 

144/70MHz Transverter. IOW 
pep £199 - £4 p&p 

28170M Hz Transverter. IOW 
pep £199 - £4 p&p 

* RN490 Power Amplifier. 25w pep £75 - £4 pip 

2m IF/4m 

2m IF/6m 

2m IF/10m 

10m IF/2m 

10m IF/4i11 

10m IF/6m 

2m TX/RX 
Switched Receive 

Converter 

2m TX 0/P to Transverter etc 
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AMR1000 
• 12.5KHz & 25&KHz channelling 

+Automatic repeater shift 
+Simple to operate 
• 5w and 25w 
• Dual VFO 
• Reversable front panel 

BRITISH DESIGN & MANUFACTURE AMR1000S 
All the features of AMR1000 PLUS 

• Scanning modes of operation 
• Automatic or manual repeater access tone 
• Programmable functions 
• Memory channels • Priority channels 

# Scan rate # Plus many more 

£247.25 incl VAT - £4 p&p £299 incl VAT - £4 p&p 

DESIGNED FOR TODAY'S AMATEUR. VARIABLE MOUNTING POSITION FOR THE MODERN CAR, 
EASY TO USE YET PROVIDING EVERY FEATURE FOR THE BEGINNER OR EXPERT. 

VISA 

PLUS INNOVATIVE HANDS FREE UNIT OUT SOON 
AVAILABLE AT THE LEICESTER RALLY 28/29 OCTOBER ON STAND 54A 

from GR. GAT. c.Electronic 
37 Long Ridings Avenue, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1EE 

See us at all major rallies 

For details: 
(0277) 214406 
ORDER NOW 
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